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Systems engineering efforts initiated by NASA's Lewis Research
Center (LeRC) in FY92 under RTOP 593-72. for Nuclear Electric
Propulsion (NEP), have enabled the development of detailed
mathematical (computer) models to predict NEP subsystem performance
and mass. The computer models are intended to help provide greater
depth to NEP subsystem (and system) modeling, required for more
accurately verifying performance projections and assessing the
impact of specific technology developments.
The following subsystem models have been developed:
1) liquid-metal-cooled pin-type, and
2) gas-cooled NERVA (Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle
Applications) - derived for reactor/shleld;
3) Potassium-Rankine, and
4) Brayton for power conversion;
5) heat rejection general model (includes direct Brayton,
pumped loop Brayton, and shear flow condenser (Potassium-
Rankine);
6) power management and dlstributlon (PMAD) general model; and
7) ion electric engine, and
8i magnetoplasmadynamic thruster for the electrlc propulsion
subsystem.
These subsystem models for NEP were authored by the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) for the reactor (NASA CR-191133), by the
Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell International for the Potassium
Rankine (NASA CR-191134) and Brayton (NASA CR-191135) power
conversion, heat rejection (NASA CR-191132), and power management
and distribution (NASA CR-191136), and by Sverdrup Technology for
thr thrusters (NASA CR-191137).
At the time of this writing, these eight VAX/FORTRAN source and




NASA LeRC is currently developing a FORTRAN based computer model
of a complete nuclear electric propulsion (NEP) vehicle that can be
used for piloted and cargo missions to the Moon or Mars. Proposed
designs feature either a Brayton or a K-Rankine power conversion
cycle to drive a turbine coupled with rotary alternators. Both ion
and MPD thrusters will be considered in the model. In support of
the NEP model, Rocketdyne is developing power conversion, heat
rejection, and power management and distribution (PMAD)
subroutines. The subroutines will be incorporated into the NEP
vehicle model which will be written by NASA LeRC. The purpose of
this report is to document the heat pipe cooled heat rejection
subsystem model and its supporting subroutines.
The heat pipe cooled heat rejection subsystem model is designed
to provide estimates of the mass and performance of the equipment
used to reject heat from Brayton and Rankine cycle power conversion
systems. The subroutine models the ductwork and heat pipe cooled
manifold for a gas cooled Brayton; the heat sink heat exchanger,
liquid loop piping, expansion compensator, pump and manifold for a
liquid loop cooled Brayton; and a shear flow condenser for a K-
Rankine system. In each case, the final heat rejection is made by
way of a heat pipe radiator. The radiator is sized to reject the
amount of heat necessary.
The calculations proceed from first principles and normally will
require that a relatively extensive amount of information be made
available to the code. For normal use, a complete description of
the component geometry must be specified. However, for preliminary
design purposes, the code provides an option that will generate a
workable design for the heat rejection system that can be used as
the basis for further optimization.
The code computes the performance of each equipment item in the
flow path. Performance for specific elements such as the heat
exchanger, piping and manifolds is usually expressed as a pressure
and a temperature drop. The pressure drops are summed to size the
pumps, while the temperature drops are used to determine the mean
effective temperature of the radiator which is then sized to reject
the amount of heat required to operate the cycle at the specified
conditions. Code output is in the form of labeled variable values
and the output for each option includes a detailed mass summary of
the equipment items in the selected flow path.
A detailed discussion of the derivation of the algorithms
incorporated in the various subroutines used forms the major
portion of the report. The model documentation includes as an
appendix a detailed users manual which provides definition of the
input variables required, subroutine usage instructions, and
applications examples to illustrate the output resulting from
invoking the different code options.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The objective of this task was to characterize potential heat
pipe based radiator subsystems for use in megawatt sized nuclear
electrical propulsion systems. The approach to developing this
characterization was to develop a mass/performance estimating
computational methodology that proceeds from first principles to
provide valid estimates of the performance and mass of candidate
heat pipe based radiators and the auxiliary devices required to use
them in both Brayton and Rankine system designs. Heat rejection
subsystem characteristics of interest are radiator size (area,
length, width, heat pipe lengths, heat exchanger dimensions) and
mass. It was required that these characteristics be developed for
both a potassium Rankine cycle with a constant temperature
condensation process, as well as for a Brayton cycle with a varying
temperature cooling process. Input variables to be considered in
the characterization include temperature, working fluids, cycle
type, radiator geometry and materials of construction.
It was deemed desirable to provide as many default values for
variables as possible, in order to minimize the amount of effort
required to use the program. This desire conflicts with the
necessity of developing algorithms with sufficient detail to permit
rational optimization when the code is used as part of an overall
systems model. A compromise solution was developed in the form of
an option to the basic code that determines a radiator design on a
relatively simplified and non-optimized basis. The inputs
developed as a result of running the optional portion of the code
are intended to provide sufficient detail to the user who can then
construct an operating model of the system which can then be
optimized by manipulation of this more complete data set.
This report provides documentation of the methodology used in
developing the heat rejection subsystem analysis subroutine and
includes a discussion of the technical approach developed, the
design of the main driver program, and the design and integration
of the various equipment algorithms and supporting routines used.
A users manual for the code and a complete FORTRAN source code
listing are presented as Appendices. Users familiar with the
analysis of space based heat rejection systems should be able to






The heat rejection subsystem will be required to operate over a
wide range of temperatures and pressures, and with a variety of
working fluids. The ranges of these parameters are shown in
Table 1. These requirements are met primarily by supplying
materials properties for materials used at the pressures and
temperatures of interest. For the heat pipes, sufficient options
are provided to cover an even larger range than required.
TABLE 1
HEAT REJECTION SUBSYSTEM
GROUND RULES AND REQUIREMENTS
Input parameter ranges of interest:
Power Conversion System Outlet Temperatures (k):
K-Rankine: 750 - 1250
Brayton: 300 - i000




Power Levels: 100-50000 KWt
Lifetime: 2 - i0 Years
Code options that provide for automated selection of heat pipe
working fluids and containment materials will use the Values in
Table 2. The user, however, can specify any of the working fluids
in Table 2 at any time. The code will run with the selected fluid
if its use at the specified temperature is possible. Inappropriate
selections will cause the code to stop with the appropriate heat
pipe related error message.
TABLE 2
HEAT PIPE WORKING FLUID TEMPERATURE RANGES
























The code developed for the characterization of potential heat
pipe cooled heat rejection subsystems is designed to be applicable
to both the Brayton and Rankine cycle power r conversion systems.
Brayton systems have been proposed that feature both direct heat
extraction from the cycle working fluid and heat extraction by use
of a gas/liquid heat exchanger and a liquid loop as shown on the
flow diagrams given as Figures 1 and 2. The direct heat extractlon
cycle uses a gas to heat pipe cooled heat ex?hanger/manifold to
extract the heat dlrectly from the cycle worklng fluad. In most
cases the heat exchanger for this application will be finned on the
gas side. In those cases in which a liquid loop is used, a.fluid
loop is placed between the cycle working fluid and the radlator,
primarily to permit the transfer of heat without the use of
extensive, high mass ducting. The radiator manifold/heat pipe heat
exchanger will usually be unfinned in the liquid loop cooled
systems. In general, the larger sized systems will favor the use
of an intermediate loop in the heat rejection system. The Flow
diagram for the Rankine cycle systems is shown in Figure 3. The
Rankine cycle makes use of a shear-flow condenser because other
types are not considered practical for use in the absence of a
gravity field.
2.3 Overall Code Design
Figure 4 presents an overall logic flow diagram for the Brayton
and Rankine cycle heat rejection subsystems. Figure 4 illustrates
the steps required to estimate the performance and mass of a
subsystem for rejecting heat to space. The steps required to
accomplish this objective are:
i. Select the method of heat rejection to be used for the
system. Three options will be available. The options are
described above and illustrated in Figures I, 2 and 3.
2. Compute the performance of the gas/liquid heat exchanger if
required.
3. Compute the performance of the liquid loop system, if one
is used.
4. Size or select the pump if one is used. The code will only
provide for the use of a liquid metal (NaK) loop for secondary
cooling. For liquid metals, an EM pump is most often specified.
The mass and performance of the pump will generally be estimated
from semi-empirical curves generated for other purposes.
4. Compute the performance of the heat exchanger/manifold or
condenser as needed.
5. Size the heat pipe radiator.
Several of the equipment size performance estimating subroutines
are supported by other subroutines which describe the operating
environment or describe the thermal property variations with

















































































shown on Figure 4. In the case of the main radiator subroutine,
other subroutines are used to supply armor thickness calculations
and heat pipe performance calculations as well as environment and
thermal property estimates.
The overall approach to computing heat rejection system
performance is to estimate the performance of each equipment
element in the string and then design a radiator to be compatible
with the specified equipment string and the heat rejection
requirements for the power conversion system. Each equipment
element results in a temperature loss which is reflected in the
mean operating temperature of the radiator. In addition to a
temperature drop, the mass of the subsystem and the performance of
the power conversion system is affected by the pressure drop of
each of the equipment elements. The pressure drop of each element
is also computed and is available for use in the system code as
well as for pump sizing purposes.
The mass and performance of each equipment element is estimated
from first principles using well established thermo-hydraulic
analysis methods. The analytical methods generally require that
a relatively complete geometrical description of the component be
supplied as input. Since such inputs are dependent on having a
defined design concept available, it is seen as desirable to have
an option in the code where a workable set of design parameters can
be generated with only state point and system type inputs required.
This option is supplied with the code and it consists of design
rules based on previous experience. The option will not generally
supply an optimized (namely, area constrained minimum mass)
subsystem. However, the data from the option can be used in the
primary section of the code to develop optimized configurations for
the heat rejection subsystems of Brayton and Rankine power
conversion subsystems.
So
3.0 EQU_pMRNT SUBROUTINE/ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
3.1 Main Driver Routine (HREJEC)
This subroutine, HREJEC, is the main driver routine which is used
to organize the problem, read in the required data inputs, call the
appropriate subroutines and print out the results. The logic of
HREJEC is reflected in the flow diagram given as Figure 4. The
following steps are followed in estimating the mass and performance
of heat pipe cooled heat rejection systems in either Brayton or
Rankine power conversion systems:
1. Select the heat rejection equipment train and define the
equipment elements required. Three options are supplied and the
flag, Iprob, is used to select the appropriate option, as:
a) Direct cooled gas manifold for Braytons.
b) Liquid loop (NaK only) cooled heat exchanger loop for
Braytons.
c) Shear flow condenser (Potassium only) directly cooled
by heat pipes for Rankine cycles.
2. Analyze the Hydraulic loop for the pressure drops required
by the heat sink heat exchanger, the liquid loop piping and the
heat pipe cooled manifold, if a liquid loop is used.
3. Determine the weight of the pump required.
4. Determine the temperature drop associated with the heat
pipe cooled liquid or gas manifold or shear flow condenser.
5. Size a heat pipe radiator to accommodate the temperature
drops seen in the loop equipment train and to accommodate the
system heat rejection loads.
6. Printout component sizes and masses.
An option selected by the flag, Iselec, can be activated to
supply most of the variables needed to run a case is included. A
detailed listing of the variables required by the various options
is included in Appendix A, the users manual.
3.2 Heat Sink Heat Exchanger
The heat sink heat exchanger in a Brayton system is required to
transfer heat from the gas working fluid to a liquid metal coolant
loop. It has been demonstrated by numerous prior studies that the
most mass efficient of the conventional heat exchanger designs that
could be used for this purpose is the shell and tube configuration.
A schematic of a typical shell and tube layout is shown in
Figure 5. In its usual embodiment, the gas stream is confined to















































































of the heat exchanger. Since the gas and liquid streams in the
Brayton application are at relatively low pressures, the use of
relatively thin shells and tube materials is possible.
The heat sink heat exchanger size estimating subroutine is based
on a computation of the overall heat transfer coefficient developed
in a shell and tube heat exchanger with gas on the shell side of
the exchanger and liquid on the tube side. The details of the
computation roughly follow the development due to Bell [i]. Most
of the construction details are assumed to be optimum with this
method and the distance between tube rows in the direction
perpendicular to the flow is assumed to be equal to the tube
pitch. Several correlations are available for the heat transfer
and friction factor coefficients on the shell side. The ranges of
these correlations is shown on Figure 6. The correlation due to
Bell was selected for use in the heat rejection subsystem design
and analysis code since it is relatively conservative and nearly
identical to the proprietary HTRI correlation. The tube side heat
transfer correlation used is due to Lyon as quoted by Kreith [2].
This is the generally accepted correlation for the heat transfer to
liquid metals under conditions of uniform heat flux. The Lyon
correlation is represented by equation i, below.
Nu=7 .0+0. 025_ (Red*P z)0.8
where:
(i)
N u = Nusselt Number
R e = Reynolds Number based on diameter
Pr = Prandtl Number
The friction factor for the turbulent flow of liquids or gases in
tubes is given by an equation due to Miller [3]. This relation, as
given by equation 2, gives a reasonably good representation of the
Moody diagram and has the advantage of being an explicit
expression, thereby not requiring an iterative calculation.
O.25f=
e +5.7_____44)]2"°
[LOGI° ( 3.7 ,d R_ 9
where:
e = Mean Surface roughness height

















































The calculation proceeds by guessing an overall heat transfer
coefficient, sizing the exchanger and then checking if the guess
was correct. If the resulting exchanger is larger than required,
the code reduces the overall diameter and repeats the calculation
until a reasonably close approximation to the required exchanger
duty is found. Conversely, if the resulting exchanger is smaller
than required, the code increases the overall diameter and repeats
the calculation, as above. Once the proper overall size is
determined, the code proceeds to compute the mass of the component
parts of the heat exchanger. Shell thickness is derived from an
empirical representation of the results of prior calculations.
Masses are computed by simple density times part volume relations.
The components included are the insulation, heat exchanger heads,
shell, plates, tubesheets, and tubes. The supporting structure for
the heat exchanger is estimated as five percent of the overall mass
of the heat exchanger unit. It is to be noted that the material
thicknesses used for the design of these heat exchangers are near
the absolute minimum possible and are representative of heat
exchangers operated under very precisely defined conditions,
manufactured using state of the art techniques and fully utilizing
the latest in materials advances. As a result they will be very
expensive to fabricate and develop. A more economical unit on the
other hand will have significantly higher mass.
3.3 NaK Piping
The heat absorbed by the heat rejection heat exchanger is
transferred to a heat pipe cooled manifold by a piping system. The
piping system affects system mass by providing resistance to the
pump, requiring a volume of metal to provide fluid containment and
finally by requiring an inventory of fluid with which to transfer
the heat and incidentally keep the piping system filled. Aerospace
liquid metal loop systems are usually designed not to exceed a
certain maximum flow velocity. This velocity is usually less than
about i0 to 12 meters/second. In order to minimize erosion
problems with velocities of this magnitude, it is necessary to have
an extremely low oxygen content in the flowing fluid. A usually
satisfactory value for pipe wall thickness is given by assuming
schedule I0 pipe. The use of thinner sections should be carefully
evaluated.
The pressure drop in the NaK piping system is estimated from
input values of flowrate, pipe diameter, pipe length and number of
90 degree bends in the system. Pipe bend resistances are estimated
by use of an empirical equation derived from a cross plot of bend
resistance data published by Miller [3]. Pipe friction factors are
estimated by means of equation 2. Masses are computed by simple
density times part volume relations. The elements included in the
mass estimate are the pipe insulation, pipe material and the volume
of NaK contained in the piping.
13.
3.4 EM Pump
NaK circulation in the liquid metal heat transfer loop is
provided for by an electromagnetic (EM) pump. A sketch of a
typical NaK loop based heat rejection plumbing layout showing the
integration of EM pump, the volume accumulator and the radiator
inlets and outlets is shown in Figure 7. Rocketdyne has performed
detailed EM pump design and configuration selection studies over
the past several years. The results of these studies can be
roughly correlated by an expression for pump mass as a function of
hydraulic pumping power required to operate a NaK loop. This




Mm_ = Pump and Power Control Mass (Kg)
Ph_ = Hydraulic Power Required to Operate Loop (Watts)
Equation 3 is based on several designs for DC conduction EM pumps
which featured a two throat configuration. One of the throats is
plumbed to the cold leg of the loop, while the other is plumbed to
the hot leg. A detailed analysis of the performance and mass of EM
pumps is given by Baker and Tessier [4].
3.5 Expansion Compensator
The expansion compensator or volume accumulator unit (VAU)
provides for NaK expansion during system startup and provides for
overpressure on the NaK to prevent the initiation of local boiling.
The VAU is usually located on the radiator manifold outlet line
(the lowest temperature point in the system) and is connected to
the main branch line by smaller diameter tubing. The design of
VAU's is based on the amount of NaK volume change expected in the
heat transfer loop between a nominal 311 K temperature level and
the maximum operating temperature of the loop. A safety factor of
1.2 is customarily applied to the estimate of NaK volume change.
Rocketdyne has conducted several design and selection studies of
VAU's for other programs. Details of a typical VAU design are
given in Figure 8. The mass of material used in these designs is


















































Va¢c = Loop volume change (Liters)
_.¢ = Mass of volume accumulator unit (dry) (Kg)
A detailed computer code for the analysis of the performance and
mass of VAU units of the type illustrated in Figure 8 is given by
Whitaker and Shimazaki [5].
3.6 Gas/Liquid Heat Pipe Manifold
Heat is transferred to the heat pipe/fin assemblies by means of
a heat pipe cooled manifold. The basic configuration of the
manifold is a slngle line of tubes contalned in a shroud. Braze
cans are used to provide for the attachment of the heat pipe fin
assemblies into the shroud. It is assumed that the flow pattern in
the manifold can be tailored to simulate the flow in a heat
exchanger tube bundle. Tailoring the flow in this manner will
require that an undulating wall shape be used to contain the flow.
A close approximation to the required shape of this wall can be
determined with CFD methods. A diagram of the manifold layout is
given in Figure 9.
The heat transfer and friction factor correlation used for the
manifold is given as Figure i0. This correlation is adapted from
the correlation given by Bell [i] for the case where a large number
of tube rows is used. Heat transfer through the walls of the
manifold is by conduction through a braze can, a braze joint, the
heat pipe wall to the evaporating fluid of the heat pipe. An
option is provided for the use of fins around the braze cans. This
may be useful in cases where gas is used in the manifold. The fins
are assumed to span the entire manifold since the use of unfinned
areas would result in bypassing of the flow which is not accounted
for in this code.
The heat balance across the wall of a can/braze joint/ heat pipe
assembly is solved to give the film temperature drop through the
manifold. A closed form expression was derived to estimate this
parameter. The heat flux used for the estimation of average film
temperature drop was the average heat flux value. In practice, the
film temperature drop will be highest at the manifold inlet and
decreasing toward the manifold outlet. The average value, however,
will give the average film temperature drop which is used to
estimate the average radiator operating temperature.
Manifold mass is computed by simple density times part volume
relations. The elements included in the mass estimate are the
manifold braze can mass, manifold container wall mass, manifold
braze mass, and for liquid cooled manifolds, the mass of the NaK
inventory in the manifold. It is expected that it will usually be
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manifold is not included in the above calculation since the
manifold is assumed to be shielded from its environment by other
components on the spacecraft.
3.7 Shear Flow Condenser/Manifold
The K-Rankine cycle requires a condenser to directly reject waste
heat from the cycle. A shear flow device has been identified as
being the most likely candidate for this application since its
operation does not require the presence of a gravity field. A flow
schematic for a heat pipe cooled shear flow condenser is given in
Figure ii.
The approach to analyzing the performance of the shear flow
condenser is similar to the one used for the convectively cooled
manifolds. The code first estimates the proportion of the manifold
that is required for subcooling and the portion required for
condensing the wet or saturated inlet flow. The manifold routine
cannot accommodate superheated flow, due to the fact that either
large surface areas or flow dilution must be used to provide
desuperheating. A separate piece of equipment is usually used in
commercial or utility practice. The code then computes an average
film temperature drop for condensing and for subcooling in a manner
similar to that used for the convective manifolds. An average
value for film temperature drop is then found by averaging the
above values weighted by the number of heat pipes involved in each
process. Condenser pressure drop is computed for the condensing
region and for the subcooling region and then added.
The model used to estimate shear flow condensation is based on
computing the condensation of pure vapors inside horizontal tubes.
At high Reynolds numbers, the heat transfer rate is controlled by
the vapor flow heat transfer coefficient to the continuously
forming film on the duct wall. The thickness of this film
increases with flow manifold length. Gas phase heat transfer
coefficients are estimated by the use of common empirical
relations. The model is assumed to be valid provided that the flow
is in the shear flow regime. A test is provided in the
calculations to determine if the flow is in the shear flow regime,
however, the code only issues a warning that the manifold is
operating in an invalid flow regime. If such an event occurs, the
results of the condensing manifold performance estimating routine
is invalid and the user must make a change to the design. This
change will usually consist of increasing the local vapor flow
velocity in the manifold.
Manifold mass is computed by simple density times part volume
relations. The elements included in the mass estimate are the
manifold wall mass, manifold to heat-pipe braze mass, the mass of
any manifold insulation, and the mass of the NaK inventory in the
subcooler portion of the manifold. Armor mass for the manifold



































































assumed to be shielded from its environment by other components on
the spacecraft.
3.8 Gas Ducting
Cycle reject heat can be transferred to a heat pipe cooled gas
manifold by a gas ducting system. The gas ducting system affects
system mass by providing resistance to the Brayton compressor and
by requiring a volume of metal to provide fluid containment.
Aerospace gas ducting systems are usually designed not to exceed a
certain maximum flow velocity. This velocity is usually less than
about 30 to 40 meters/second in order to avoid excessive pressure
drop. A usually satisfactory value for pipe wall thickness is
given by assuming the duct will be fabricated from 1/16" sheet
steel. The use of thinner sections should be carefully evaluated.
The pressure drop in the gas ducting system is estimated from
input values of flowrate, pipe diameter, pipe length and number of
90 degree bends in the system. Pipe bend resistances are estimated
by use of an empirical equation derived from a cross plot of bend
resistance data published by Miller [3]. Pipe friction factors are
estimated by means of equation 2. Masses are computed by simple
density times part volume relations. The elements included in the
mass estimate are the duct insulation and duct material.
3.9 Heat Pipe Radiator
Cycle waste heat is ultimately rejected by the heat pipe/fin
radiator surface. The code determines the size of the heat pipe
and fin assembly necessary to reject the specified amount of cycle
waste heat. The heat pipe radiator subroutine is based on a
detailed calculation of the amount of heat that can be radiated
from the condenser section of a finned heat pipe. The code can be
adapted to use any heat pipe working fluid for which the
appropriate fluid physical properties are available. The
calculations in the subroutine start with an initial estimate of
the length of heat pipe required. The heat pipe length is
sectioned into a prespecified number of segments which are treated
as isothermal. The amount of heat radiated from a particular
segment is computed and compared to the various heat pipe
performance limits that apply at the particular length step. The
saturation temperature is then adjusted and the heat rejection from
the next step is computed. The overall length of heat pipe is
adjusted to radiate the correct amount of heat by iterating on the
amount of heat rejected. The subroutine uses the calculations for
a single heat pipe to scale the results for the entire radiator.
The evaporator inlet temperature for this single heat pipe is taken
as the fourth power average temperature of the radiator.
The effect of temperature variation in the spanwise direction
along the radiator surface is evaluated using the numerical results
of Lieblein [6] for radiating fins of constant cross section. The
21.
radiating efficiency presented by Lieblein was empirically
represented by a relationship developed by Nervenga and
Zarotti [7]. This expression yields an estimate of the fin
efficiency directly, without iterations or table lookups, saving
considerable computer run time.
The radiator is generally assumed to be radiating from both sides
as in a flat plate configuration. However, cylindrical and conical
geometries are available as options.
The use of heat pipes to dissipate waste heat from the cycle
offers an opportunity to use redundant heat pipes to offset
radiator armor. Using this approach, the code uses the binomial
equation to estimate the required heat pipe reliability as a
function of system reliability and redundancy. The value of heat
pipe reliability is then used in the expression developed by Haller
and Lieblein [8] to estimate the armor or heat pipe wall thickness
required to provide sufficient meteorite protection to meet the
heat pipe reliability requirement.
Masses are computed by simple density times part volume
relations. The elements included in the mass estimate arethe heat
pipe container tube, the heat pipe wick, the heat pipe working
fluid, the fins, the armor and an allowance for radiator structural
support. This allowance is taken as i0 % of the mass of the
radiator components.
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4.0 SUPPORTING SUBROUTINE/ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
4.1 Orbit/Environment
Subroutine HRENVRcomputes the values of the meteorite or debris
flux constants and the solar flux constant for use in the armor
sizing subroutine and the heat sink temperature estimating
subroutine. The meteorite and debris information is based on the
1990 Kessler model. The solar constant is scaled from 1.0 AU by
the inverse ratio of the AU's from the sun, squared.
Kessler gives the meteorite flux model for space not influenced
by the earth's gravitational field as:
1.0 + 1.3_10 -9
No=[ (2200_m0.306+15.0)4.38 (m+(lO11_m2.O)+(lO2V_m4"°))
+ 1.3.I0 -16 ] .(__1.0




N t = Number of particles of mass, m, or greater per square
meter per second.
m = Particle mass in grams.
Rs_ = Distance from sun (AU°s)
The orbits that are influenced bythe earth's gravitational field
are taken to be those between LEO and GEO. For these orbits, the
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R, = Earth Radius + I00 KM atmosphere (6478 KM)
H = Height above Earth's atmosphere (Orbit altitude - 100KM)
r = Orbit Radius (from earth center) = Orbit Altitude +
6378 KM.
The debris flux model is given by Kessler as:
Nt=3.168896_IO-'_[H*_"$_(FI_g_+F2_g2)]
where-.
gl = (i" 0 +q) t-1988
... (6)
or:
q = 0.02, if q < 2011.
t = Year Vehicle Launched
gl= (I+q) 23, (i+_) t-2011
and:
q = q' = 0.04, if q > 2011.
g2=l. 0+ (p_ (t-1988) )
where:
p = Assumed annual growth rate of mass in orbit
Also:
F_













d= ( 4 _*_ ,m<0. 3076gram
and:






exp ( "(l°g*° (d) -0.78): )
H= [I0.0 0.637' ]0.5
and for: 28.5 < i < 80.0 degrees
_=-0.313471+(0.084327.i)-(0.00186.i2)+(0.000014.i 3)
where:
i = Orbit inclination in degrees.
The meteorite flux constants for use in the armor requirements
equation evaluated in subroutine ARMOR are estimated from the
meteorite model and from the debris model for orbits from LEO to
GEO. The larger of the two values is used. For orbits beyond GEO,
debris is not usually found, therefore only the meteorite flux is
considered.
The solar flux is scaled as a function of distance from the sun
in AU, as:
Qs_=1353.0 * (IR---_0)2;wa t is me ter 2
This flux is used in the HTSINK routine to estimate the effective
sink temperature seen by the radiator.
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4.2 Thermal Properties
The code makes extensive use of thermal properties in its many
subroutines. The majority of the properties required to run the
code are built in as curve-fit subroutines. There are several
places in the code where the same thermal properties are used under
different names and come from different subroutlnes. These cases
developed from the fact that several existing subroutines/
algorithms were used to describe some of the components in the
system. The routines often used different systems of units and had
their own property generating subroutines. These were preserved in
order to take advantage of the calibration and development that the
routines had at the time of their application. Making all of the
subroutines in the code use the same property subroutines will be
an area of ongoing code development.
4.3 Armor Thickness Estimates
Subroutine HRARMRcomputes the amount of armor required in order
to provide a specific non-puncture probability in the specified
orbit for the specified mission duration. Armor thickness is
computed from a semi-empirical relationship developed by Haller and
Leiblien [8]. The equation developed requires that specific
functions of the armor material be input and that specific
meteorite and orbital debris parameters be specified. The orbital
parameters are computed in subroutine HRENVR, described above and
the materials dependent parameters are given in Table 3. The
empirical relationship used is:
-in(po)EaAvt 2_+2 I/3P -_z I/65=yxa[P_E]i/2[ ]213[___6 ]i/3[ ]I13p[ ] [ ]p. =Pp
... (v)
where:
Yr = Room temperature cratering coefficient (from Table 3)
a = Rear surface damage thickness factor (from Table)
= Impacting particle specific gravity (values are built in
to th_Psubroutln e)
Pa = Armor specific gravity - (Grams/cu-Cm)
V = Impacting particle velocity (values are built in to
subroutine)
C, =Armor sonic velocity
= Target area
t_ = Exposure time (mission duration)
Po = Probability of non-puncture (ie; for example 0.9, 0.99,
0.999)
T = Average armor temperature
6 = Armor thickness (units depend on other units used)
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TABLE 3
CI_TERING COEFFICIENT VALUES _ DAMAGE THICI_k'ESS FACTORB FOR
SELECTED MATERIALS
TARGET MATERIAL CRAT_RING COEFFICIENT 7 v
356 - T51 Aluminum
7075 - T6 Aluminum
2024 - T6 Aluminum
Nb + 1% Zr




















Damage Thickness Factors for Incipient Dimple, Spall and
Perforation
Material
2024 - T6 Aluminum
316 - Stainless Steel
A - 286









































I. For heat pipe radiator "perforation" is usual design
approach.
2. For pumped loop radiator "dimple" is preferred, but
"spall" will usually be acceptable.
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4.4 Sink Temperature Estimates
Subroutine HRTSNK computes the maximum sink temperature
experienced by a body in a given orbit. The sink temperature is a
function of the solar constant, which is determined by subroutine
HRENVR. In earth orbit, the energy reflected from the earth and
the energy radiated by the earth are significant. Values of the
earth reflected and earth emitted radiation are built into the code
and used to determine the environmental flux constant for LEO to
GEO orbits.
4.5 Statistical Equation Solution Routines
An appropriate relationship with which to estimate the
reliability of a heat pipe as a function of system reliability and




p = Probability of failure of a single heat pipe
K = Number of heat pipes in the radiator
J = Number of additional redundant heat pipes
U = Probability of system failure
... (8)
The binomial equation assumes that the probabilities of failure
will be binomially distributed among the individual heat pipes.
The values of U, K, and J are specified and the subroutine/function
PNEW iteratetively solves equation 8 to determine P, the
probability of failure of an individual heat pipe which is then
used in the armor thickness equation discussed above.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
It is believed that the heat pipe cooled heat rejection subsystem
model presented will yield performance and mass results of adequate
accuracy for system analysis purposes. The code will accommodate
designs for which relatively complete dimensional and operating
data are available or it will use a minimum input data set to
generate a relatively complete, but not optimized design to use as
the basis for optimization studies.
Improvements in several areas of the model are suggested. The
use of the various thermal properties routines should be made more
consistent so as to eliminate redundant property generating
routines; the code can be condensed considerably by eliminating
many of the comments and output routines; and the code could
probably be made to run considerably faster by the use of improved
methods of obtaining numerical convergence. However, the
implementation of these changes should be deferred until the code
is used in a systems context, so that the actual need for some of
the improvements can be better prioritized. A second area of
interest may be to couple this code with one of the currently
available general optimization codes to produce a relatively
complete optimization for the minimum input data case.
29.
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APPENDIX A
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE HREJEC COOE
A°lo
The HREJEC subroutine is designed to estimate the performance and mass of heat rejection subsystems used on
space based nuclear power systems. The subroutine offers six options which are selected by the use of the flags
Isetec and Iprob.
The selection logic is as follows:
IF Iselec = 1, THEN THE CODE WILL SUPPLY HOST OF THE VARIABLE
VALUES NEEDED. IF lselec • 2, THEN THE USER HUST SUPPLY HOST
OF THE VARIABLE VALUES NEEDED
IF ]prob = 1, CODE IS SET UP FOR A DIRECT COOLED BRAYTON
CONFIGURATION. (Figure A-l)
IF lprob : Z, CODE IS SET UP FOR A LIQUID LOOP COOLED
ERAYTON CONFIGURATION. (Figure A-2)
IF lprob = 3, CODE IS SET UP FOR A SHEAR FLOW CONDENSER IN A
POTASSIUH RANKINE CYCLE. (Figure A-3)
The subroutine HREJEC is entered by use of the following c8[[ statement in the main or driver program:
CALL NREJEC(Iselec, [prob, IENftg,Pin,Tin,Tout,Qred)
in addition to the flags lsetec and lprob, a flag catted IENfLg is used to select the environment desired.
1ENfLg is defined as follows:
[ENftg = FLAG TO SET ENVIRONHENT DESIRED
: 1, EARTH ORBITm LEO TO GEO USES GREATER OF DEBRIS
OR 14ETEORITE FLUX, NO DEBRIS ABOVE 2000 KIll.
: 2m BEYOND EARTH ORBIT, 0.25 TO 2.00 AU
The other variables in the caLL statement are defined as fotLo_s:
Pin -- CYCLE WORKING FLUID INLET PRESSURE (Grams/sq-Cm)
Tin • CYCLE WORKING FLUID INLET TEHPERATURE (K)
Tout = CYCLE WORKING FLUID OUTLET TEI4PERATURE (K)
Qrad = CYCLE TOTAL HEAT REJECTION RATE REQUIRED (IG/t)
In addition to the CALL statement the main program must provide for the opening of a date file called RADAT.
The contents of RADAT provide the balance of the data needed to run HREJEC. For the cases that wilt use the
minimum amount of input data to run HREJEC (Isetec = 1), the contents of RADAT are as follows:
[ENflg, Halt, HINCL, Rsun
YrLnch, Time
Pin, Tin, YJm, Tout
grad
If desired, IENfLg, Halt, HINCL, Rsun, Yrtnch, and Time may be set equal to zero and the code will use built-
in default values for these parameters. If IENfLB is not equal zero, then the required parameters are defined
as:
Halt = ORBIT ALTITUDE (kin)
HINCL = ORBIT INCLINATION ANGLE (28.5 TO 80.0 degrees, ONLY)
hun • DISTANCE FROfl SUN (AU)
Yrtnch • YEAR IN WHICH VEHICLE IS PLACED IN ORBIT
Time : MISSION DURATION (Secs)
Pin • CYCLE WORKING FLUID INLET PRESSURE (Gram/scI-Cm)
Tin = CYCLE WORKING FLUID INLET TEI4PERATURE (1()
X_ • HOLECULAR WEIGHT OF CYCLE WORKING FLUID
Tout • CYCLE WORKING FLUID OUTLET TENPERATURE (K)
Qred • CYCLE TOTAL HEAT REJECTION RATE REQUIRED (Kilt)
A°2.
Fornormalcaseswhere a reasonable definition of the design is avaiLabLe, then the contents of RADAT will
vary depending on the case being considered. If ]prob = 1, then the contents of RADAT are as follows:
















The required l_rm_ters are _f_ as:
ORBIT DESCRIPTION
HaLt : ORBIT ALTITUDE (Iom)
HINCL : ORBIT INCLINATION ANGLE (28.5 TO 80.0 degress, ONLY)
Rsun : DISTANCE FROM SUN (AU)
Yrtnch : YEAR IN WHICH VEHICLE IS PLACED IN ORBIT
Time : NISSIOR DURATION (Secs)
RADIATOR DESCRIPTION
GAN,ARSF : PENETRATION CONSTANTS - FUNCTIONS OF THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL (SEE TabLe 3)
Earm: YOUNGS 1400ULUS OF ARNOR Grams/sq-CIn)
PROB : NON-PUNCTURE PROBABILITY (0.9, 0.99, 0.999, ETC.)
CONFIG : 1.0, THEN RADIATOR IS A FLAT PLATE+ ELSE IS A CONE OR CYLINDER
Xntubes : NUMBER OF PRIMARY HEAT PIPE IN RADIATOR
Xnexpip : NUMBER OF REDUMDEMT HEAT PIPES
Xtftat : NEAT PIPE EVAPORATOR LENGTH (Ca)
Dhpipe : HEAT PIPE INSIDE DIAMETER (Ca)
Iftuid = HEAT PIPE WORKING FLUID ID NUMBER (SEE TabLe 2 for recommendations)
Imatt = HEAT PIPE LINER NATERIAL 1D NUMBER (SEE TabLe 2 for recommendations)
Theta = CONE ANGLE FOR CONICAL RADIATOR (DEGREES)
D2rad = NANIFOLD DIANETER FOR CONICAL RADIATOR OR NANIFOLD
LENGTH DIVIDED BY 3.141593 FOR FLAT PLATE (Ca)
Thickm = RADIATOR EMISSIVITY CONTROL COATING THICKNESS (Ca)
Thickf : RADIATOR FIN THICKNESS (Ca)
Thick = HEAT PIPE WALL or LINER THICKNESS (Ca)
Em = RADIATOR SURFACE EMISSIVITY
ALpha = RADIATOR SURFACE AESOPTIVITY
Hap : RADIATOR PROJECTED AREA (TOUARD SUN) (FRACTION OF TOTAL)
NArad = RADIATOR ACTUAL AREA (USUALLY : 1.0)
Tkfin : THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FIN MATERIAL (Watts/(Ca-K))
Rhocoating : COATING MATERIAL DENSITY (Grams/CO)
Rhofin : FIN MATERIAL DENSITY (Grams/CC)
RHOarm: ARMOR DENSITY (Onams/CC)
Xtadiab = LENGTH OF ADIABATIC PORTION OF THE HEAT PIPE (Ca)
Xmchmas = MASS OF RADIATOR DEPLOYMENT MECHANISM (KG)
A°3.
HEAT PiPE COOLED NANIFOLD DESCRIPTION
lfLg2 = FLAG TO SET NANIFOLD WORKING FLUID
1 = He-Xe MIXTURE
2 = NaK
Hman = NANIFOLD HEIGHT (Cm)
Gap = NANIFOLD WIDTH (Cm)
Pitch = DISTANCE BETWEEN CAN (HEAT PIPES) CENTERLINES (Cm)
Dcan= OUTSIDE DIANETER OF NANIFOLD BRAZE CANS (Cm)
Dhp : INSIDE DIANETER OF HEAT PIPE (Cm)
Rc : NANIFOLD BRAZE CAN INSIDE RADIUS (Cm)
Rb = BRAZE JOINT INSIDE RADIUS (Col)
Tf • FIN THICKNESS (Cm)
TKftna • THERNAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FIN NATERIAL (Matts/(Cm-K))
TKcan • THERNAL CONDUCTIVITY OF NANIFOLD CAN NATERIAL (")
TKbraze • THERNAL CONDUCTIVITY OF NANIFOLD BRAZE ALLOY (")
TKhp • THERNAL CONDUCTIVITY OF HEAT PIPE MALL NATERIAL (")
XNf • TOTAL NUNBER OF FINS FOR THE NANIFOLD HEIGHT
X_ • NOLECULAR MEIGTH OF NANIFOLD WORKING FLUID
RHOcan = DENSITY OF NANIFOLD NATERIAL (Gram/CC)
RHObrsze m DENSITY OF BRAZE NATERIAL (Grams/CO)
THICKman • NANIFOLD NATERIAL THICKNESS (Cm)
Mman : NAHIFOLD FLOMRATE (KG/HR)
DUCTING DESCRIPTION
XN9 • NUNBER OF 90 DEGREE ELBOWS OR EQUIVALENT IN DUCT SYSTEM
R9 = AVERAGE RNPlUS FOR 90 DEGREE ELBOWS (Cm)
Dp = INSIDE DUCT DIANETER (Cm)
SUHLEN = TOTAL LENGTH OF DUCT SYSTEH (Cm)
THICKP : DUCT WALL THICKNESS (Can)
RHOPIP = DUCT WALL DENSITY (GramslCC)
THICKI = DUCT INSULATION THICKNESS (Cm)
RHOINS = DUCT INSULATION DENSITY (Grams/CC)






















The required parameters are defined as:
ORBIT DESCRIPTION
Hart : ORBIT ALTITUDE (Ion)
HINCL : ORBIT INCLINATION ANGLE (28.5 TO 80.0 degress, ONLY)
Rsun = DISTANCE FROM SUN (ALl)
YrLnch = YEAR IN WHICH VEHICLE IS PLACED IN ORBIT
Time = MISSION DURATION (Sees)
RADIATOR DESCRIPTION
GAN,ARSF : PENETRATION CONSTANTS - FUNCTIONS OF THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL (SEE TabLe 3)
Esrm = YOUNGS N(X)ULUS OF ARMOR Grams/eq-Cm)
PRON = NON-PUNCTURE PROBABILITY (0.9, 0.99, 0.999, ETC.)
CONFIG • 1.0_ THEN RADIATOR 1S A FLAT PLATE, ELSE IS A COME OR CYLINDER
Xntubes • NUMBER OF PRIMARY HEAT PIPE IN RADIATOR
Xnexpip - NUMBER OF REDUNDENT HEAT PIPES
XtfLat • HEAT PIPE EVAPORATOR LENGTH (Cm)
Dhpipa = HEAT PIPE INSIDE DIAMETER (Cm)
IfLuid = HEAT PIPE MORKING FLUID ID MUNBER (SEE TabLe 2 for recommendations)
lmatL • HEAT PIPE LINER MATERIAL ID MUNBER (SEE TabLe 2 for recommendations)
Theta = CONE ANGLE FOR CONICAL RADIATOR (DEGREES)
D2red • NAN1FOLD DIAMETER FOR CONICAL RADIATOR OR MANIFOLD
LENGTH DIVIDED BY 3.141593 FOR FLAT PLATE (Cm)
ThickJB • RADIATOR EMISSIVITY COMTROL COATING THICKNESS (Cm)
Thickf • RADIATOR FIN THICKNESS (Cm)
Thick • HEAT PIPE MALL or LINER THICKNESS (Cm)
Em • RADIATOR SURFACE EMISSIVITY
ALpha • RADIATOR SURFACE ABSOPTIVITY
Hap • RADIATOR PROJECTED AREA (TOWARD SUN) (FRACTION OF TOTAL)
HAted = RADIATOR ACTUAL AREA (USUALLY = 1.0)
Tkf|n • THERNAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FIN MATERIAL (Matts/(Cm-K))
Rhocoating = COATING MATERIAL DENSITY (Grams/CC)
Rhofin = FIN MATERIAL DENSITY (Grams/CO)
RHOarm = ARMOR DENSITY (Grams/CC)
Xtediab • LENGTH OF ADIABATIC PORTION OF THE HEAT PIPE (Cm)
Xmchmas • MASS OF RADIATOR DEPLOYMENT MECHANISM (KG)
HEAT SINK HEAT EXCHANGER DESCRIPTION
IHXftf • 1, THEN TUBE SIDE FLUID IS LITHIUM
IHXftg = 2, THEN TUBE SIDE FLUID IS NaK-78
UEST • INITIAL VALUE OF Uoveratt (Matts/SclCm-K)
TCIN • COLD SIDE InLet Temperature (K)
TCOUT • COLD SIDE OutLet Temperature (K)
_)OTS • SHELL SIDE FLUID Ftourate (KG/Sec)
AM • MOLECULAR MEIGHT OF SHELL SIDE FKUID
TINS = OD INSULATION THICKNESS (Cm)
DENINS = OD INSULATION DENSITY (Grams/CC)
DENSSH = SHELL MATERIAL Density (GremslCC)
DTUBE = Outside TUBE Diameter - (Cm)
PR = TUBE PITCH RATIO
TTUBE = TUBE MaLL Thickness (Cm)
ANPLATES : NUMBER OF SHELL SIDE BAFFLES (ASSUNNED EQUALLY SPACED)
t_OOTT = TUBE -SIDE FLuid FLowate (KG/SEC)
AKTUBE = TUBE MaLL Thermal Conductivity (Matts/Cm-K)
A-5.
HEAT PIPE COOLED MANIFOLD DESCRIPTION
lfigZ : FLAG TO SET MANIFOLD WORKING FLUID
1 : He-Xe MIXTURE
Z = HaK
Hman = MANIFOLD HEIGHT (Cm)
Gap = NANIFOLD WIDTH (Cm)
Pitch = DISTANCE BETWEEN CAN (HEAT PIPES) CENTERLINES (Cm)
Dcan• OUTSIDE DIAMETER OF MANIFOLD BRAZE CANS (Cm)
Dhp = INSIDE DIAMETER OF HEAT PIPE (Cm)
Rc = MANIFOLD BRAZE CAN INSIDE RADIUS (Cm)
Rb = BRAZE JOINT INSIDE RADIUS (Can)
Tf = FIN THICKNESS (Cm)
TKfina = THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FIN MATERIAL (Watts/(Cm-K))
TKcan = THERNAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MANIFOLD CAN MATERIAL (")
TKbraze • THERNAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MANIFOLD BRAZE ALLOY (")
TKhp = THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF HEAT PIPE WALL MATERIAL (")
XNf = TOTAL NUMBER OF FINS FOR THE MANIFOLD HEIGHT
Xnw = MOLECULAR WEIGTH OF NAHIFOLD MORKING FLUID
RHOcan • DENSITY OF MANIFOLD NATERIAL (Grams/CC)
RHObreze = DENSITY OF BRAZE MATERIAL (Grams/CC)
THICKman = NANIFOLD MATERIAL THICKNESS (Cm)
_Mlan = MANIFOLD FLO_ATE (KG/HR)
NaK PIPING DESCRIPTION
XN9 © NUMBER OF 90 DEGREE ELBOMS OR EQUIVALENT IN DUCT SYSTEM
R? = AVERAGE RADIUS FOR 90 DEGREE ELBOWS (Cm)
Dp = INSIDE DUCT DIAMETER (Cm)
SUNLEN = TOTAL LENGTH OF DUCT SYSTEM (CIn)
THICKP = DUCT MALL THICKNESS (Cat)
RHOPIP • DUCT MALL DENSITY (Grams/CC)
THICKI = DUCT INSULATION THICKNESS (Cm)
RHOINS = DUCT INSULATION DENSITY (Grams/CC)















The required parameters are defined as:
ORBIT DESCRIPTION
HaLt • ORBIT ALTITUDE (ion)
HINCL " ORBIT IHCLIRATION ANGLE (28.5 TO 80.0 degress, ONLY)
Rsun • DISTANCE FROM SUN (AU)
YrLnch • YEAR IN WHICH VEHICLE IS PLACED IN ORBIT
Time - MISSION DURATION (Sec$)
A°6.
RADIATOR DESCRIPTION
GAH,ARSF = PENETRATION CONSTANTS - FUNCTIONS OF THE SPECIFIC HATERIAL (SEE TabLe 3)
Earm = YOUNGS HOOULUS OF ARMOR Grams/sq-ca)
PROB = NON-PUNCTURE PROBABILITY (0.9, 0.99, 0.999, ETC.)
CONFIG = 1.0, THEN RADIATOR IS A FLAT PLATE, ELSE IS A CONE OR CYLINDER
Xntubea = HUNGER OF PRIHARY HEAT PIPE IN RADIATOR
Xnexpip = NUNBER OF REDUNDENT HEAT PIPES
XLfLat = HEAT PIPE EVAPORATOR LENGTH (Cm)
Dhpipe = HEAT PIPE INSIDE DIAMETER (Cm)
lfluid = HEAT PIPE WORKING FLUID ID NUHBER (SEE TabLe 2 for recommendations)
lmatt : HEAT PIPE LINER NATERIAL ID NUMBER (SEE TabLe 2 for recommendations)
Theta = CONE ANGLE FOR CONICAL RADIATOR (DEGREES)
D2rad = NAN1FOLD DIAMETER FOR CONiCAL RADIATOR OR MANIFOLD
LENGTH DIVIDED BY 3.141593 FOR FLAT PLATE (Ca)
Thickm • RADIATOR ENISS1VITY CONTROL COATING THICKNESS (Ca)
Thickf = RADIATOR FIN THICKNESS (Ca)
Thick • HEAT PiPE MALL or LINER THICKNESS (Ca)
Em • RADIATOR SURFACE EMISSIVITY
ALpha = RADIATOR SURFACE ABSOPTIVITY
Hap • RADIATOR PROJECTED AREA (TOWARD SUN) (FRACTION OF TOTAL)
HArad : RADIATOR ACTUAL AREA (USUALLY = 1.0)
Tkfin = THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FIN MATERIAL (Watts/(Cm-K))
Rhocoating = COATING MATERIAL DENSITY (Grams/CC)
Rhofin = FIN MATERIAL DENSITY (Grams/CC)
RHOarm : ARHOR DENSITY (Granls/CC)
Xtadiab = LENGTH OF ADIABATIC PORTION OF THE HEAT PIPE (Ca)
Xmchmas : MASS OF RADIATOR DEPLOYMENT NECHANISN (KG)
CONDENSER/MANIFOLD DESCRIPTION
Cman • MANIFOLD FLAT LENGTH (Ca)
Hman = MANIFOLD HEIGHT (Ca)
Gap = AVERAGE MANIFOLD CONDENSER SURFACE SPACE (Ca)
THICKtns = MANIFOLD INSULATION THICKNESS (Ca)
RHOir_ = MANIFOLD iNSULATION DENSITY (Grams/CC)
Tout = MANIFOLD OUTLET TEMPERATURE (K)
Tbraze = MANIFOLD-HEAT PIPE BRAZE MATERIAL THICKNESS (Ca)
TKcan © MANIFOLD MALL MATERIAL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (M/CIrK)
TKbraze = GRAZE MATERIAL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (W/CIIt_)
CONDUCTIVITY (M/CmK)
Pin • MANIFOLD INLET PRESSURE (Gram/sqCm)
Ttn• MANIFOLD INLET TEMPERATURE (K)
Xin • MANIFOLD INLET VAPOR FRACTION (QUALITY)
RHOpip = HEAT PiPE MALL MATERIAL DENSITY (Gram/CC)
RHOcan • MANIFOLD MALL MATERIAL DENSITY (Granls/CC)
RHObraze • BRAZE MATERIAL DENSITY (Orams/CC)
THICIOImn = MANIFOLD MALL MATERIAL THICKNESS (Cig)
ThtpJp = HEAT PIPE MALL THICKNESS (ca)
Wman = MANIFOLD FLOMRATE (KG/Hr)
TKhp = HEAT PiPE gALL MATERIAL THERHAL





W t/blb/i'llr t It'Ib t W/bI_/Ir/bWWWWIWIt _/b/i'_/_/r _/_QQWWWWW_t Wt t t WWW_t/t/_Wt t _t _/r t/rlb_sri_
CONTENTS OF CALL: HREJEC(2, 1, 1, 5624.56, 411.1, 388.89. 250.0)
_r_t1kt_Wt_W/e1kWtQ_1_1_Qt_tQ_r_t/r_W_Q_Q_1t/etttt_tt/t1t_t/tW_tt/_dr_tt_tQt_/_t_
CONTENTS OF DATA FILE _RADAT _
1, 1000.0, 30.0, 1.0
2000.0, 0.315360E+09
1.7, 1.7, 0.703070E+09, 0.931693
1.0, 643.810, 64.381, 206.188
2.54, 2, 8, 0.0
1821.84, 0.0, 0.127, 0.762E-02
0.8, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0
0.849788, 0.0, 1.81009, 1.81009
0.0, 0.0
1, 206.188, 17.9933, 8.890
2.75335, 2.53999, 1.32588, 1.32079
0.253898E-01, 1.93842, 0.173073, 0.484606
3.91193, 811.766, 40.0, 8.08932
8.56988, 0.285537, 21.6435
12.0, 149.684, 37.6211, 4J_9.053
0.299369, 8.08932, 10.16, 0.256295
OUTPUT FROM HREJEC
*** HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM FOR A BRAYTON CYCLE SYSTEM IN WHICH CYCLE WASTE HEAT IS REJECTED DIRECTLY FROM THE




ARMOR DENSITY (Grams/CO) = 1.81009
YOUNGS MODULUS OF ARMOR (Grams/CC) = 0.703070E+09
EXPOSURE TIME OR MISSION DURATION (Secs)= 0.315360E+09
NON-PUNCTURE PROBABILITY = 0.9238_6
RADIATOR HEAT REJECTION RATE (l_t) = 250.0
AVERAGE RADIATOR SURFACE TEMPERATURE (K) = 399.263
NUMBER OF PRIMARY HEAT PIPE IN RADIATOR = 643.810
NUMBER OF REDUNDENT HEAT PIPES= 64.3810
HEAT PIPE EVAPORATOR LENGTH (Ca): 206.188
HEAT PIPE INSIDE DIAMETER (Cm)= 2.5_000
HEAT PIPE Id3RKING FLUID XD NUMBER: 2
HEAT PIPE LINER MATERIAL ID NUMBER= 8
CONE ANGLE FOR CONICAL RADIATOR (DEGREES) = 0.000000
MANIFOLD DIAMETER FOR CONICAL RADIATOR OR MANIFOLD LENGTH DIVIDED BY 3.141593 FOR FLAT PLATE (Ca) =
1821.84
RADIATOR EMISSIVITY CONTROL COATING THICK.(Ca)= O.O00000
RADIATOR FIN THICKNESS (Ca)= 0.127000
HEAT PIPE MALL or LINER THICKNESS (Ca)= 0.762000E-02
RADIATOR SURFACE EMISSIVITY= 0.800000
RADIATOR SURFACE ABSOPTIVITY= 0.500000
RADIATOR PROJ. AREA (FRACT. OF TOT.)= 1.00000
RADIATOR ACTUAL AREA (FRACTION)= 2.00000
THERMAL COND. OF FIN MATERIAL (U/Cm-K) = 0.849773
COATING MATERIAL DENSITY (Grams/CC)= 0.000000
FIN MATERIAL DENSITY (Grams/CC)= 1.81009
LENGTH OF ADIABATIC PORTION OF THE HEAT PIPE (Ca)= O.O0000O
MASS OF RADIATOR DEPLOYMENT MECHANISM (KG) = 0.000000
TOTALHEAT AVERAGE Radiator Emissivity
REJECTED EVAPORATOR FIN Coating
(KWt) TEMP (K) Thick (Cm) Thick (Cm)





HEAT PIPE DESIGN DETAILS - DINS in Cm
Pipe ID Wick Thick #Arteries Art ID
2.5400 0.0129 7.6200 0.6452
EvapLerlgth Adi Length Cond Length Tatar Length
206.1880 0.0000 305.1339 511.3219
Art Wall
0.0129
RADIATOR MASS BREAKZ)OMN - Mass in KG
Heat Pipes FLuids FINS Emiss. Cont.
624.6960 33.7311 315.4453 0.0000
O.D.ARMOR I.D.ARMOR Structure TOTAL RADIATOR
342.0656 342.0656 0.0000 1658.0040
IENfLg (ORBIT SELECTION) = 1
IENflg=l, EARTH ORBIT (LEO-GEO)
lENflg=2, SOLAR ORBIT (0.5 to 2.0 AU)
ORBIT ALTITUDE (101) : 1000.00
ORBIT INCLINATION ANGLE (Degrees) = 30.0000
DISTANCE FROM SUN (AU) = 1.00000
YEAR SATELLITE LAUNCHED = 2000.00
HEAT PIPE COOLED MANIFOLD DEFINITION VARIABLES
Iftg2 = 1
MANIFOLD HEIGHT (Cm)= 206.188
HANIFOLD WIDTH (Cat)= 17.9033
DIST. BETMN CAN(HEAT PIPES)C-L|HES (Cm): 8.89000
NUMBER OF HEAT PIPES IN RADIATOR= 643.810
NUMB. OF REDUNDENT HEAT PIPES IN RADIATOR: 64.3810
OUTSIDE DIAMETER OF BRAZE CANS(Cm)= 2.75335
INSIDE DIAMETER OF HEAT PIPE (Cm)= 2.53999
MANIFOLD BRAZE CAN INSIDE RADIUS (Can): 1.32588
BRAZE JOINT INSIDE RADIUS (Cm): 1.32079
FIN THICKNESS (Cm)= 0.253898E-01
THERN. COMD. OF FIN MATERIAL (M/(Cm-K)) = 1.93842
THERM. COND. OF HANIFOLD CAN MATERIAL (M/CmK)= 0.173073
THERI4. COND. OF HANIF. BRAZE ALLOY (M/CmK)= 0.484604
THERM. COND. OF HEAT PIPE MALL HATL (W/Cn_)= 3.91193
TOTAL NUHBER OF FINS FOR THE MANIFOLD HEIGHT= 811.766
DENSITY OF MANIFOLD MATERIAL (Grlns/CC)= 8.08932
DENSITY OF BRAZE MATERIAL (Grams/CC)- 8.56988
MANIFOLD MATERIAL THICKNESS (Cm)= 0.285537
MANIFOLD INLET PRESSURE (Grams/sq-Cm) : 5624.56
MANIFOLD INLET TEMPERATURE (K)- 411.100
MANIFOLD FLOMRATE (KG/HR) = 21.6435
MANIFOLD AND RADIATOR HEAT LOAD (K1Jt)= 250.000
MOLECULAR MEIGTH OF MANIFOLD WORKING FLUID= 40.0000
MANIFOLD PRESSURE DROP (Grams/sq-Cm) =
MANIFOLD FILM TEMPERATURE DROP (K) =
HAK INVENTORY MASS (KG) : 131.482








AVERAGE RADIUS FOR 90 DEGREE ELBOWS (Cm)= 149.684
INSIDE DUCT DIAHETER (Cm)# 37.4211
TOTAL LENGTH OF DUCT SYSTEN (Ca): 449.053
GAS VELOCITY IN DUCTS (N/SEC)= 30.4785
GAS TENPERATURE (K)= 411.100
GAS PRESSURE (Grms/sq-ca)- 5624.56
DUCT WALL THICKNESS (ca)= 0.299369
DUCT MALL DENSITY (Gram/CC)- 8.08932
DUCT INSULATION THICKNESS (ca)= 10.1600
DUCT INSULATION DENSITY (Grm/CC)- 0.250288
GAS MOLECULAR WEIGHT= 0.000000
DUCT SYSTEN PRESSURE DROP (Grams/sq-Cm) = 57.9987
DUCT SYSTEN NASS (KG)= 1266.74
NASS SUHNARY FOR DIRECT BRAYTON SYSTEH
HEAT PIPE COOLED GAS HANIFOLD )lASS (KG) :
HANIFOLD DUCTING )lASS (KG) • 1266.74
RADIATOR NASS (KG) • 1658.00
131.482
DIRECT BRAYTON SYSTEN NASS (KG) • 3056.23
CASE 2: LIQUID LOOP COOLEDBRAYTONCONFIGURATION- HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM PHYSICAL DATA AVAILABLE
CONTENTSOF CALL: HREJEC(2, 2, 1, 5624.56, 466.7, 644.45, 250.0)
CONTENTSOF DATA FILE 'RADAT'
1, 1000.0, 30.0, 1.0
2000.0, 0.315360E+09
1.7, 1.7, 0.703070E+09, 0.944048
1.0, 259.676, _5.9676, 45.720
2.54, 2, 8, 0.0
734.826, 0.0, 0.127, 0.762E-02
0.8, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0
0.849788, 0.0, 1.81009, 1.81009
0.0, 0.0
2, 10.1950, 416.672, 450.033
21.6045, 40.0, 10.16, 24.0
8.08932, 0.9525, 1.30, 0.5080E-01
5.0, 8.16972, 0.173073
2, 36.1541, 15.2_0, 8.89
2.73335, 2.53999, 1.32588, 1.32079
0.253898E-01, 1.93842, 0.173073, 0.484604
3.91193, 180.0, 40.0, 8.08932
8.56988, 0.285537, 8.16972
12.00, 14.8324, 3.713810, 762.0
0.254, 8.08932, 10.16, 0.384443
OUTPUT FROMHREJEC
*** HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM FORA BRAYTONCYCLE SYSTEM IN WHICH CYCLE MASTEHEAT IS REJECTEDTO A PUMPEDNag LOOP




ARHONDENSITY (Grams/CC) = 1.81009
YOUNGSMODULUSOF ARMOR(Grams/CC) z 0.703070E+OQ
EXPOSURETIME OR MISSION DURATION (Secs): 0.315360E+09
NON-PUNCTUREPROBABILITY z 0.934292
RADIATOR HEAT REJECTION RATE (l_t) : 250.0
AVERAGERADIATOR SURFACE TEMPERATURE(g) : 419.225
NUMBEROF PRIMARY HEAT PIPE IN RADIATOR z 259.676
NUMBEROF REDUNDENTHEAT PIPESu 25.9676
HEAT PlPE EVAPORATORLENGTH (Cm)= 45.7200
HEAT PIPE INSIDE DIAMETER (Cm)u 2.54000
HEAT PIPE MORKING FLUID ID NUMBER= 2
HEAT PIPE LINER MATERIAL ID NLIMBERz 8
O.O00000CONEANGLE FOR CONICAL RADIATOR (DEGREES)u
MANIFOLD DIAMETER FOR CONICAL RADIATOR OR MANIFOLD LENGTHDIVIDED BY 3.141593 FOR FLAT PLATE (Cat) •
73/,.826
RADIATOR EMISSIVITY CONTROLCOATING THICK.(Cm)- O.O00000
RADIATOR FIN THICKNESS (Cm),, 0.127000
HEAT PIPE MALL or LINER THICKHESS (Cm)- 0.762000E-02
RADIATOR SURFACE EMISSIVITYz 0.800000
RADIATOR SURFACEABSOPTIVITY- 0.500000
RADIATOR PROJ. AREA (FRACT. OF TOT.)= 1.00000
RADIATOR ACTUAL AREA (FRACTION) = 2.00000
THERMALCOND. OF FIN MATERIAL (W/Cm-K) - 0.849773
COATING MATERIAL DENSITY (GralrL/CC)= O.O000OO
FIN MATERIAL DENSITY (Grams/CC)z 1.81009
LENGTH OF ADIABATIC PORTION OF THE HEAT PIPE (Cm)z 0.000000
MASS OF RADIATOR DEPLOYMENTMECHANISM(KG)= 0.600000
TOTAL HEAT AVERAGE Radiator Emissivity
REJECTED EVAPORATOR FIN Coating
(KWt) TEMP (K) Thick (Cm) Thick (Ca)





HEAT PIPE DESIGN DETAILS - DIMS in Ca
Pipe ID Mick Thick //Arteries Art IO
2.5400 0.0129 7.6200 0.6452
Evap Length AdJ Length Cond Length Total Length
45.7200 0.0000 566.9699 612.6899
RADIATOR MASS BREAKDOWN - Mass in KG
Heat Pipes FLuids FINS Emiss. Cont.
301.8325 16.2465 236.4111 O.O000
O.D.ARMOR I.D.ARMOR Structure TOTAL RADIATOR
350.6339 350.6339 O.OO00 1255.7580
IENfLs (ORBIT SELECTION) = 1
IENfLg=l, EARTH ORBIT (LEO-GEO)
IENftg=2, SOLAR ORBIT (0.5 to 2.0 AU)
ORBIT ALTITUDE (KM) = 1000.00
ORBIT INCLINATION ANGLE (Degrees) = 30.0000
DISTANCE FROM SUN (AU) = 1.00000
YEAR SATELLITE LAUNCHED = 2000.00
HEAT PIPE COOLED MANIFOLD DEFINITION VARIABLES
Iftg2 = 2
MANIFOLD HEIGHT (Cm)= 36.1541
MANIFOLD UIDTH (ca): 15.2400
DIST. BETWN CAN(HEAT PIPES)C-LINES (ca)= 8.89000
NUMBER OF HEAT PIPES IN RADIATOR= 259.676
NUMB. OF REDUNDENT NEAT PIPES IN RADIATOR= 25.9676
OUTSIDE DIAMETER OF BRAZE CANS(Ca) = 2.75335
INSIDE DIAMETER OF HEAT PIPE (Ca)= 2.53999
MANIFOLD BRAZE CAN INSIDE RADIUS (Ca)" 1.32588
BRAZE JOINT iNSiDE RADIUS (Ca)= 1.32079
FIN THICKNESS (Ca)= 0.253898E-01
THERM. COND. OF FIN MATERIAL (W/(Ca-K))= 1.93842
THERM. COND. OF MANIFOLD CAN MATERIAL (M/CIrK)= 0.173073
THERM. COMD. OF MANIF. BRAZE ALLOY (W/CmK)= 0.484604
THERM. COND. OF HEAT PIPE WALL MATL (W/CmK)= 3.91193
TOTAL NUMBER OF FINS FOR THE MANIFOLD HEIGHT: 180.000
DENSITY OF MANIFOLD MATERIAL (Gram/CC) = 8.08932
DENSITY OF BRAZE MATERIAL (Grams/CC) = 8.56988
MANIFOLD MATERIAL THICKNESS (Ca)= 0.285537
MANIFOLD INLET PRESSURE (Grams/sq-Cm) = 5624.56
MANIFOLD INLET TEMPERATURE (K) = 466.700
MANIFOLD FLOkIRATE (KGIHR) = 8.16972
MANIFOLD AND RADIATOR HEAT LOAD (KWt)= 250.000
MOLECULAR MEIGTH OF MANIFOLD WORKING FLUID = 40.0000
MANIFOLD PRESSURE DROP (Grams/sq-ca) = 27.7819
MANIFOLD FILM TEMPERATURE DROP (K) = 36.1043
NAK INVENTORY MASS (KG) = 1001./,6






NUMB. OF 90 DEG. ELBOWS OR EQUIV.: 12.0000
AVERAGE RADIUS FOR 90 DEGREE ELBOWS (Ca)= 14.8324
INSIDE PIPE DIAMETER (ca)= 3.70810
TOTAL LENGTH OF PIPE SYSTEM (Ca)= 762.000
MAX VELOCITY IN PIPES (M/SEC)= 9.14358
NAK TEMPERATURE (K)= 466.700
NAX PRESSURE (Grams/sq-Ca)= 5624.56
PIPE WALL THICKNESS (Ca)= 0,254000
PIPE WALL DENSITY (Groms/CC)= 8.08932
PIPE INSULATION THICKNESS (Ca)= 10,1600
PIPE INSULATION DENSITY (Grams/CC)u 0.384444
PIPE SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP (Grams/sq-Ca)= 1696.15
PIPE SYSTEM MASS (KG)= 210.384
PIPE SYSTEM NaK MASS (KG) = 9.30602
HEAT SOURCE/SINK HEAT EXCHANGER DEFINITION
TUBE SIDE FLUID FLAG = 2
Heat Rate or Duty (KWt) = 250.000
HOT SIDE Inlet Temperature (g)= 466.700
HOT SIDE Outlet Temperature (K): 444.450
COLD SIDE Inlet Temperature (K)= 416.672
COLD SIDE Outlet Temperature (K): 450.033
SHELL SIDE FLUID Fto_rate (KG/Hr)= 21.6045
SHELL MATERIAL Density (Grams/CC)= 8.08934
INSIDE TUBE Diameter (Ca)= 0.952500
TUBE Watt Thickness (Ca)= 0.508000E-01
TUBE -SIDE FLuid Flowrate (KG/Sec): 8.16972
TUBE Wall Thermal Conductivity(W/(Cm-K))=
SHELLSIDE DP (Grams/sq-ca) : 620.628
SHELLSIDE H (W/sqCm-g): 21.538/*
FRIC-FAC : 0.265247
UNEW (W/SClca'K) = 10.2137
NUMBER OF TUBES IN BUNDLE = 81.0937
Tube Side Reynolds Number • 46448.2
Tube Side Press. Drop(Grams/sq-ca)= 79.1445
Tube Side HO (WsqCm-K) - 38.0459
TUBE WALL THICKNESS (ca) = 0.508000E-01
DOTL2 (Cm) - 13.5268
LENGTH (ca) • 81.2082
O. 173073
INSULATION MASS (KG) - 17.9806
HEAD MASS (KG) - 0.348627
SHELL MASS (KG) - 2.44039
PLATE )lASS (KG) " 0.128417
TUBE SHEETS MASS (KG) : 0.348627
TUBE MASS (KG) = 7.66617
STRUCTURE AND BRACKETS MASS (KG) •
MASS OF NaK IN H-X (XG) - 4.99176




NAK INLET TEMPERATURE (K) = 466.700
NAK FLOI,RATE (KG/SEC)= 8.16972
PIPING SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP (G/SC)= 1696.15
NAK SIDE HEAT EXCHANGER PRESSURE DROP (G/SC)= 79.1445
NAK MANIFOLD PRESSURE DROP (G/SC)= 27.7819
NoK LOOP PRESSURE DROP (G/SC) : 1803.08
NoK LOOP PIJ4P POWER REQUIRED (HYDRAULIC) (WATTS) : 1738.59
E-M PUMP MASS (DRY) (KG) : 271.508
NAKLOOPEXPANSIONCGqPENSATORDEFINED
VOLUMEACCUMULATORNakNASS(KG)= 53.7542
VOLUNE ACCUMULATOR NAgS (WET) (KG) = 110.184
NASS SUMNARY FOR iNDIRECT BRAYTON SYSTEM
HEAT SINK HEAT EXCHANGER NAgS (KG)(DRY)= 30.3585
NEAT EXCHANGER NaK MASS (KG) = 4.99176
NaX PIPING SYSTEH MASS (KG)(DRY) • 210.384
MASS OF NaK IN PIPING SYSTEN (KG) : 9.30602
MASS OF EM PUMP (KG) (WET) • 271.508
NEAT PIPE/NaK NANIFOLD NASS (KG) (DRY) = 585.325
MASS OF NaX IN MANIFOLD (KG) • 1001.46
EXPANSION CONPEHSATOR NAgS (KG) (DRY) = 110.18/,
MASS OF NaX IN EXPANSION CONPENSATOR(KG) = 53.7542
RADIATOR MASS (KG) : 1255.76
INDIRECT BRAYTON SYSTE_ NASS (KG) (WET) = 3533.03
CASE 3: SHEAR FLOW CONDENSER IN A POTASSIUM RANKINE CYCLE - HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM PHYSiCAL DATA AVAILABLE
t_t_t'_rdetttQ_tl_i_dr_tW_wwWt_t_QtwW_t_t_tWs_1_rft_tt_t_tt_tttoQ_tttt_t_t
CONTENTS OF CALL: HREJEC(2, 3, 1, 140.64, 855.56, 850.00, 250.0)
CONTENTS OF DATA FILE _RADAT'
1, 1000.0, 30.0, 1.0
2000.0, 0.315360E+09
1.7, 1.7, 0.703070E÷09, 0.970672
1.0, 61.3705, 4.13705, 43.2396
2.54, 5, 7, 0.0
66.8968, 0.0, 0.127, 0.762E'02
0.8, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0
0.869788, 0.0, 1.81009, 1.81009
O.O, O.O
210.162, 43.2394, 1.05984, 10.16
O.O, 850.0, 0.508E-02, 0.173073
0.605756, 0.173073, 140.614, 855.560





*** HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM FOR A RANKINE CYCLE SYSTEM |H MHICH CYCLE WASTE HEAT IS REJECTED DIRECTLY FROM THE




ARMOR DENSITY (Grams/CC) = 1.81009
YOUNGS MODULUS OF ARMOR (Grams/CC) = 0.703070E+09
EXPOSURE TIME OR MISSION DURATION (Secs)= 0.315300E+09
NON-PUNCTURE PRO6ABiLiTY • 0.961311
RADIATOR HEAT REJECTION RATE (IG/t) • 250.0
AVERAGE RADIATOR SURFACE TEMPERATURE (K) = 827.144
NUMBER OF PRIMARY HEAT PIPE IN RADIATOR : 41.3705
NUMBER OF REDUNDEHT HEAT PIPES• 6.13705
HEAT PIPE EVAPORATOR LENGTH (Cm)= 43.2394
HEAT PIPE INSIDE DIAMETER (Cm)= 2.54000
HEAT PIPE WORKING FLUID ID NUMBERm 5
HEAT PIPE LINER MATERIAL ID NUMBER- 7
O.O00000CONE ANGLE FOR CONICAL RADIATOR (DEGREES) •
MANIFOLD DIAMETER FOR CONICAL RADIATOR OR MANIFOLD LENGTH DiViDED BY 3.141593 FOR FLAT PLATE (Cm) •
66.8968
RADIATOR EMISSIVITY CONTROL COATING THICK.(Cm)• 0.000000
RADIATOR FIN THICKNESS (Cm)• 0.127000
HEAT PiPE WALL or LINER THICKNESS (Ca)= 0.762000E-02
RADIATOR SURFACE EMISSIVITY= 0.800000
RADIATOR SURFACE ABSOPTIVITY • 0.500000
RADIATOR PROJ. AREA (FRACT. OF TOT.) = 1.00000
RADIATOR ACTUAL AREA (FRACTION) = 2.00000
THERMAL COND. OF FIN MATERIAL (_/Cm-K) = 0.849773
COATING MATERIAL DENSITY (GrumlCC)= 0.000000
FIN MATERIAL DENSITY (Granls/CC): 1.81009
LENGTH OF ADiABATiC PORTION OF THE HEAT PiPE (Ca): 0.000000
MASS OF RADIATOR DEPLOYMENT MECHANISM (KG): 0.000000
TOTALHEAT AVERAGERadiator Emissivity
REJECTED EVAPORATOR FIN Coating
(l_t) TEMP (K) Thick (Cm) Thick (Cm)





HEAT PIPE DESIGN DETAILS - DINS in Cm
Pipe ID Wick Thick #Arteries Art ID
2.5400 0.0129 7.6200 0.6/,52
Evap Length Adi Length Cond Length Total Length





RADIATOR MASS BREAKDOWN - Mass in KG
Heat Pipes FLuids FINS Emiss. Cont.
26.6852 1.3352 8.4793 O.OOO0
O.D.ARI40R |.D.ARMOR Structure TOTAL RADIATOR
34.6265 34.6265 0.0000 105.7527
IENftg (ORBIT SELECTION) = 1
IENftg:l, EARTH ORBIT (LEO-GEO)
IENftg=2, SOLAR ORBIT (0.5 to 2.0 AU)
ORBIT ALTITUDE (10t) = 1000.00
ORBIT INCLINATION ANGLE (Degrees) = 30.0000
DISTANCE FROM SUN (AU) = 1.00000
YEAR SATELLITE LAUNCHED = 2000.00
HEAT PIPE COOLED CONDENSER DESCRIPTION
HANIFOLD FLAT LENGTH (Ca) = 210.162
MANIFOLD HEIGHT (Ca) = 43.2396
AVERAGE MANIFOLD COND.SURF.SPACE(Gsp)(Cm)= 1.05984
HANIFOLD INSULATION THICKNESS (ca) = 10.1600
MANIFOLD INSULATION DENSITY (Grams/CC) = 0.000000
NUMBER OF PRIMARY HEAT PIPES ATTACHED TO COOL CONDENSER SURFACE =
NUHBER OF REDUNDENT HEAT PIPES USED TO COOL CONDENSER SURFACE =
MANIFOLD WALL MATERIAL THICKNESS(Ca)= 0.158750
HANIFOLD-HEAT PIPE BRAZE HATERIAL THICKNESS (ca) = 0.508000E-02
HEAT PIPE WALL THICKNESS (ca) = 0.508000E-01
HANIFOLD WALL NAT. THERMAL COND. (W/CmK) = 0.173073
BRAZE MAT. THERNAL COND. (WCaK) = 0.605756
HEAT PIPE WALL MAT. THERMAL COND. (W/C_4() • 0.173073
MANIFOLD WALL MATERIAL DENSITY (Grams/CC)• 8.08932
BRAZE MATERIAL DENSITY (Grums/CC) • 8.40969
HEAT PIPE WALL MATERIAL DENSITY(Grams/CC)• 8,08932




INLET PRESSURE (G/SC) • 140.616
INLET TEMPERATURE (K) • 855.559
MEAN CONDENSER QUALITY • 1.00000
OUTLET TEMPERATURE (K) • _9.999
MANIFOLD FLOWREATE (KG/HP) • /_2.541
MANIFOLD DUTY (Kl_t) • 250.000
COMPUTED RESULTS
MANIFOLD PRESSURE DROP (G/SC) : 6.96161
MANIFOLD FILM TEMPERATURE DROP (g) : 25.6274
CONDENSER CONDENSATE FLON REGIME PARAMETER = 0.127"/59
CONDENSER IS OPERATING IN SHEAR FLOM REGIME
CONDENSATE FILM REYNOLDS NUMBER = 1?01.94
MARTINELLI PARAMETER = 0.133079E-01
VAPOR REYNOLDS NUMBER = 3803.88
MANIFOLD MASS (KG) : 39.6255
MASS SUMMARY FOR CONDENSING RANKINE SYSTEM
HEAT PIPE COOLED CONDENSER MASS (gG) :
RADIATOR MASS (KG) : 105.753
39.6255
CONDENSING RANKINE SYSTEM MASS (KG) = 145.378
CASE 4: D|RECT COOLEDBRAYTONCONFIGURATION- NO HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM PHYS|CAL DATA AVA|LABLE
QQWW1_rWWW/_1bW_Q/_1_1_1_1_rW_rL_/M_dr_WWWWdrdr_Wt_W#_/_/r_#_WWW/ri_/bdr_r_W_#/r/_WQW_W/_WW_r_bWWWW_
CONTENTSOF CALL: HREJEC(1, 1, 1, 5624.56, 411.1, 388.89. 250.0)
CONTENTSOF DATA F|LE *RAI)AT*
O, 0.0, O.O, 0.0
O.O, 0.0
5624.56, 411.1, 40.0, 388.89
250.0
OUTPUT FROMHREJEC
THE S|MPLIF|ED DATA INPUT OPT|Oli HAS BEEN SELECTED
_"_* HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM FOR A BRAYTONCYCLE SYSTEM |N _HICH CYCLE WASTE HEAT 1S REJECTED D|RECTLY FROM THE
CYCLE WORKINGFLUID IN A HEAT PIPE COOLEDGAS MAN|FOLD ***
1NPUT FOR OPTION NUMBER1
INPUT FOLLOWINGDATA INTO FILE *RADAT* TO RUNOPT #1
1 1000.00 30.0000 1.00000
2000.00 0.315360E+09
1.70000 1.70000 0.703070E+09 0.990000
1.00000 643.810 64.3810 206.188
2.54000 2 8 0.000000
1821.84 0.000000 0.127000 0.762000E-02
0.800000 0.500000 1.00000 2.OO000
0.849788 0.000000 1.81009 1.81009
O.O00000 0.000000
1 206.188 17.9933 8.89000
2.75335 2.53999 1.32588 1.32079
O. 253898E- 01 1 . 93842 O. 175073 O.484604
3.91193 811.766 40.0000 8.08932
8. 56988 0.158750 21 . 6435
12.0000 149.684 37.4211 449.053




















ARMOR DENSITY (Grams/CC) = 1.81009
YOUNGS MUDULUS OF ARMOR (Grams/CC) m
EXPOSURE TIME OR MISSION DURATION (Secs) =
NON-PUNCTURE PROBABILITY = 0.931693
RADIATOR HEAT REJECTION RATE (KMt) = 250.
AVERAGE RADIATOR SURFACE TEMPERATURE (K) =
NUMBER OF PRIMARY HEAT PIPE IN RADIATOR =
NUMBER OF REDUNDENT HEAT PIPES: 64.3810
HEAT PIPE EVAPORATOR LENGTH (Cm)= 206.188
HEAT PIPE INSIDE DIAMETER (Cm)= 2.54000
HEAT PIPE WORKING FLUID ID NUMBER=







O. 000000CONE ANGLE FOR CONICAL RADIATOR (DEGREES)=
MANIFOLD DIAMETER FOR CONICAL RADIATOR OR MANIFOLD LENGTH DIVIDED BY 3.141593 FOR FLAT PLATE (Cm) =
1821.84
RADIATOR EMISSIVITY CONTROL COATING THICK.(C4,)= 0.000000
RADIATOR FIN THICKNESS (Cm)= 0.127000
HEAT PlPE MALL or LINER THICKNESS (Cm)= 0.762000E-02
RADIATOR SURFACE EMISSIVITY= 0.800000
RADIATOR SURFACE ABSOPTIVITY= 0.500000
RADIATOR PROJ, AREA (FRACT. OF TOT,)= 1,00000
RADIATOR ACTUAL AREA (FRACTION): 2.00000
THERNAL COND. OF FIN MATERIAL (M/Cm-K) : 0.849774
COATING MATERIAL DENSITY (Granm/CC): 0.000000
FIN NATERIAL DENSITY (Grams/CC): 1.81009
LENGTH OF ADIABATIC PORTION OF THE HEAT PIPE (Ca)= 0.000000
MASS OF RADIATOR DEPLOYMENT MECHANISM (KG)= 0.000000
TOTAL HEAT AVERAGE Radiator Emi ssi vi ty
REJECTED EVAPORATOR FIN Coating
(KM'c) TEMP (K) Thick (Cm) Thick (Ca)





HEAT PIPE DESIGN DETAILS - DIMS inCa
Pipe ID Mick Thick #Arteries Art ID
2.5400 0.0129 7.6200 0.6452
Evap Length Adi Length Cond Length Total Length





RADIATOR MASS BREAKDOMN - Mass in KG
Heat Pipes Ftuicls FINS F.miss. Cont.
624.6988 33.7312 315.4457 0.0000
O.D.ARMC_ I.D.ARMOR Structure TOTAL RADIATOR
357.6603 357.6603 0.0000 1689.1960
IENfL9 (ORBIT SELECTION) : 1
IENfLR=I, EARTH ORBIT (LEO-GEO)
IENftg=2, SOLAR ORBIT (0.5 to 2.0 AU)
ORBIT ALTITUDE (KN) • 1000.00
ORBIT INCLINATION ANGLE (Degrees) = 30.0000
DISTANCE FROM SUN (ALl) = 1.00000
YEAR SATELLITE LAUNCHED = 2000.00
HEAT PIPE COOLED MANIFOLD DEFINYTION VARIABLES
IfLg2 = 1
HANIFOLD HEIGHT (Ca)= 206.188
MANIFOLD WIDTH (ca)= 17.9933
DIST. BETMN CAN(HEAT PIPES)C-LINES (Ca)= 8.89000
NUMBER OF HEAT PIPES IN RADIATOR= 6/,3.810
NUMB. OF REDUNDENT HEAT PIPES IN RADIATOR= 64.3810
OUTSIDE DIAHETER OF BRAZE CANS(Ca)= 2.75335
INSIDE DIAHETER OF HEAT PIPE (CIn): 2.53999
MANIFOLD BRAZE CAN INSIDE RADIUS (Cm)= 1.32588
BRAZE JOINT INSIDE RADIUS (ca): 1.32079
FIN THICKNESS (Cm)= 0.253698E-01
THERM. COND. OF FIN MATERIAL (W/(Cm-K)) = 1.9384Z
THERM. COND. OF RANIFOLD CAN MATERIAL (W/CmK)= 0.173073
THERH. COND. OF MANIF. BRAZE ALLOY (W/CmK)= 0.484604
THERM. COND. OF HEAT PIPE WALL MATL (N/Cnl(): 3.91193
TOTAL NUIIBER OF FINS FOR THE MANIFOLD HEIGHT= 811.766
DENSITY OF MANIFOLD MATERIAL (Grams/CC)- 8.08932
DENSITY OF BRAZE MATERIAL (Grams/CC)= 8.56988
MANIFOLD RATERIAL THICKNESS (Ca)= 0.158750
IqANIFOLD INLET PRESSURE (Grams/sq-Cm) = 5624.56
RANIFOLD INLET TEMPERATURE (K)= 411.100
KANZFOLD FLOI_RATE (KG/HR) = 21.6435
KAMIFOLD AND RADIATOR HEAT LOAD (KWt)= 250.000
MOLECULAR WEIGTH OF MANIFOLD WORKING FLUID: 40.0000
MANIFOLD PRESSURE DROP (Granls/sq-ca) =
MANIFOLD FILM TEMPERATURE DROP (K) =
NAK INVENTORY RASS (KG) : 131.483





NUMB. OF 90 DEG. ELBOWS OR EQUIV.= 12.0000
AVERAGE RADIUS FOR 90 DEGREE ELBOWS (ca): 149.68/,
INSIDE DUCT DIAMETER (Ca)- 37.4211
TOTAL LENGTH OF DUCT SYSTEM (Ca)= 449.053
GAS VELOCITY IN DUCTS (N/SEC)= 30.4785
GAS TEMPERATURE (K)= 411.100
GAS PRESSURE (Grams/sq-ca)= 5624.56
DUCT WALL THICKNESS (ca)= 0.299369
DUCT WALL DENSITY (Grams/CO)= 8.08932
DUCT INSULATION THICKNESS (ca)= 10.1600
DUCT INSULATION DENSITY (Grems/CC)= 0.256288
GAS MOLECULAR MEIGHT= 0.000000
DUCT SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP (Grams/scI-Cm) = 57.9988
DUCT SYSTEM MASS (KG): 1266.75
MASS SUI_Y FOR DIRECT BRAYTON SYSTEM
HEAT PiPE COOLED GAS MANIFOLD MASS (KG) =
IIANIFOLD DUCTING )lASS (KG) = 1266.75
RADIATOR )lASS (KG) = 1689.20
131.483
DIRECT BRAYTON SYSTEM MASS (KG) = 3087.43
CASE 5: LIQUID LOOP COOLEDBRAYTONCONFIGURATION - NO HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM PHYSICAL DATA AVAILABLE
*****************************************************************************
CONTENTSOF CALL: HREJEC(1, 2, 1, 5624.56, 466.7, _.45, 250.0)
W/irlt/rdr _.t/rA.W/k./k.tt/ktk.t/k.Wt t dr/k./k./k./k.drW/k./k./k.WWW_ WWWWW_Wt W_W t t WWWWW W_W_ W t WW WW_ _t tt WWW_W Q WW
CONTENTSOF DATA FILE SRADATJ
O, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0
5624.56, 466.7, 40.0, _4.65
250.0
OUTPUT FROM HREJEC
THE SIMPLIFIED DATA INPUT OPTION HAS BEEN SELECTED
*** HEAT REJECTION SYSTEN FORA BRAYTONCYCLE SYSTEN IN WHICH CYCLE WASTE HEAT IS REJECTEDTO A PUNPEDNaK LOOP
FROMTHE CYCLE MORKING FLUID TO A HEAT PIPE COOLEDNaK MANIFOLD ***
INPUT FOR OPTION NLIHBER2
INPUT FOLLOWINGDATA INTO FILE *RADAT* TO RUN OPT #2
1 1000.00 30.0000 1.00000
2000.00 0.315360E+09
1.70000 1.70000 0.703070E+09 0.990000
1.00000 259.676 25.9676 65.7200
2.54000 2 8 0.000000
734.826 0.000000 0.127000 0.702000E-02
0.800000 0.500000 1.00000 2.00000
0.849788 0.000000 1.81009 1.81009
0.000000 0.000000
2 10.1950 616.672 650.033
21.6045 40.0000 10.1000 2_.0000
8.08f32 0.952500 1.30000 0.508000E-01
5.OOOOO 8.16972 0.173073
2 36.15_1 15.2400 8.89000
2. 75335 2. 53999 1.32588 1.32079
0.253898E-01 1.93862 0.173073 0.486606
3.91193 180.000 60.0000 8.08932
8.56988 0.158"750 8.16972
12.0000 1_.832& 3.70810 762.000
























ARMOR DENSITY (Grams/CC) = 1.81009
YOUNGS MOOULUS OF ARMOR (Gnams/CC) =
EXPOSURE TIME OR MISSION DURATION (Secs)=
NON-PUNCTURE PROBABILITY • 0.944048
RADIATOR HEAT REJECTION RATE (KWt) = 250.
AVERAGE RADIATOR SURFACE TEMPERATURE (K) •
NUMBER OF PRIMARY HEAT PIPE IN RADIATOR :
NUMBER OF REDUNDENT HEAT PIPES= 25.9676
HEAT PIPE EVAPORATOR LENGTH (Ca): 45.7200
HEAT PIPE INSIDE DIAMETER (Cm)= 2.54000
HEAT PIPE WORKING FLUID ID NUMBER=







0.000000CONE ANGLE FOR CONICAL RADIATOR (DEGREES)=
MANIFOLD DIAMETER FOR CONICAL RADIATOR OR MANIFOLD LENGTH DIVIDED BY 3.141593 FOR FLAT PLATE (Cm) •
734.826
RADIATOR EMISSIVITY CONTROL COATING THICK.(Cm)= 0.000000
RADIATOR FIN THICKNESS (Cm)= 0.127000
HEAT PiPE WALL or" LINER THICKNESS (Cm)= 0.762000E-02
RADIATOR SURFACE EMISSIVITY= 0.800000
RADIATOR SURFACE ABSOPTIViTY= 0.500000
RADIATOR PROJ. AREA (FRACT. OF TOT.) = 1.00000
RADIATOR ACTUAL AREA (FRACTION) = 2.00000
THERMAL COND. OF FIN MATERIAL (W/Cm-K) = 0.849774
COATING MATERIAL DENSITY (Gr"ams/CC)= 0.000000
FIN MATERIAL DENSITY (Grems/CC)= 1.81009
LENGTH OF ADIABATIC PORTION OF THE HEAT PIPE (Cm)= 0.000000
MASS OF RADIATOR DEPLOYMENT MECHANISM (KG) = 0.000000
TOTAL HEAT AVERAGE Radiator Emissivity
REJECTED EVAPORATOR FIN Coating
(l(Wt) TEMP (K) Thick (Cm) Thick (Cm)





HEAT PIPE DESIGN DETAILS - DIMS in Cm
Pipe %D Wick Thick #Arteries Art ID
2.5400 0.0129 7.6200 0,6452
Evap Length Adi Length Cond Length Total Length





RADIATOR MASS BREAKDOWN - Mass in KG
Heat Pipes FLuids FINS Emiss. Cont.
301.8342 16.2466 236.4112 O.OOOO
O.D.ARMOR I.D.ARMOR Structure TOTAL RADIATOR
374.3636 374.3636 O.O000 1303.2190
IENfLg (ORBIT SELECTION) = I
IENfLG=I, EARTH ORBIT (LEO-GEO)
IENfLg=2, SOLAR ORBIT (0.5 to 2.0 AU)
ORBIT ALTITUDE (lOI) • 1000.00
ORBIT INCLINATION ANGLE (Degr"ees) = 30.0000
DISTANCE FROM SUN (AU) = 1.00000
YEAR SATELLITE LAUNCHED = 2000.00
HEATPIPECOOLEDHAHIFOLDDEFINITIONVARIABLES
Iftg2 • 2
MANIFOLD HEIGHT (Ca)• 36.1541
HANIFOLD WIDTH (Ca)• 15.2400
DIST. BETWN CAN(HEAT PIPES)C-LINES (Ca)= 8.89000
NUMBER OF HEAT PIPES lN RADIATOR• 259.676
NUMB. OF REDUNDENT HEAT PIPES IN RADIATOR: 25.9676
OUTSIDE DIARETER OF BRAZE CANS(Ca) • 2.75335
ZNSIDE DIAMETER OF HEAT PIPE (Cm)= 2.53999
HANIFOLD BRAZE CAN INSIDE RADIUS (ca): 1.32588
BRAZE JOINT INSIDE RADIUS (Ca)= 1.32079
FIN THICKNESS (Cm): 0.2538984E-01
THERM. COND. OF FIN MATERIAL (W/(Ca-K))• 1.93842
THERM. COND. OF MANIFOLD CAN MATERIAL (M/CmK)• 0.173073
THERM. COND. OF MANIF. BRAZE ALLOY (W/CmK)= 0.1_604
THERH. COND. OF HEAT PIPE MALL HATL (W/CmK)• 3.91193
TOTAL HUMBER OF FINS FOR THE MANIFOLD HEIGHT• 180.000
DENSITY OF MANIFOLD MATERIAL (Grams/CC): 8.08932
DENSITY OF BRAZE MATERIAL (Gram/CC)• 8.56988
HAMIFOLD MATERIAL THICKNESS (ca)• 0.158750
MANIFOLD INLET PRESSURE (Grams/sq-ca) • 5624.56
MANIFOLD INLET TEMPERATURE (K)• 466.700
MANIFOLD FLOiJRATE (KG/HR)• 8.16972
HANIFOLD AND RADIATOR HEAT LOAD (IGJt) • 250.000
HOLECULAR MEIGTH OF MANIFOLD UORKING FLUID• 40.0000
MANIFOLD PRESSURE DROP (Grams/sq-Ca) •
MANIFOLD FILM TEMPERATURE DROP (K) •
NAK INVENTORY MASS (KG) • 1001.46





NUMB. OF 90 DEG. ELBOWS OR EQUIV.= 12.0000
AVERAGE RADIUS FOR 90 DEGREE ELBOWS (Ca)" 14.8324
INSIDE PIPE DIAJqETER (Ca)• 3.70810
TOTAL LENGTH OF PIPE SYSTEM (Ca)• 762.000
NAK VELOCITY IN PIPES (M/SEC)• 9.14355
NAK TEMPERATURE (K) • 466.700
NAK PRESSURE (Grams/scI-Ca)- §624.§6
PIPE WALL THICKNESS (Ca)= 0.254000
PIPE MALL DENSITY (Grmns/CC)• 8.08_2
PIPE INSULATION THICKNESS (Ca): 10.1600
PIPE INSULATION DENSITY (Grams/CC) • 0.384444
PIPE SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP (Grams/scI-Ca) = 1696.14
PIPE SYSTEH MASS (KG) = 210.384




HOT SIDE InLet Temperature (K)= 466.700
HOT SIDE Outlet Temperature (K)= 444.450
COLD SIDE InLet Temperature (g)- 416.672
COLD SIDE OutLet Temperature (K)= 450.033
SHELL SIDE FLUID Ftowrate (KG/Hr)- 21.6045
SHELL MATERIAL Density (Grams/CC): 8.08934
INSIDE TUBE Diameter (Cm)= 0.952500
TUBE Matt Thickness (Cm)- 0.508000E-01
TUBE -SIDE FLuid Ftowrate (KG/Sec)= 8.16972
TUBE MaLL Theme[ Concluct|vity(W/(Cm-K))= 0.173073
SHELLSIDE DP (Grams/sq-Cm) = 620.624
SHELLSZDE H (M/sqCm-K)= 21.5383
FRIC-FAC = 0.265246
UNEM (M/sqCm-K) = 10,2136
NUMBER OF TUBES IN BUNDLE : 81.0944
Tul0e Side Reynotds Number = 46447.7
Tube Side Press. Drop(Grams/sq-Cm)= 79.1433
Tube Side HB (W/sqCm-K) = 38.0457
TUBE MALL THICKNESS (Cm) = O.508000E-01
DOTL2 (Cm) = 13.5269
LENGTH (Cm) = 81.2_5
INSULATION MASS (KG) - 17.9807
HEAD MASS (KG) = 0.348632
SHELL MASS (KG) = 2.44042
PLATE MASS (KG) = 0.128418
TUBE SHEETS MASS (XG) = 0.348632
TUBE MASS (KG) = 7.66628
STRUCTURE AND BIL_CKETS MASS (KG) =
MASS OF Nag IN H-X (KG) = 4.99182




NAK INLET TEMPERATURE (g) = 466.700
NAK FLOMRATE (KG/SEC)= 8.16972
PIPING SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP (G/SC)= 1696.14
NAK SIDE HEAT EXCHANGER PRESSURE DROP (G/SC)=
NAK MANIFOLD PRESSURE DROP (G/SC)= 27.7819
Hag LOOP PRESSURE DROP (G/SC) = 1803.07
Nag L(X)P PUMP POMER REQUIRED (HYDRAULIC) (WATTS) =
E-M PUMP MASS (DRY) (KG) = 271.506
NAK LOOP EXPANSION C_IPENSATOR DEFINED
VOLUHE ACCUMULATOR Nak MASS (KG) = 54.2511
VOLLIHE ACCUMULATOR MASS (MET) (KG) = 111.024
MASS SUWdARY FOR INDIRECT BRAYTON SYSTEM
HEAT SINK HEAT EXCHANGER MASS (KG)(DRY)= 30.3588
HEAT EXCHANGER Nag MASS (KG) = 4.99182
MaX PIPING SYSTEM MASS (KG)(DRY) = 210.384
MASS OF Nag iN PIPING SYSTEM (KG) = 9.30602
MASS OF EM PUI4P (KG) (MET) = 271.506
HEAT PIPE/MaK MANIFOLD MASS (KG) (DRY) = 343.698
MASS OF Nag IN MANIFOLD (KG) : 1001.46
EXPANSION COMPENSATOR )lASS (KG) (DRY) = 111.024
MASS OF Ned( IN EXPANSION COMPEHSATOR(KG)= 54.2511
RADIATOR HASS (XG) = 1303.22
INDIRECT BRAYTON SYSTEM MASS (KG) (UET) = 3340.20
CASE6: SHEARFLOWCONDENSERIN A POTASS%IJ4 HANKINE CYCLE - NO HEAT REJECTION SYSTEN PHYSICAL DATA AVAILABLE
CONTENTS OF CALL: HREJEC(1, 3, 1, 140.64, 855.56, 850.00, 250.0)
CONTENTS OF DATA F[LE 'RADAT'
0, O.O, 0.0, 0.0 1.0
0.0, 0.0
133.6707, 850.0, 40.0, 754.5
2128.32
OUTPUT FROH HREJEC
THE SIMPLIFIED DATA INPUT OPTION HAS BEEN SELECTED
*** HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM FOR A RANKINE CYCLE SYSTEM IN UHICH CYCLE MASTE HEAT 15 REJECTED DIRECTLY FRON THE
CYCLE UORKING FLU|D IN A HEAT P_PE COOLED CONDENSER ***
INPUT FOR OPTION NUNBER 3
_NPUT FOLLOWING DATA INTO FILE *RADAT* TO RUN OPT #3
1 1000.00 30.0000 1.00000
2000.00 0.315360E+09
1.70000 1.70000 0.703070E+09 0.990000
1.00000 41.3662 4.13662 43.2447
2.56000 5 7 0.000000
66.8897 0.000000 0.127000 0.702000E-02
0.800000 0.500000 1.00000 2.00000
0.849788 O.O00000 1.81009 1.81009
O.O00OO0 O.O00OOO
210.140 43.2447 1.05%2 10.1000
0.000000 850.000 O.SOSOOOE-O2 0.175073
0.605756 0.173075 140.61_ 855.600



















ARMOR DENSITY (Grams/CC) = 1.81009
YOUNGS MODULUS OF ARMOR (Grarns/CC) = 0,703070E+09
EXPOSURE TIME OR MISSION DURATION (Secs)= 0.315360E+0?
NON-PUNCTURE PROBABILITY = 0.970672
RADIATOR HEAT REJECTION RATE (KMt) = 853250.
AVERAGE RADIATOR SURFACE TEMPERATURE OK) = 827.164
NUMBER OF PRIMARY HEAT PiPE IN RADIATOR = 41.3662
NUMBER OF REDUNDENT HEAT PIPES= 4.136_2
HEAT PIPE EVAPORATOR LENGTH (Cm)= 43.2_7
HEAT PIPE INSIDE DIAMETER (Ca)= 2.54000
HEAT PIPE MORKING FLUID ID NUMBER= 5
HEAT PIPE LINER MATERIAL ID NUMBER= 7
CONE ANGLE FOR CONICAL RADIATOR (DEGREES) = O,OOOOOO
MANIFOLD DIAMETER FOR CONICAL RADIATOR OR MANIFOLD LENGTH DIVIDED BY 3.141593 FOR FLAT PLATE (On) =
2038.80
RADIATOR EMISSiViTY CONTROL COATING THICK.(Cm)= O.O00000
RADIATOR FIN THICKNESS (Cm)= 3.8_
HEAT PIPE MALL or LINER THICKNESS (Cm)= 0.232258
RADIATOR SURFACE EMISSIVITY= 0.800000
RADIATOR SURFACE ABSOPTIVITY= 0.500000
RADIATOR PROJ. AREA (FRACT. OF TOT.)= 1.00000
RADIATOR ACTUAL AREA (FRACTION)= 2.00000
THERMAL COND. OF FIN MATERIAL (M/Cm-K) z 0.8_7774
COATING MATERIAL DENSITY (Greuns/CC) = O.O00000
FIN MATERIAL DENSITY (Grams/CC)= 1.81007
LENGTH OF ADIABATIC PORTioN OF THE HEAT PIPE (Cm)= 0.000000
MASS OF RADIATOR DEPLOYMENT MECHANISM (KG)= O.OOOOO0
TOTAL HEAT AVERAGE Radiator Emissivity
REJECTED EVAPORATOR FiN Coatin9
(KMt) TEMP (K) Thick (Cm) Thick (Cm)





HEAT PIPE DESIGN DETAILS - DIMS in Cm
Pipe IP Mick Thick #Arteries Art ID
2.5400 0.0129 7.6200 0.6452
Evap Length Adi Length Cond Length Total Length
43.2447 0.0000 319.0?64 :302.3411
RADIATOR MASS BREAIODOMN - Mess in KG
Heat Pipes FLuids FINS Emiss. Cont.
26.6823 1.3351 8.4781 O.0OOO
O.D,ARMOR I.D.ARMOR Structure TOTAL RADIATOR
38.6962 38,6962 0,0000 113.8878
IENfL9 (ORBIT SELECTION) = 1
IENfL9=l, EARTH ORBIT (LEO-GEO)
IENfL9=2, SOLAR ORBIT 40.5 to 2,0 ALl)
ORBIT ALTITUDE (104) = 1000.00
ORBIT INCLINATION ANGLE (Degrees) = 30,0000
DISTANCE FROM SUN (AU) = 1.00000
YEAR SATELLITE LAUNCHED = 2000.00
Art Mall Pipe wall
0.0129 0.0076
HEAT PIPE COOLED CONDENSER DESCRIPTION
MANIFOLD FLAT LENGTH (Cm) = 210.140
MANIFOLD HEIGHT (Cm) = 43.2447
AVERAGE MANIFOLD COND.SURF.SPACE(Gap)(Cm)= 1.05962
MANIFOLD iNSULATION THICKNESS (Cm) = 10.1600
MANIFOLD INSULATION DENSITY (Grams/CC) = 0.000000
NUMBER OF PRIMARY HEAT PIPES ATTACHED TO COOL CONDENSER SURFACE =
NUMBER OF REDUNDENT HEAT PIPES USED TO COOL CONDENSER SURFACE =
MANIFOLD MALL MATERIAL THICKNESS(Cm)= 0.158750
MANIFOLD-HEAT PIPE BRAZE HATERIAL THICKNESS (Cm) = 0.508000E-02
HEAT PIPE MALL THICKNESS (Cm) • 0.508000E-01
MANIFOLD MALL MAT. THERMAL COND. (M/CmK) • 0.173075
BRAZE MAT. THERMAL COND. (WCmK) • 0.605756
HEAT PIPE MALL MAT. THERMAL COND. (WCmK) • 0.173073
MANIFOLD MALL MATERIAL DENSITY (Grams/CC)• 8.08932
BRAZE MATERIAL DENSITY (Grems/CC) • 8.40969
HEAT PIPE MALL MATERIAL DENSITY(Grenls/CC)• 8.08932




INLET PRESSURE (G/SC) : 140.614
INLET TEMPERATURE (K) : 855.599
MEAN CONDENSER QUALITY = 1.00000
OUTLET TEMPERATURE (K) • 849.999
PIANIFOLD FLOMREATE (KG/Hr) - 442.564
MANIFOLD DUTY (K_t) • 250.000
COMPUTED RESULTS
MANIFOLD PRESSURE DROP (GISC) • 6.96164
MANIFOLD FILM TEMPERATURE DROP (K) • 25.6271
CONDENSER CONDENSATE FLOW REGIME PARAMETER • 0.127761
CONDENSER IS OPERATING IN SHEAR FLOW REGIME
CONDENSATE FILM REYNOLDS NUMBER • 1901.90
MARTINELLI pARAMETER • 0.133113E-01
VAPOR REYNOLDS NUMBER • 3803.80
MANIFOLD MASS (KG) = 39.6261
MASS SUMMARY FOR CONDENSING RANKINE SYSTEM
HEAT PIPE COOLED CONDENSER MASS (KG) :
RADIATOR MASS (KG) • 113.888
39.6261
CONDENSING RANKINE SYSTEM MASS (KG) • 153.514
APPENDIXC
COOELISTING















DRIVER CODE TO CHECKOUTSUBROUT|NEHIU4AST
QPEN(§, FZLE'WCHI(DAT' )
READ (5,*) lselec,lprob, IENFLG
READ (5,*) Pin,Tin, Tout,Grad
























































SUBROUTINE NREJEC(lsetec, lprob, lEHfLg,Pin,Tin,Tout,Gred)
COMPUTATIONOF THE PERFORMANCEAND NASS OF HEAT REJECTION SYSTEMS
COOEESTIMATES THE MASSAND PERFORMANCEOF HEAT PIPE COOLED HEAT
REJECTION SYSTEMS THAT OPERATEAS THE MAIN HEAT REJECTION ELEMENTS
IN BRAYTONAND RANK/HE CYCLE SPACE POldERSYSTEMS.
AN OPTION IS OFFEREDWHEREBYTHE CODEWILL SUPPLY MOSTOF THE
INPUTS REQUIRED AND RETURNTHE INPUTS FOR A DETAILED CASE WITH
WHICH THE USER CAN START HIS OPTIMIZATION STUDY.
*"_* CODE LOGIC AND O_IPUTATIOII OUTLINE ***
THE FOLLOWINGSTEPS ARE FOLLOWEDIN ESTIMATIHG THE MASS AND
PERFORMANCEOF HEAT PIPE COOLEDHEAT REJECTION SYSTEMS IN EITHER
BRAYTONOR RANKINE CYCLE APPLICATIONS:
1. SELECT THE NEAT REJECTION EQUIPMENT TRAIN AND DEFINE THE
EQUIPMENT ELEMENTSREQUIRED. THREE OPTIONS ARE SUPPLIED:
A. DIRECT COOLEDGAS MANIFOLD FOR BRAYTONS.
B. Hid( LIQUID METAL COOLEDH-X LOOP FOR BUTTONS.
C. SHEAR FLOWCONDENSERWiTH DIRECT HEAT PiPE COOLING
2. IF NECESSARY, AN AUXILIARY ROUTINE IS INCLUDED THAT
SUPPLIES NON-OPTIMIZED, BUT IK)RKABLE, INPUT VALUES FOR MOST
OF THE VARIABLES REQUIRED TO RUN THE VARIOUS SUBROUTINES.
3. ANALYZE THE HYDRAULIC LOOP REQUIRED FOR THE LIQUID
USED BY SOME OF THE SYSTEMS. THE H'X, PIPING AND MANIFOLD DELTA'P
IS DETERMINED IN THIS STEP.
4. DETERMINE THE WEIGHT OF THE PUMPREQUIRED.
S. ON PUMPED LOOP SYSTEMS, A HEAT PIPE TO FLUID HEAT
EXCHANGERIS ANALYZED
6. ON DIRECT SYSTEMS, A GAS TO HEAT PIPE FLUID HEAT EXCHANGER
IS ANALYZED.
7. A RADIATOR IS SIZED TO REJECT THE PROPERAMOUNTOF HEAT
AND ITS MASS IS DETERMINED.
8. CODE OUTPUT CONSISTS OF COHPONENTSIZES AND MASSES.
OPEN(5,FILE-'RADAT')
Pl - 3.14159265
IF lseLec • 1, THEN THE CODE WILL SUPPLY NOSY OF THE VARIABLE
VALUES NEEDED. IF lsetec • 2, THEN THE USER MUST SUPPLY MOST
OF THE VARIABLE VALUES NEEDED
IF ll_Ob m 1, COOE IS SET UP FOR A DIRECT COOLEDBHAYTON
CONFIGURATION.
IF II_Ob • 2, CODE IS SET UP FOR A LIQUID LOOP COOLED
BRAYTONCONFIGURATION.


























































































IF ]prob = 3, CCOE IS SET UP FOR A SHEAR FLOU CONDENSERIM A
POTASSIUM RANI(IME CYCLE.
INPUTS TO DEFINE ORBITS
IEMfLG = FLAG TO GET ENVIROGMEMTDESIRED
• 1, EARTHORBET, LEO TO GEO USES GREATEROF DEBRIS
OR NETEORITE FLUO(, liO DEBRISANOVE 2000Nm.
• 2, BEYONDEARTH ORBIT, 0.25 TO2.0OAU
HaLt • ORBIT ALTITUDE (Iml)
NIMCL m ORBIT IMCLIRATIOR ANGLE (28.5 TO SO.Oclegress+ ONLY)
hun• DISTANCE FROMU (ALl)
Yrtnch • YEAR IN UHICH VEHICLE IS PLACED IN ORBIT
Time • MISSION DURATION (Secl)
INPUTS TO DEFINE RADIATOR
GAM,ANSF • PENETEATIOG CONSTANTS- FUNCTIORSOF THE SPECIFIC NAT'L
RHOom • ANNOR DENSITY (Lbs/cu-Ft)
Elm- YUGSNCOULUSOFARNOIt (Lbs/sq*ln)
Prob• NON-PUNCTUBEPlK]RABILITY (0.9+ 0.99, 0.999, ETC.)
Grad - RADIATOR HEAT REJECTION RATE (ICMt)
Trod• AVERAGERADIATOR UFACE TEMPERATURE(cleg-R)
Xntubee •NUMBER OF PRIMARY HEAT PIPE IN RADIATOR
Xnexpip • NUNBEROF REDUNDEMTNEAT PIPES
Xtftat • HEAT PIPE EVAPQRATORLEMGTH(INCHES)
Dhptpe • NEAT PIPE INSIDE DIAMETER (INCHES)
If|uid • HEAT PiPE UORKINGFLUID ID NUMBER
ImmtL • NEAT PIPE LINER MATERIAL ID NUMBER
Theta • CONEANGLE FOR CONICAL RADIATOR (DEGREES)
D2rod=MAMIFOLD DIAMETER FOR CONICAL UDIATORORNANIFOLD
LENGTHDIVIDED BY 3.141593 FOR FLAT PLATE
Thiciol= RADIATOR EMISSIVITY CONTROLCOATING THICKNESS (FEET)
Thickf • RADIATOR FIN THICKNESS (FEET)
Thick = HEAT PIPE UALL or LINER THICIOIESS (FEET)
Ell = RADIATOR UFACE EMISSIVITY
ALpha • RADIATOR UFACE ABSOPTIVITY
Hap • RADIATOR PROJECTEDAREA (TOIMRD U) (FRACTION OF TOTAL)
RArod • RADIATOR ACTUAL AREA (USUALLY • 1.0)
Tkfin • THERNAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FIN MATERIAL (BTU/HR-FT-R)
Rhocolting • COATING MATERIAL DENSITY (L|/cu-FT)
Rhofin =FIM MATERIAL DENSITY (LE/cu-FT)
Xtadilb • LENGTH OF ADIABATIC PORTION OF THE HEAT PIPE (FEET)
Xllchlms •NASSOF RADIATOR DEPLOYNENTNECHANISM(LBS)
IMPUTS TO DEFINE HEAT PiPE COOLEDMANIF(M.D
ILL92 = FLAG TO SET MANIFOLD UORKIMG FLUID
1 = He-Xe MIXTURE
2 • MadC
limmn= MANIFOLD HEIGHT (Feet)
Gap •MAMIFOLD UIDTH (Feet)


























































XNpipee • NUHEEROF HEAT PIPES IN RADIATOR
XNEXpipes • NUMBEROF REDUNDENTHEAT PIPES IN RADIATOR
Dcan • OUTSIDE DIAMETER OF MANIFOLD BRAZE CANS (Feet)
Dhp • INSIDE DIAMETER OF HEAT PIPE (Feet)
Rc • NANIFOLD BRAZECAN INSIDE RADIUS (Feet)
Rb • BRAZE JOINT INSIDE RADIUS (Feet)
Tf • FIN THICKNESS (Feet)
TKfin • THEIUtAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FIN NATERIAL (BTU/Hr-Ft-R)
TKcan • THERNAL CONDUCTIV|TY OF MANIFOLD CAN NATERIAL (B/HFR)
Tl(braze • THERMALCONDUCTIVITY OF NANIFOLD BRAZE ALLOY (.)
Tl(hp • THERMALCONDUCTIVITY OF HEAT PIPE UALL NATERIAL (.)
XNf • TOTAL NUNBEROF FINS FOR THE NANIFOLD HEIGHT
RllOcan • DENSITY OF MANIFOLD NATERIAL (Lb/cu-Ft)
RltObrsze • DENSITY OF BRAZE MATERIAL (Lb/cu-Ft)
THICKaen • MANIFOLD MATERIAL THICKNESS (Feet)
Pmn • MANIFOLD INLET PRESSURE(PSIA)
Tlmn• MANIFOLD INLET TEMPERATURE(deg-R)
Wlwl• MANIFOLD FLOURATE(LBS/HR)
Gnmn• MANIFOLD AND RADIATOR HEAT LOAD (BTU/HR)
XMU • NOLECULARGEIGTH OF MANIFOLD UORKING FLUID
INPUTS TO DEFINE DUCTING
IN9 • NUMBEROF 90 DEGREEELBOUSOR EQUIVALENT IN DUCT SYSTEN
R9 I AVERAGERADIUS FOR 90 DEGREEELBQNS (INCHES)
Dp I INSIDE DUCT DIAHETER (INCHES)
SUNLEN • TOTAL LENGTH OF DUCT SYSTEM (INCHES)
Vp|pe • GAS VELOCITY IN DUCTS (FT/HEC)
TGAS • GAS TEMPERATURE(dog-R)
PGAS • GAS PRESSURE (psia)
THICKP • DUCT HALL THICKNESS (INCHES)
RHOPIP • DUCT WALL DENSITY (LS/cu-FT)
THICK! • DUCT INSULATION THICKNESS (INCHES)
RHOINS • DUCT INSULATION DENSITY (LB/cu-FT)
XIN - GAS NOLECULARHEIGHT
DPDUCT • DUCT SYSTEM PRESSUREDROP (PSID)
DUCMAS• DUCT SYSTEMNAbS (LSS)
INPUTS TO DEFINE HEAT SINK HEAT EXCHANGER
IHXftf • 1, THEN TUBE SIDE FLUID IS LITHIUN
IHXfLD _ 2o THEN TUBE SIDE FLUID IS NeK-78
ALNTD • Heat Exchanger Log Neon Temperature Difference
GI)OT • Heat Rate or Duty (BTU/Hr)
UESY • INITIAL VALUE OF Uoverett (BTU/Mr-Ft-R)
(50 for GAS-GAS)
THIN • HOT SIDE inter Temperature (R)
THOUT • HOT SIDE Out|et Temperature (R)
TCIN • COLD SIDE Inter Temperature (R)
TCOUT - COLD SIDE OutLet Tmpereture (R)
kOOTS • SHELL SIDE FLUID Ftourate (LIs/Sec)
DENSSfl • SHELL MATERIAL Density (LI_/FtA3)
CPSF - SHELL-SIDE FLUID Specific Neat (BTU/Lb-R)




















































RHOSF• SHELL-SIDE FLUID Dimity (LI_/Ft^3)
AICTST• SHELL-SIDE FLUID TherliL Cond (BTU/Hr*Ft-R)
VISCST • SHELL-SIDE FLUID VilH:oetty (Cp)
DTUK • Outside TUBE Diameter - (inches)
TTUlE • TUBE YeLL Thickness (Inches)
M)OTT • TUBE -SIDE FLuid Ftourste (LIm/Sec)
ARTUSE - TUIE YeLL Thermt CofllkJ_tivlty (DTU/Nr-Ft-R)
CPT • TUllE-SIDE FLUID Spec|fic Neet (DTU/Lb-R)
RHOT • TUBE-SIDE FLUID Density (LIs/Ft^3)
N(TT • TUBE-SIDE FLUID Thellmt Cord (DTU/Hr-Ft-R)
VISCT • TUBE-SIDE FLUID Viscosity (Lb/Ft-$ec)
INPUTS TO DEFINE THE NeK PIPING SYSTEM
XN9 • IRJNBEROF 90 DEGREEELBOWSOR EQUIVALENT IN PIPE SYSTEN
R9 • AVERAGERADIUS FOR 90 DEGREEELBOUS CINCHES)
Dp • INSIDE PIPE DIAMETER CINCHES)
SUMLEN• TOTAL LENGTH OF PIPE SYSTEM (INCHES)
Vptpe • NAg VELOCITY IN PIPES (FT/SEC)
Tnak • Nek TENPERATURE(cieg-E)
Peek • Nak PRESSURE(psi|)
THICI(P • PIPE WALLTHICKNESS (INCHES)
RNOPIP • PIPE WALL DENSITY (LD/cu-FT)
THICKI • PIPE INSULATIOR THICKNESS CINCHES)
RHOINS • PIPE INSULATIGR DENSITY (LB/cu-FT)
DPPIPE., PIPE SYSTEM PRESSUREDROP (PSlD)
PIPNAS • PIPE SYSTEM NASS (LBS)
INPUTS TO DEFINE THE NatICPUMP
Pn_• IU_ INLET PRESUE (PSIA)
Tnak • IL_ INLET TEMPERATURE(deN-R)
Vnek • NAICFLOWUTE (LDS/SEC)
DPPIPE • PIPING SYSTED PRESSIAtEDROP (PSID)
DPHX • RAICSIDE HEAT EXCHANGERPEESSUREDROP (PSID)
DPMANIF • NAICHANIFOLD PRESSUREDROP
INPUTS TO DEFINE THE CONDENSERFOR A K-IUUIKINE CYCLE
Ar • FLOWCROSS-SECTIONAL AREA (KIft)
6t • NASS FLUS (tkm/h SOl ft)
TM4 - FLOW RATE PER TUGE(LIQUID PLUS VAPOR), tblli/h
V VAPOR VELOCITY. ft/s
Y • LOCALVAPOR hEIGHT FRACTION FACTOR
Dh • HYDRAULIC DINIETER
Cgt • TUDESIDE FLOWREGINE PARNIETEN
Cgt < 0.3, SHEAR'CONTROLLEDLIQUID FILM HEAT TRANSFERCOEFFICIENT
ReL • CONDENSATEFILM REYNOLDSIAJHEER
VCF • VISCOSITY CORRECTIORFACTOR , (BULl( /IMI.L)*n*0.14
Nt • SHEAR'CORTROLLEDLIQUID FIIJ4 NEAT TRANSFERCOEFFICIENT
Xtt " MARTINELLI PARAHETER, FORMFOR BOTH TURBULENTPHASES
CDh • CORRELATION FUNCTION FOR SHEAR'CONTROLLEDFLOWHT & DP
Ftp • SHEAR'CONTROLLEDFLOWTWO PHASEHEAT TRANSFERFACTOR
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HS • SHEAR-CONTROLLEDLIQUID FILM HEAT TRANSFERCOEFF]C]ENT
OPui• MOMENTUMPRESSUREDROP (psia)
Ray 8 VAPOR REYNOLDSNUNSER
DPI • LIQUID PRESSUREDROP (psta)
DPV • VAPOR PRESSUREDROP (ps|a)
FLF • TUO PHASE FRICTION LOSS FACTORS
DPf • FRICTION PRESSUREDROP (psta)
FF • FRICTION FACTOR
ETA • SURFACEROUGHNESS. ft
P • SATURATION PRESSURE(psia)
DL • LIQUID DENSITY (LII/CU ft)
VF • LIQUID SPECIFIC VOLUNE (CU ft/tbm)
HFG • ENTHALPY OF VAPORIZATION (gtu/tbm)
NGO • REFERENCEENTHALPY (Btu/tbm)
NG • ENTHALPTVAPOR STATE (BtU/tbm)
NF • ENTHALPY LIQUID STATE (Btu/tlm)
SFG • ENTROPYOF VAPORIZATION (HtU/Uom R)
SGO • REFERENCEENTROPY STATE (StU/tbm R)
SG • ENTROPYVAPOR STATE (Btu/Um R)
SF • ENTROPY LIQUID STATE (Btu/tlom R)
VG • VAPOR SPECIFIC VOLUME(cu ft/tbm)
DV • VAPOR DENSITY (tlm/cu ft)
Ct • LIQUID HEAT CAPACITY (gtu/ibm)
VI. • LIQUID VISCOSITY (LkIVft-h)
XI(L • LIQUID THERMALCONDUCTIVITY (Stu/h-ft-R)
Pr • LIQUID PRAEDTLIIUMBER
VV • VAPOR VISCOSITY (tblt/ft'h)






GO TO (100,200.300). Iprob
INPUTS REQUIRED TO DEFINE ORBIT
READ (5, e) IENf|g,HaLt,HINCL,Rsun
HEAD (5,0) Yrtnch,Time
INPUTS REQUIRED TO DEFINE RADIATOR
READ (5,*) SAM,ARSF,Eom, PROB
RUD (5, e) CoNFIG,Xntubu,Xnexpip,Xtftat
READ (5, e) Dhp|pe, lftu|d, iemtL,Thata
READ (5,*) D2rad,Thicloa, Thickf,Thick
READ (5. e) Ela,Atpha,Nqs,HAred
READ (5.*) Tkfln.Rhocoeting.Rhof|n.RGoem
READ (5,*) Xtacltab,Xncivms































































READ (§,*) Dcan,Dhp, Rc,Rb
READ (5,*) Tf,TKfin,Tgcan, T_rsze
READ (5,*) T_p,XNf,_,R_can
READ (5,*) RHObraze, THICl(mn,iialan






CALL HPI_( ! f Luld, I f 192,(_,llmmn, Gep, p| tch,Ocmn,Dhp, It¢,ltb,Tf, TIC||
&heTKcaneTICbrmze, TIChp,XNf ,XlIp| pesmXliexpi pes, Xmu,Pi neT | neRHOcanwRH
&Qbraze. THI CKmn.tdmn.Qrsd. XIMllms. DPmmn.DTf i tm,)O4NIMli)
DTnmn • Tin-Tout
CALL TMEAN(T|n.DTmm.DTf i tm.Trsd)
CALL HRRAD(Orsd.Trsd.Xntubes.Xnexpip.X|f|at.Dhpipe. lftu|d, iimtL.
&Theta.D2rsd. Thtckm.Thickf. Th| ck. Ea. IEllf |g.ltat t. HINCL. Rsun.Yr I nob.
iAtpha. Hap. HArmd.TKfin.lthocoet | ng.lthof in. RIlOem.Xtodt eb. CORFIG.
&Xachms.PROR.GAM.ARSF.Eam. T|ae.Orejected. Thick|2. Th| clom2.
&Aradi mtor,Aradef fect,tlth| ck2,XnartZ,Art |c_,
&Artuat 12, Tht c_,Xlevap2,Xt _i 2,X tspec2,Xt tot2,_pipes,X_ t u|d,
&X_ i n, X_oat | ng,Xmmor,Xmmor id,Xst_cture,
&Xnet rsdmsst2,Hxt 2)
Aplpe - (Pl*(Dp_2.0))/(4.0el_.O)
CALL NEXEPRCXIW.Pi nwT |n. GIm.CP.RHOgas.AMU.ATIC. PR)
Vplpe • Vmn/(ImO_,_*&plpe)
CALL HRDUCT(XN9oR9wDpfSUNLEN,Vp|pewT| n. PI noTH| CICPeRHOPIPm
&THIOCI, R_I HS,XNU,DPOUCT,DUCNAS)
URITE (6.*) em HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM FOR A BRAYTONCYCLE SYSTEM
&IN WHICH CYCLE tMSTE HEAT IS REJECTEDDIRECTLY FItCM THE CYCLE WORK
&ING FLUID IN A HEAT PIPE COOLEDGAS MANIFOLD mr
WRITE (6,*) ' a
CALL RADPRT(Qrsd. Trad. Xntubes. Yaexp| p. XLf tst.Dhp| pe. I f tu| d. |
/dmt t. Theta.D2rad.Thiclm.Thtckf. Th| ck. Em.
&Atl=hO. Hap. IIArsd.TKf in.Rhocoat | ng. Rhof | n.RHOam.X todiab.
&Xa_-hmms,PROR#GAH,ARSF,Earn, T| ae,qrej ected, Th| okf2, Thi c_m2,
&Arsdi otor ,Armdeffect,Wth| ck2,,XnmrtZ,Art |CR•
&Artmt t2, Th| ck?.,X tevap2,Xtacli2,Xt spec2,X | tot?.,Xepipes,Xaf |uid,
&Xalfi n, Xacoet i ng, Xamrmr, Xnlermori d, Xst ructurs,
&Xnetrmclmut2)
CALL ORBPRT(I Eli| t9, Na| t, H| licL, Rsun,Yr tnch)
CALL MN_T(I f L82, i,G_,Pi t_,XNpi pes,Xnexp| pes,O_n,
&Dhp, Rc,_, Tf ,TKf in,TK_n,TK_aze, T_p,XNf, R_can, R_,ze,







332 kIITE (6,*) °Je_SS SUNIMRY FOR DIRECT BRAYTORSYSTENt
333 WITE (6,*) w e
334 UNITE (6,*) 'HEAT PIPE COOLEDGAS HANIFOLD IMSS (Lbe) =e,_4MI4AN
335 mITE (6.*) aHANIFOLD DUCTING IMSS (LBS) 8',DUCNAS
336 UNITE (6,*) aUDIATOR HASS (LBS) =a,Xnetredmnt2
337 XNSYST 8 _ + DUCNAS4. Xnetradlmsst2
338 NItlTE (6,*) ' '
339 MRITE (6,*) 'DIRECT BEAYTGNSYSTEMHASS (LBS) n, ,)04SYST
340 NRITE (6,*) ' '
341 STOP
342 C
3/)3 C CASE UHERE A SECONDNtY NAK LOOP IS USED TO TRANSFERHEAT BETtIEEN
344 C THE CYCLE VOItKIMG FLUID AND THE NEAT PIPE RADIATOR
345 C
346 C INPUTS REGUIRED TO DEFINE ORBIT
347 C
348 200 READ (5,*) IENfLg,NeLt,NINCL,Rsun
349 READ (5,*) YrLnch,T|m
350 C
351 C INPUTS REQUIREDTO DEFINE UDIATOR
352 C
353 itFJ;) (5,*) GAH,ARSF,Eom, PRO8
354 READ (5,*) CONFlO,Xntubes,Xnexptp,Xtftlt
355 READ (5,*) Dhptpe, Iftutd, lmtt,Thete
356 READ (5,*) D2rad,Thickm, Thickf,Thtck
357 READ (5,*) EJn,ALphe,llep, HArad
358 READ (5,*) Tkfin,Rhocoeting,lthofin, RHOerl
359 READ (5,*) XLedliib,XaK:his
36O C
361 C INPUTS REQUIRED TO DEFINE HEAT SIK HEAT EXCHANGER
362 C
363 READ (5,*) IHXfLo,UEST,TCIN,TCOUT
364 READ (5,*) kl)OTS,N4US,TINS,DENINS
365 READ (S,*) DENSSH,DTIAIE,PR,TTLIBE
366 READ (5,*) ANPLATES,MDOTT,AKTURE
367 C
368 C INPUTS REQUIRED TO DEFINE HEAT PIPE IMNIFOLD
369 C
370 READ (5,*) [fLg2,11man, Gap,Pitch
371 READ (5,*) Ocan,Ohp,Rc,Rb
372 READ (5,*) Tf,TKf|n,TKcen,TKbrsze
373 READ (5,*) Tl_p,XNf,Yaw, RHOcan
374 MEN) (5,*) RHObrsze,TNICrJen,lamn
375 C
376 READ (5,*) XN9,R9,Dp,SUI4LEN
377 READ (5,*) THICI_,RHOPIP,THICKI,RHOINS
378 C
379 Cmn : PI*D2rad





























































CALL HRSHEL(I HXf Lo,UEST,THIN,THQUT,PIIOT, TCIN, TCOUT,tIOOTS,AHU
&S,T INS,DEN !NS,DENSSH,DTUEE,PR, TTUSE,ANPLATES,WDOTT,AKTUBE,O
IDOT,DPSHELL, NITUES, DPTUBE,DOTI.2 ,ALSHEL, AHSHELL,N4PLATES,
/JU(TURES,N4| NSUL,N4HEADS,NLSTRT,AllETHASS,XNHHE)(,HSHELL,AFRIC,UNEV,
&RETUBE,THC,NblTSHT)













CALL IqJI4P( Tnak, Unek, OPPI PE,DPHX,DPlMII I F,DPLOOP,Phyd, XMPUHP)
CALL VACNAS(Tnlk, _4NPi P, XNNHAN,XNNHEX,XNNVAC,)g4VAC)
DTmnl Tin-Tout
CALL TNEAN(Tin,OTmm,DTfiLm, Trsd)
CALL HRUD(Grsd, Tred,Xntubes,Xnexpip,Xtftet,Dhpipe, Iftu|d, llmtt,
&Thete,D2rad,Thickat,Thickf,Thtck,Eil, lENf|g,He|t,HINCL,Rsun,Yrtnch,






WRITE (6,*) '*** HEAT REJECTION SYSTEN FOR A BRAYTORCYCLE SYSTEN
&iN WHICH CYCLE MASTE HEAT IS REJECTED TO A PUNPEDNed( LGOP FRON
&THE CYCLE Id_R[ING FLUID TO A IIF.AT PIPE COOLED GASNANIFOLD t_,t,
WRITE (6,*) i ,


































































tmITE (6, e) , !
CALL PIPPRT(XN9,R9,Dp, SUHLEN,VpIpe,Tnok,Pnok,THICKP,RHOPIP.
&THICRI,RHOINS,DPP|PE.PIPMAX.PIPMAS)




















'IMSS SUNKARYFOR INDIRECT BRAYTONSYSTEM'
'HEAT SINK HEAT EXCHANGERNASS (LBS)(DRY) 8'.ANETHASS
'HEAT EXCHANGERNaK IMSS (LBS) m',)O4NHEX
'NalC PIPING SYSTEHHASS (LBS)(DRY) m',PIPHAS
'HASS OF NOK IN PIPING SYSTEN (LBS) s'.PIPNAIC
'HASS OF El4 PUMP (LBS) (k_T) _',XNFUNP
'HEAT PIPE/NaKNANIFOLD NASS (LbS) (DRY) 8'.X_
'NABS OF NaK IN HANIFOLD (LBS) m',XHNNAN
eEXPANSIOR CONPENSATORNASS (LBS) (DRY) 8',XNVAC
'NASSOF Nail( IN EXPANSION COMPEHSATOR(LBS) =',)O4NVAC
klRITE (6,*) eRADIATOR NASS (LBS) m,,Xnetradmsst2
)O4SYST s ANETNASS+XHNHEX • PIPMAS÷ PIPMN(+)O4Pta4P+ )OMNms
& ÷ X)gIMAN+XNVAC+XMNVAC + Xrletradlmsst2
tIRITE (6,*) '
WRITE (6,*) eINDIRECT 8P.AYTONSYSTEN NASS (LBS) (WET) 81,)04SYST
MtiTE (6,*)
STOP
CASE UHERE A DIRECT CONDENSINGSHEAR FLOWCONDENSERIS USED TO
REJECT HEAT FROH A RANK]NE CYCLE
INPUTS REQUIRED TO DEFINE ORBIT
300 READ (5,*) IENfLg,NaLt,HINCL,Rsun
READ (5, e) YrLnch,Time
INPUTS REQUIRED TO DEFINE RADIATOR

























































READ (5,*) CONFIG,Xntubes,Xnexpip, Xtftet
READ (5,*) Dhpipe, lftuid, lmtt.Theta
READ (5,*) D2rad,Thicioit, Thicl(f,Th|ck
READ (5,*) Elii,Atlohe,Hep.aAraid
READ (5,*) Tkfin,Rhocoeting,Rhofln, RIIOml
READ (5,*) XLmdimb,Xnchms
INPUTS REQUIRED TO DEFINE CONDENSER
READ (5, t) Cxmn,llm,Gq:,THICKins
READ (5, e) RHO|ns,Tout,Tbrsze, TKcan
READ (5, t) TKbrsze,TlO_o,Ptn,Ttn
READ (5, e) X|n,RHOp|p,NHOcan,RHObraze
READ (5, w) THICXlmn, Thtpip,Wmn
XIIp|pes • Xntubes
]Ulexp|pes " Xnexplp
CALL CONNAN( ! f tuid, CaSh. ken. Gap, THICXi ns, NHOins,Tout,
&Tbrue, TKcan, Tl(breze, TKhp,XNpipes,XNexpi pes,P| n,T in,X in,NHOpip,




CALL TI_UiCTin,DTmon,DTf t re, Tried)
CALL IIItRAD(Orad, Trace,Xntubes,Xnexptp,Xt f tet,Dhpi pe, I f tu|d, Imt L,
AThetm.D2rad.Thiclm. Thi ckf, Thi ck.Em. IENf tg. HoLt. HI NCL.Rsun,Yr inch.
&ALpha. Iiap. IMrad,TKf In. Rhocoat | ng,Rhof Jn,ltHOam.Xtadiab.CQNF IG.
&Xachmes, PRO8, GNI, ARSF,Eem, T | me,Qrej ected. Th t ckf2. Thi clcm?..
IUtrmd| ator .Aracief fect .Idth i ck?.. Xnar t2 .Art | d2.
/_krtmL L2, Th ick2,Xlevmp2,X tmdt 2,X Lspec2,Xttot2, Xapi pes,Xmf tuid,
IUCmf| n, Xmcoat t ng, Xmrmor, X|mrmor Jd, Xst ructure,
IUCnetrmclmsst2,Ux t2)
URITE (6,e) em HEAT REJECTION SYSTEN FOR A EANI[IRE CYCLE S¥STEN
&iN bYlICH CYCLE WASTE NEAT IS REJECTED DIRECTLY FROH THE CYCLE UORK
RING FLUID IN A HEAT PIPE CaXJ_D CONDENSERe*ee
VNITE (6,*) ' '
CALL RADPRT(Orad, Trmcl,Xntubes,Xnexpip, Xt f tat ,Dhpt pe, I f Lutd, I
/amt L, Thetm,D2rad, Thi ckm, Th| ckf, Tht ck,EIn,
&ALpha, Nap, HAted, TKf t n, Nhocomt | ng,Rhof tn,NHOam, Xtadt ab,
&Xmclxms, PROB,GNI,ARSF,Eem, T ime,areJected,Thi ckf2.Thi ClOlQ.
&Aradi etor .Araclef fect,kitht ck2.Xrmrt2.Art tcl2.
/_rtusL tZ, Th i ck2,XteMq_2, Xtmdt 2,X tspec2,XL tot2,Xnp| pes,Xaf tu| d,
_(mf I n, Xmcoat ing,X|mrlmr ,Xlmmor Id, Xstructure.
&Xnet r_sst2)





























































IdRITE (6,*) 'NASS SUI44ARYFOR CONDENSINGRAN[INE SYSTEM'
kqtlTE (6,*) '
klRITE (6,*) 'HEAT PIPE COOLEDCONDENSERNASS (Lbs) •',)OUUImOS
URITE (6,*) 'RADIATOR MASS (LBS) •',Xnetradmut2
)_$YST •)OMMms+Xnetradmsst2
tdtiTE (6,*) '
gRITE (6,*) 'CGNOENSING RANEINE SYSTEMMASS (LBS) •',X/4SYST
URITE (6,*) '
STOP
WRITE (6,*) 'THE SIIWLIFIED DATA INPUT OPTION HAS BEEN SELECTED'
REN) INPUTS TO DEFINE ORBITS
IF IENfLg • O, THEN USE DEFAULTS OF:

















READ IN DATA TO DEFINE PRORLEN
BEAD (5, e) Pin,TJn,Xli,Tout
READ (5,*) llrld
Pin • CYCLE WORKINGFLUID INLET PRESSURE (PSIA)
Tin • CYCLE WORKINGFLUID INLET TENPERATURE(cleg-R)
Xl_ 8 CYCLE WORKINGFLUID NOLECUIJUtHEIGHT (NW)
Tout • CYCLE WORKINGFLUID OUTLET TEMPERATURE(deg-R)
Grld= CYCLE TOTAL HEAT REJECTION RATE REQUIBED (ICWT)
Tim • MISSION TIME (SECONDS)
CODE giLL ATTEMPT TO ESTIHATE TIlE VALUES REQUIRED TO U THE FULL


















594 Vgumn - 35.0
595 lfLg2 - 1
396 DTImn s Tin-Tout
597 DTfi tm• 50.0
596 CALL TNF.NI(Tin,DTmn,DTfi Lm,Tber )
599 CALL UDFLG(Tin,/fLuid, lmtt)
600 ALpha • 0.5
601 Nap " 1.0
602 ilAred • 2.0
603 C UR]TE (6,*) ,Vgasaan, lftg2,DTmon,DTfltm'mVgmmmn, Ift92,DTman,DTfi
604 C &Lie
605 C iattTE (6,*) ,TtneTber, lftuid, lmtt-',,Tin, Tber,lfLutd, lnmtt
606 CALL IIItTGNK(lEllf tg,llaL t, HI NCL,Rsun,Yr tnch,Atphe, llap, HArsd,Tst nk)
607 C WRZTE (6,*) ,ALpha,Hap, HArsd,Ts|nkx,,Atphs,Hap, HArsd, Te|nk
608 Era,, 0.8
609 EtmrlKI • 0.65+(O.O002*Tber)
610 Areclest - (3413.0*9rad)/(0.1713E'08*F-_EtmraKle((Tber4*4.0)'( Tsink*
61t &*4.0)))
612 Aectult • 0.S*ArKlest
613 C URITE (6,*) ,Eam,Etmrsd,Arldest,Aectuit•',rdm, Etersd,Aradest,Amctuat
614 DUNLon = 20.0
615 Width • Aactuat/OUI4Lon
616 Can - Uidth
617 XntUbes • (12.0_ltclth)[5.S
618 C WRITE (6,*) ,DUNton, Utclth,Cmn,XntUbeP',DUNton,Vidth,Cawl,Xntubes
619 Xnexpip - 0.1*Xntubes
620 Pitch • 3.5/12.0
621 Dcan - 0.090333
622 C URZTE (6,*) ,Xnexpip,Pltch,Dcam',Xnexptp.Pitch,Dcan
623 Dhp • 0.083333
624 Itc - 0.043500
625 Rb - 0.0_G333
626 Tf • 0.000833
627 C WRITE (6.*) 'Dhp, Rc,ltb,Tfs',Ohp, Rc,ltb, Tf
628 TKfin ,, 112.0
629 TKcan • 10.0
630 TK]_r'•ze - 28.0
631 TO • TIn/1.8-273.2
632 C URITE (6.*) ,TKfin,TKcan.TKbraze,TO•%Tl(fin.T[can,TlO=rmze,TO
633 CALL Uat tprop( lint L,T0,UaL tdon,Tcl_L L)
6.34 TI_p • 242.0*Tc_tt
635 XNpipes • Xntubes
636 C UItZTE (6,*) ,WaLLdon,Tc_LL,TI(hI_',VaLLclon, TcNLL,TI(hP
637 XNexpIpes • Xnexptp
638 _•X_
639 _ = Pin
6&O C URITE (6,*) 'XNp|pes,Xllexp|pes,)O4W,FIw _l ,XNpipes,XNexpipes,)O_,Pm
6&1 C &an
642 Taon • Tin
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THIC:rJen • 0.005208 + (O.O000SZ*Pln)
C UNITE (6,*) ,Tmm, RHOclm,RHObraze,THICl_mm',Tmn, RHOcan,RHObraze,
C &THICKmmn
CALL HEXEPR(]O_,Pmn,Tmn,GIm, Cp, Rho,Al_, Tcand,Pr )





URITE (6, e) ,Tcond,Pr,Umn,Gl_',Tcond,Pr,Umn, GaP










C WRITE (6,*) 'ERRCIt3 =*,ERROR.3

















'INPUTS FOR HPMANFROMLINE 598'

























































































CALL TNEAN(TinoDTmen,DTf |tm, Trecl)
CALL HRUD(Qrad,Trsd,Xntubm,Xnexp|p,Xtflet,Dhpipe, Iftuid, Imtt,
&Thete,D2rad, Th| ckm, Thickf ,Thick#Em, IEHf IN, Her t, NINCL, Rsun,Yr Lnch,
&Alpha, Hap, HAted, TKf | n, Rhocost |ng,Rhof | n, RHOam, X|adiab, CONFi G,
&Xmchaml,PROB,GAH,ARSF,Elm,Tim,Ore jetted, Thickf2,Thickm2,
IArsdiator,Aradeffect,Wthick2,Xnart2,Art|d2,
&Artmt t2,Thick2,Xtevsp2,XLedi2,X tspec2,Xttot2,Xmptpes,Xmf Lu| d,





















CALL HRDUCT(XN9,R9,Dp, SUNLEN,Vpipe,TGAS, PGAS,THICKP,RHOPIP,
&THICIC!, RHOIMS,XMU,DPDUCY,OUCSMS)
WRITE (6,*) e*** NEAT REJECTION SYSTEM FOR A BRAYTONCYCLE SYSTEN
&IN UtIICH CYCLE WASTE HEAT IS REJECTEDDIRECTLY FROMTHE CYCLE WORK
&ING FLUID IN A HEAT PIPE COOLB) GAS NANIFOLD ****
WRITE (6**) e ,




747 WRITE (6,*) e ,
748 URITE (6,*) 'INPUT FOLLOU[NGDATA INTO FILE *IUU)AT* TO U OPT irl I
769 MtlTE (6,*) ' I
750 C DEFINE ORBIT
751 URITE (6,*) IENftg,Halt,HiNCLeRsun
752 WRITE (6,*) Yrtnch,Time
753 WRITE (6,*) ' w
7r_ C DEFINE RADIATOR
755 tlRITE (6, e) GN4,ARSF,Eam,PROR
756 VRITE (6,*) CONFlG,Xntubes,Xnexpip,Xtftmt
757 WRITE (6,*) Dhplpe, Iftuid, Imstt,Thetm
758 WRITE (6,*) D2recI,Th|cion, Thickf,Thick
759 URITE (6,*) Em,ALIdla, HaI:),HAracl
760 WRITE (6,*) Tkfin,Rhocoatfng,Rhofln,RHOam
761 51riTE (6,*) Xtad|ab,Xachmas
762 WRITE (6,*) ' I
76.3 C DEFINE HEAT PIPE HANIFOLD
764 WRITE (6,*) Iftg2,1mon,Gop,Pitch
765 URITE (6,*) Dcon,Dhp,Rc,Rb
766 WRITE (6,*) Tf,TICfin,TKclm,TICbraze
767 IAtiTE (6,*) TKhp,XNf,Xmw,RHOcon
768 tlRITE (6,*) RNQbrmze,THICXJmn,tlmn
769 tatlTE (6,*) e a
779 C DEFINE DUCTING
771 tatlTE (6,*) XN9,R9,Dp,SUI4LEN
772 tatITE (6,*) THIC_,RHOPIP,TNICICI,RHOINS
7"/3 Mt[TE (6,*) ' I
774 WRITE (6,*) eC IENfLg,liaLt,NINCL,Rsun'
775 MtlTE (6,*) 'C YrLnch,Time'
776 IAtlTE (6,*) ' t
777 WRITE (6,*) 'C GN(,kltSF,Eem, PROB'
778 WRITE (6,*) *C CONFIG,Xntubes,Xnexpfp,X|ftat r
779 WRITE (6,*) 'C Dhp|pe, lftuid, lmtt,Theta a
780 WRITE (6,*) 'C D2rad, Thicka,Thickf,Thick'
781 WRITE (6,*) eC Em,Atphm,llap, HArld'
782 WRITE (6,*) 'C Tkfln, Rhocoat|ng,Rhof|n,RHOam'
783 M_ITE (6,*) 'C Xtmdiab, XEhmes'
784 RITE (6,*) a a
785 blR]TE (6,*) 'C Iftg2,Nmn,Gap, Pitch'
786 UItITE (6,*) 'C Dcan,Dhp,Rc,Rb'
?87 MtlTE (6,*) 'C Tf,Tgfin,TKcon,TlCbraze'
788 URITE (6,*) eC TKhp,XNf,XmI,RHOcan I
789 idltITE (6,*) eC RHOt_mze,TNICICaon,idlmn'
?90 idRITE (6,*) a a
791 WRITE (6,*) eC XN9,R9,Dp,SUKLEN I
792 tatiTE (6,*) eC TNICICP,RNOPIP,TNICKi, 91iOlgSa
7V3 CALL UDPRT(Orad,Trad,Xntubes,Xnexpip,Xtflat,Dhp|pe, lf|uid, I
794 last t, Thetm,D2rad, Th| clam,Th| ckf, Thtck, Em,
795 &Atld_a, Nap, HArad, TKfin,Rhocoat ing, ghof | n, RHOem,X i ecl|ab,
796 &Xachms, PRO8,GAH,ARSF,Emm, Time, Orejected, Th i ckf2, Thiclm2,
797 &Aradi rotor ,Aracief fect,Utht ck2,Xnart2,Art td2,
798 &Artmt L2,Th i ck2,X Levap2,X Lad|2,X Lap,c2, Xttot2,Xnpi Pes,Xmf tuid,























































t/RITE (6,*) I w
CALL DUCPRT(XN9,R9,Dp, SUNLEN,Vpipe,T|n,P|n, THICKP,RHOPIP,
&THICICI,RHOINS,X)W,DPOUCT,DUCIMS)
URITE (6,*) 'NABS SUIMARY FOR DIRECT bsAYTON SYSTEN'
latlTE (6,*) ' +
URITE (6,*) el|EAT PIPE COOLEDGASNANIFOLD NABS (LIN) =',]GINI4NI
WRITE (6,*) eNAIIIFOLD DUCTING IMbs (LBS) m,,DUCNAS
URZTE (6,*) eUDIATOR NASS (LBS) =e,Xnetreclmmmt2
]OISYST • )SOINAN+ iXJOMS • Xnetradlmmt2
latZTE (6,*) ' e














TCOUT • THiN - 30.0
TCiN • THQUT - SO.O
CALL HEXEPR(XNW,PHOT,THIN,GNA,CP, RNO,N4U,TCOND,PR)
URITE (6,*) e
URiTE (6,*) w|HXfLg:UESTeTNZN,THOUToPHOTeTCOUT,TCZN me,|HXft9,
/dJEST,TH i N, TliQUT, PHOT,TCOUT,TC| N























































C VRITE (6,*) 'WDOTS,N4VS,TINS,DENINS,DENSSH,DTUBE,PR,TTUBE,ANPLATES
C & •' ,MDOTS,ANUS,TINSeDENINS,DENSSH,OTUBE,PR,TTUBE,ANPLATES
CALL XNAK_ (TCI N, RHOnek,CPrlk, V[ Snek, TKnoK)
C MRITE (6,*) eTC/N,RNOrmk,CPnek,VZSnek,TKnek-w,TCIN,RHOnok,CPrmk,




C WRITE (6,*) eUDOTT,/U(TUBE,QDOT -e,tA)OTT,AKTUEE,QDOT
C tatlTE (6, e) tCALLENG HRSNEU
CALL HRSHEL([ HXfLg,UEST, THIN, THOUT,PHOT,TCIN, TCOUT,MDQTS,ANU














CALL HRTSNIC(1ENf Lg, Hat t, H;NCL,RI, al, Yr|nch,Atld_, Hap, HArnd, TIt nk)
Bu- 0.8
Etered - 0.65+(O.O002*Tbnr)






WRITE (6, t) 'mFRON LINE 619 eta,













FALL VoL Lprop( lit L,TO,Vat Ldml, Tcuat L)
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Source file Listing
904 TKhp = 262.0_rcmtt
905 XNf • 1.5"12.0"10
906 Xntubu • (12,0_iclth)f5.5
907 Xnexptp = 0.1_¢ntubes
908 XNpipes = XntUba
909 Xltexptpes • Xnexptp
910 _CU •
911 Pn_ • Pin
912 Tmn • Tin
913 RHOc_ • 505.0
914 RIIObreze • 535.0
915 THICIMmfl = 0.005208 ÷ (O.O000S2*Pin)
916 _ = kl)OTT
917 GAP • 0.5
918 1208 C_NTINUE
919 Aaltn • (Gap*iil_)-(Dcon-i/on)
920 DO 1209 l • 1,100,1
921 Vlmn • Idmr_(Rho*Nn|n)
922 ERROR4• 1.0 - (Vliclmn/Ve_)
923 MIn • Mdf_CI.0e(O.StlERROR4))
924 C k_]TE (6.*) #Vmm.ERROR4.NIIn •r Vmon, ERROR/,. Nnin
925 IF (ABSCERROR4).GT.O.01) THEN
926 GO TO 1209
927 ELSE
928 GO TO 1210
929 ENDIF
930 1209 CORTINUE
931 1210 Mdn = Mlin
932 linen • (AmincOcan)l(GSl_.l.0)
933 CALL HPIMN(! f luid, I f ig2, C_m, Nmn, Gap,P i tch,Dcan,Dl_o,Rc,Rb, Tf,Tl(f i
934 /m, TKcan, TKbraze,TKhp,XNf,XNpIpN,XNexptpes,X_, Pt n, Tin,RHOcan,Rfl
935 &Obreze, THl CIMBn,umn. ,Clraci,]O¢ANBN,DI_an,DTf i LB,IOiNICNi)
936 XN9 • 12.0
937 C SET PIPE VELOCITY AT 30.0 FTISEC TO DESIGN JMJ( PLUMBINGSYSTEN
g38 CALL XNAKPR(Tram, RHO,CP,VIS,TK)
939 Vpipe • 30.0
9/*0 Upipe • Idmon
941 Dp • SORT((183.]46*Upipe)I(RhotVp|Pe])
942 SUMLEN • 60.O*(Orad/50.O)
943 TNICICP • 0.10
94& RHOPIP • 505.0
945 TNICKI • 4.0
9/_ RHOINS • 24.0
947 R9 • 4.O*Dp
94,8 C iatlTE (6, e) wiMPUTS FOR HRPIPEa
949 C URITE (6,*) eVpIpe,UpIpe,Dp, SUNLEll •#,Vptpe,Upipe,Dp, SUNLEN
950 C tatlTE (6,*) w*_-._-,_._.-,_._.,_-_,_,_,=-:-_._._._=:*
951 CALL HRP!PE(XH9,R9,Dp, SUNLEN,VpIpe,T in,Pi n, THi CKP,flHOP[P,THXCIC|,






















































































CALL liRRN)(Orecl, TrKl,XntUbes,Xnexpf p, Xt f tzt,Dhptpe, I ftuid, ]mt t,
&Thete,D2rad, Th| clue, Thickf,Thick, Em,IENf to, htt,HlNCL,Rsun,Yrtnch,
/_Lpha, Hop, EArmd, TICf| n, Rhocoet tng, Rhof | n, RHOom,X Lmdiob, CQNFIG,
Umclma, PRO0,GAH,ARSF,Emm,Time,Orejected, Thickf2, Thickm2,
/Jkrodi mtor, Arl_lef fect, Wth t ck2, Xrmrt2, Art | cl2,
/JkrtmL t2, Thi ck2, Xt evq_2,X tadi2,X t_m_:2,Xttot2,Xmpipes,Xmf tuid,





URITE (6,*) em HEAT REJECTION SYSTEN FOR A BRAYTONCYCLE SYSTEM
&iN UtlICH CYCLE HASTE HEAT IS REJECTED TO A PUNPED NIK LOOP FROM
&THE CYCLE UOItKING FLUID TO A HEAT PIPE COOLEDNail( NNIIFOLD *nv*,
URITE (6,*) e e
URITE (6,*) eZNPU'r FOR OPTION NUNBER2 w
WRITE (6,*) e e
URITE (6,*) eZNPUT FOLLQUINGDATA INTO FILE _L4DAT* TO U OPT d_2e
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WRITE (6,*) GN4,ARSF,Earut, PIt08
CONFi G,Xntubes,Xnexpip,X Lf tat
Dhp| pe, ! f tuid, llmt L,Thetm
D2rld, Th | clm, Thickf,Thick
Em,Atphl, Nap, EArmcl











Tf, TKKf| n, Tl(can,TKbraze
Tl(hp,XHf,Xlw, RHOcan
RHObraze, THI CYJan, Muen
WRITE (6,*) '
DEFINE PIPING
WRITE (6,*) XN9,Rg,Dp, SUNLEN
WRITE (6,*) THICI(P,RHOPIP,THICKI,RHOIHS
WRITE (6,*) '
WRITE (6,*) 'C IEHfLs,HaLt,HINCL,Rsun'
WRITE (6, °) 'C YrLnch,Time'
UNITE (6,*) '
WRITE (6,*) 'C GAH,ARSF,Eam,PROR'
WRITE (6,*) 'C CoRFIG,)(ntubes,Xnexp|p,XLfLat'
WRITE (6,*) 'C Ohp|pe, lfLu|d, llmtt,Thetl'
bltlTE (6.*) 'C D2rad,Thiclon, Thickf,Th|ck'
WRITE (6,*) 'C Em,Atpha,Hap, IMrad e
WRITE (6,*) 'C Tkfin,Rhocoat|ng,Rhofln,RHOom e
WRITE (6.*) 'C XLmclJmb,Xechm8'
WRITE (6,*) '
WRITE (6,*) 'C iIIXfLR,UEST.TCIH.TCOUT'
UNITE (6,*) 'C WDOTS,NNS,TIHS,DENINS'
WRITE (6,*) eC DEHSSH,DTUSE,PR,TTUBEw
WRITE (6,*) eC NIPLATES,UDOTT,Ak'TUSE!
WRITE (6,*) '
WRITE (6,*) wC Iftg2,1tmn,Gap, Pitch'
WRITE (6.*) eC Dcan,Dhp,Rc.Rb'
URITE (6,*) 'C Tf,TKKfin,Tl(can,Ti(braze'
WRITE (6,*) rC Tl_p,XNf,Xmd, RHOcanw
WRITE (6,*) wC RHQbrmze,THICl(mnolAUm'
WRITE (6,*) '
blRITE (6,*) eC XN9,R9,Dp, SUNLENI
URITE (6,*) wC THICI(P,RHOPlP,THICKI,RHOIHS w
URITE (6,*) ' w
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CALL UDPRT (arid, Trllci,Xntubes,Xnexpt p, Xt f L|t,Dhptpe, ! f tuid, !
knt L,Thetl,O2rad,Th|clae,Th|ckf,Th| ck, Ea,
IA tphm, Ilap, HArld, Tl(f in,Rhocolt ing, Rhof in, RHOam,X tllclilb,
lXmchms,PRoR,GNI,ARSF ,Emm, Tim,Qrejected, Th|ckf2, Thicim2,
IAradi mtor,ArKlef fect ,Vtht ck2,Xrmrt2,Art i d2,
IArtuat t2, Th i ck2,X Levsp2,X tadiZ,Xtspec2, Xt tot2, Xapi pes, Xaf tuid,




CALL HI411PItT(! f t jR, Ilmm, Gap, Pitch, Xllpt pes, Xne_l pes ,Dcan,
&l)hp,Ilc, lib, Tf, TICf| n, TICclm,TICbrllze, TlOip, XMf, RHOclm,RHObl'llze,
&THi ClCmn, P| n, T | n, Wmln, Orld,)Nd, Xl4ANIm,I)Pmn,DTf ! LII,XNII4AM)
WRITE (6,*) ' !
C
CALL PI PPRT(XM9, R9,Dp, SUNLEM,VpIpe, T | n, P| n, TH! CXP,RHOPIP,
&THIDCI, RHOiMS,DPPI PE, Pi PHAK,PIPHAS)
bEITE (6,*) + '
CALL HSHXPT(IHXfLg,OOOT,THIM,TIIOUT,TCIM,TCOUT,kOOTS,DEMSSH,









WRITE (6,*) 'HASS SUIg4ARYFOR INDIRECT BRAYTONSYSTEH'
blltlTE (6,*) '
WRITE (6,*) 'HEAT SIMI( HEAT EXCHAMGERNASS (LBS)(DRY) s',ANETI_
WRITE (6,*) 'HEAT EXCHANGERMal( NASS (LBS) =I,)04HHEX
WRITE (6,*) 'Mid( PIPING SYSTEN NASS (LBS)(DRY) m+,P|PI4AS
WIt|TE (6,*) 'NASS OF NaK IM PIP|MG SYSTEM (LBS) 8w,PIPNAK
bEITE (6,*) 'NAS$ OF EN PUMP (U;S) (bET) sr,X)g_14p
MtITE (6,*) 'HEAT PIPE/MIdC NNiIFOLD HASS (L_) (DRY) -',X14_
WRITE (6,*) WNASSOF MaK Ill NAIIIFOLD (LBS) "w,)Oilll4AM
WRITE (6,*) 'EXPAMSIOli CCIIPEMSATORIMSS (LBS) (DRY) n',)O4VAC
kttXTE (6,*) 'NASS OF NIIIC IN EXPANSION C:CNPEMSATOR(LBS) n',)O4NVAC
bElT| (6,*) 'UDIATOR NASS (LBS) 8m,Xnetrmt2
)04SYST = AMETNASS+ XNNHEX÷ P|PI4AS + P|PNAK + )O4PtJMP÷ XNAIIImS
& + XNMMAM÷ )OIVAC + XMNVAC+ Xnetreclmsst2
WRITE (6,*) ' r
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Source file Listing
1112 CALL Tuman(Tin,DTmn,DTft tu, Ther)
1113 ALpha = 0.5
111A Nap • 1.0
1115 HAted • 2.0
1116 CALL HIRTSNiC(ZENfLO,Nmtt ,NINCL,bun,Yr Lnch,A tpha. Hap, HArid, Te | nk)
1117 C UItlTE (6,*) aRESULTS FROR SINPLIFIED OPTION 83;
1118 C UItITE (6,*) 'OTmm, Tber,Tsink u',OTmn,Tbar,Tsink
1119 F_ • 0.8
1120 Etered • 0.65 + (O.O002tTber)
1121 Arndnt - (3413. O_rad)/(O. 1713E -08*FJ*Etmrndt((Tber_*4. O) - (Tsinl_
1122 &*4.0)))
1123 A_tust • O.5*Armdetlt
1124 DUNLEN - 10.0
1125 Uidth • AactumL/DUMLEN
1126 C URITE (6,*) *Etared,Arlu:kmt,AactumL,U_dth =e,Etermd,Armdest,Amctu
1127 C I_t,U|dth
1128 Qrad • Qracl
1129 Trod - Tber
1130 Xntubu - (t2.0_tdth)/2.0
1131 Xnexp|p • 0.1*Xntubu
1132 Xtftet • 18.00
1133 Ohpipe • 1.0
1134 CALL UDFLG(Tber, ! fluid, |mat L)
1135 C kqRZTE(6,*) agrad,TrecI,Xntubes,Xnexpip, lftuid, lmitt •',Qrad,Tracl,
1136 C &Xntubes,Xnexpip, ] f tutd, let t
1137 1500 TNETA • 0.0
1138 Cam • Utclth
1139 THICKIns • &.0/12.0
11&0 Tbreze • 0.002/12.0
1141 TlCcan - 10.0
1142 Tl(brmze • 35.0
1143 Tl_p • 10.0
11_; XNptpes • Xntubu
1145 XNexpim • XnexpIp
1146 RHOptp • 505.0
1147 RllOcan • 505.0
114;8 RHObraze • 525.0
11&9 TNICKmn • 0.0625/12.0
1150 Thtpip = 0.020/12.0
1151 Xin • 1.0
1152 C UItITE (6,*) 'iNPUT TO 1ST CALL TO IOqLo (Xln,Pin,Ttn) •',Xln,Pin,T!
1153 C &n
1154 CALL IOqtP(Xtn,Pin,T in,DL,DV, NF, NG,NFG,SF.SG,SFG,VF,VG)
1155 C UItITE (6.*) 'OUTPUT FRON iOPRP(DL,DV,NF,HFG,SF,SG,SFG,VF,VG) •e,
1156 C &DL. OV, HF, HFG, SF, SG, SFG, VF, VG
1157 CALL gTH(Xin, Ptn.Tin,Ct,Cv,TKt,Tgv, Prt,Prv,VL,W)
1158 Tlmt • (-7633.6)/(ALOG10(Pin)-5.279)
1159 IF (Ttn.GT.Tut) DHNET_'Ve(Tin-Tut)411FG+CL*(Tut'Tout)
1160 IF (Tin.EQ.Tut) DHNET•(Xiff'HFG)+CL*CTut-Tout)
1161 IF (TJn.LT.T_it) OHNET=CLe(Tut-Tout)
1162 Yen • 3413.0_rKI/DHNET

































































_ITE (6,*) 'lIMn,OPllmlt -',IJlmnn,D@tl|lt
14tlTE (6,*) 'DTLIEIt -',OTtlmit
CONTINUE
CALL CONOMN(i f tuld, Cmmn,Ill•n, Gop,TNICICt ns,RHOins,Tout,
&Tbrmze, TICcan,TICbraze, TKhp, XNpi pes ,XNexp| pes, P| n, TI n, X| n, RHOp|p,
/dlHOcan, RHGbrmze,THl CKimn, Thtl=| p,blmn,Qrod, )OIAImms,DPmm,DTFsup,
8Ar,Gt,V,Dh,Cgt,Ret,Nt,Xtt,Rev,
&DTFcan,DTFsub,DTf! tim)
OTENQR• 1.0 - (DTttm|t/DTfitim)
lllmn • I/m_(I.0+(O.11DTENOR))









CALL CONNAN(I f Luid,Cmmn, I(mmn,Gap,TH! CK|ns, RIlO|ns,Tout,
&Tbraze, TKcI_, TKbraze,TKhp, XNpipes,XNexpi pes,Pin,Tln,X| n,RHOp| p,
/dUtOcan, RHQbrsze, THi CKmn, Thtpi p, Idllmn,8rod, ]OMImN,DPmn, DTFsup,
/_r, Gt oVwDhwCgt,ReL, HL,Xtt,Rev,
/d)TFcon,DTFsub,DTf | tim)
DPEROR • 1.0 - (DPt|mit/DPnmn)
_(1.0+(O.O02"DPEROR))






1510 Gap • Gap
CALL COliMAN(If Lu| d, Cman,lira, Gap,THICIClns,ltilOIns, Tout,
&Tbrmze, TKcan, Tl_rmze, TKhp, Xllp| pes,Xllexpipes,P!n•T in,X| n, HOp| p,






































































CALL TNENI(Tin,DTmm, DTfi tm, Trad)
WRITE (6,*) 'Trld, IfLuid, litt ,,,,Trld, lfLuid, lmtt
WRITE (6,*) +Orld,Trad,Xntubes,Xnexp|p,XtfLet,Dhpipe. lf|u|d, ilmtL,
&Thets,O2red, Thi ciom,Thi ckf, Thick,FJ, iEMf L9, HaLt, Hinct,Rsun, Yr inch,
IAtphe,Hap,HArad,Tkftn ---',Ormd,Trad,XntUbes,Xnexpip,Xtftet,Dhpipe
&, l fLuid, llmtt,Theta,O2rad, Thi cim, Thtckf, Thi ck,Em, IEMftg,llatt,Hinct
&,Rsun,Yr tnch,ALpha, Hip, liArld, Tkf in
CALL IWllAD(Oraci,Tred,Xntubes,Xnexplp, Xt f Let ,Ohpi pc, ! f luld, Ilmt t,
&Thetll,O2rad, Thi cioi, Thlckf, Th| ck,r_,, IENf to, Halt, II INCL,Rsun,Yr tnch,
IAtl:he, Ilep, HArld,TKf |n,lthocoet tng, Rhof tn,RIlOarll, Xtldi Ib,COMFI G,
&XEhIss,PEON,6N4,NISF,EIm,ThIe,OreJ Icted,Thickf2, Thi cIn': ,
IANml|ator,Aradef fect ,Vthi ck2,Xnsrt2,Art id2,
&Artmt t2,Th t ck2,X tevmp2,Xtadi2,Xtspec2,X t tot2,Xmpi pes, Xmftuid,
IUUuftn, Xmcoet i rig, Xmrmor, Xmarmor i d,Xst ructure,
KXnet radmsst2,Wxt2)
blRITE (6,*) '*** NEAT REJECTION SYSTEM FOR A RAIIKIHE CYCLE SYSTEM
&IN WHICH CYCLE WASTE HEAT IS REJECTED DIRECTLY FROMTHE CYCLE tlOill(
&IMG FLUID IM A HEAT PIPE COOLEDCONDENSERm+
b/RITE (6,*) ' '
idt|TE (6,*) 'INPUT FOitOPTION NUNBER3'
WRITE (6,*) e ,





WRITE (6,*) e I
DEF|ME RADIATOR
WRITE (6,*) GN4,ARSF,EInI, PROB
i41ITE (6,*) ¢ONFIG,XntlJbes,XnexpIp,XLftat
ilRITE (6,*) Dhpipe, lftuid, lnmtt,Thete
tatlTE (6,*) D2rad,Th|clm,Thtckf,Th|ck





kIIITE (6,*) Clmn, Niiin,Gap,THICKtns
WRITE (6,*) RNOins,Tout,Tbrsze,TKcan
WRITE (6,*) TIQ)reze,TIChp,Pin,Tin
WRITE (6,*) Xln, RHOplp, RiiOcan,RHObrmze
WRITE (6,*) THICKimn, Thtpip,ldaan
WRITE (6,*) ' +
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CONF1G,XntUbes,Xnexpip,X t f Let I
Dhpipe, !f tuid, imt L,There _
D2rad, Thtclm, Thickf, Thick'
Eat,ALpha, Hap, HArecl'






















_/TE (6,*) eNASS SUlg4ARYFOR CONDENSINGRANK|HE SYSTE)4'
tIR|TE (6,*) e t
klR/TE (6,*) 'HEAT P|PE COOLED CONDENSERHASS (l.lm) sa,X)4ANi
UR|TE (6,*) aRAD|ATOR NASS (LBS) a,,Xnetrmdlemt2
XNSYST _)04Al/s +-Xnetradnmt2
kl|TE (6,*) '
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1317 SlJWtOUTIHE IL_FLG(Tbor, lftuid, Ilmtt)
1318 IF (Tbor.LT.&50.O) THEN
1319 NRITE (6,0) aUDIATOR TEMPERATURETOO LOWTO CONTINUE CALCULATION*
1320 STOP
1321 ELSE
1322 GO TO 1410
1323 ENDIF
1324 1410 IF (Tbor.LT.549.0) THEN
1325 /fLuid • 9
1326 lmtt • 4
1327 6O TO 1500
1328 ELSE
1329 GO TO 1420
1330 ENDIF
1331 1420 IF (Tber.LT.IO08.0) THEN
1332 Iftuid • 2
1333 Imtt • 8
1334 6O TO 1500
1335 ELSE
1336 GO TO 1430
1337 ENDIF
1338 1430 IF (Tber.LT.1350.O) THEN
1339 Iftuid • 8
1340 Imtt • 5
1341 6O TO 1500
1342 ELSE
1343 GO TO 1440
1344 ENDIF
1345 1440 IF (Tber.LT.1710.O) TNEN
1346 lftutd • 5
1347 Imtt • 7
1348 GO TO 1500
1349 ELSE
1350 GO TO 1450
1351 END! F
1352 1450 IF (Tbor.LT.2071).O) THFJI
1353 Zftuid • 3
1354 Imtt • 7
1355 GO TO 1500
1356 ELSE
135? GO TO 1&60
1358 ENDIF
1359 1460 IF (Tber.LT.32/d).O) THEH
1360 Iftuid • 4
1361 lmtt • 2
1362 GO TO 1500
1363 ELSE
136_ WRITE (6,*) eTE1_TUItE ABOVE NAXlU NEAT PIPE OPERATING LIMIT*
1365 STOP
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SUBROUTINE UDPRT(qrad, Trad,Xntubes,Xnexpip,XLftet,Dhptpe, l fLuid, !
&eat L, Theta,O2rmd, Thiclm, Thickf ,Thick, Era,
IAtldla, Hap, EArad, TICfin, Rhocoet ing,lthof i n, RllOem,X Lllcliab,
/aCmchlms,PROR,GNI,ANSF,Eem,Time,Grejectad, Thi©kf2,Thtck]m2,
IArsdi ator ,Aradef fect,t/thi ck2,Xnart2,Art id2,
ILArtmt L2, Thick2, Xtevap?.,Xtadi2,X tspec2, Xttot2,Xmpipes,Xaf tutd,
gXld i n, Xmcoat tng, Xmrmr, Xnmmor id,Xst ructure,
gYalet raidlmSSt2 )
WRITE (6,*) ' I
WRITE (6,*) WRN)IATOR DEFINITION INPUTS'
WRITE (6,*) '
WRITE (6,*) 'GNIM s',GAN
NRITE (6,*) rARSF • ',ANSF
WRITE (6,*) 'ARI40R DENSITY (LI_/CU-Ft) m',RIIONU4
k_iTE (6,*) 'YGUNOR NCDULUSOF ANNOR (LIm/IKl*ln) •',EArn
tatlTE (6,*) 'EXPOSURE TIRE OR NISSION DURATION (Secs) ,,e,Tlme
WRITE (6,*) 'NOR'PUNCTURE PROBABILITY •',PROR
WRITE (6,*) 'RADIATOR HEAT REJECTION RATE (KVt) •',Grad
WRITE (6,*) WAVERAGERADIATOR SURFACETENPENATURE(des-R) •l,Trad
NRITE (6,*) wNUNBEROF PRINARY NEAT PIPE IH RADIATOR iw,Xntubes
WRITE (6,*) WNUNNEROF REDIAIDEHTNEAT p|PESs,,Xnexpip
WRITE (6,*) elIEAT PiPE EVAPOUTOR LENGTH (IHCHES)•',XLfLat
NRITE (6,*) 'HEAT PiPE INSIDE DIAMETER (IHCHES)R',Dhptpe
WRITE (6,*) °NEAT PIPE t/ORKING FLUID ID NUNBERme,lfLuid
WRITE (6,*) *NEAT PIPE LINEN NATERIAL ID 14JIgERf*,lmmtl
WRITE (6,*) eCONEANGLE FOR CONICAL RADIATOR (DEGNEES)•',Thet8
NRITE (6,*) eHANIFOLD DIN4ETEN FOR CONICAL RADIATOR OR IMIIIFOLD LE
&NGTH DIVIDED BY 3.141593 FOR FLAT PLATE (FEET) s',D_UtD















'UDIATOR FIN THICENESS (FEET)=',Thickf
'NEAT PIPE HALL or LINEN TNICXNESS (FEET)•W,Thtck
aUDIATOR UFACE ENISSIVITY•',Em
eUDIATOR SURFACEABS(]PTIVITY•',ALI=ha
aUDIATOR PROJ. AREA (FRACT. OF TOT.)•',Nap
aRADIATORACTUALAREA (FRACTION)•',HArad
eTHERNAL COliO. OF FIN NATERIAL (BTU/HR-FT-R)•',Tkftn
'COATING NATENIAL DENSITY (LB/cu-FT)ffi',Rhocoating
'FIH NATERIAL DENSITY (LB/cu-FT)m',Rhofin
'LENGTH OF ADIABATIC PORTION OF THE HEAT PIPE (FEET) _





WRITE (*,*) _TOTAL HEAT
WRITE (*,*) 'REJECTED
tIRITE (*,*) ' (l(Vt)
AVEEACE Radiator Emissivity'
EVAPORATOR" FIH COating '
TENP (R) Thick (In) Thick (In)'
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(*,2555) Qrejected, Trad, Thtckf2, Thiclm2
(*,*) ,
(*,*) ' Actuet Effective'
(*,*) e (one-s|cle) Rldietor e
(*,*) 'Area(IW-Ft.) Aree(sq-Ft)'
(*,2555) Armdiator, Araclef f ect
(%*) '
WRITE (*,*) 'HEAT PIPE DESIGN DETAILS " DINS in INCHES'
















(.w) ,Evap Length Ad| Length Cond Length TotaL Length'
(*,2555) Xt evap2, X LKI|2,X tspec2, Xt tot2
(%*) '
(*,*) 'RADIATOR MASS ilREAJ(DGal " MaSS in Lbs.'
(*,*) 'Heat Pipes FLuids FINS Eln|ss. Cont.'
(*,2555) Xmp|pes,Xmf tutd,Xmf i n,Xmcoet ing
(*o*) 'O.D.ARMOR I.D.ARMOR Structure TOTAL RADIATOR '
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SUWtOUTtNE ORBPItT(IENf LO,HoLt, NI NCL,Itsun,Yr Lnch)
URITE (6,*) a I
URITE (6, t) #IENfLg (ORBIT ELECTIOR) g*,lrEIIftg
URITE (6,*) a tEIIfLIp'l, F.JWTHOIWIT (LEO'GEO) e
URITE (6,*) i |ElifLgs2, SOLARORBIT (0.5 to 2.0 AU) r
kqiITE (6, e) #ORBIT ALTITUDE (KN) "',HaLt
mITE (6,*) 'ORBIT INCLflMTlOR ANGLE (Degrees) -I,NINCL
kHtlTE (6,*) 'DISTANCE FROR U (AU) -e,Rsun































1680 tat ITE (6,*)
1/,81 iatlTE (6,*)
1682 t4tlTE (6,*)









1692 tat ITE (6,*)








&TNICXllil, Puin, Tman, Ulmn,Orad,XlW,)OMJii,DPmn,DTf||m,XMNMAN)





'DIST. BETUN CAN (NEAT PIPES) C-LINES (Feet)-',P|tch
,NUNBER OF HEAT PIPES IN RADIATORs',XNp|pes
'NUHB. OF REDUNDENTHEAT PIPES IN PJtDIATOits,,Xnexptpes
'OUTSIDE DIN¢ETER OF MANIFOLD BRAZECANS (Feet)8',gcam
w|NSIDE DIANETER OF NEAT PiPE (Feet)8'#Dhp
'MANIFOLD BRAZE CAN INSIDE RADIUS (Feet)sI,Rc
'BRAZE JOINT INSIDE RADIUS (Feet)ne,Rb
eFIN THICKNESS (Feet)na,Tf
'THERH. COND. Of FIN NATERIAL (gTU/Nr-Ft-R)se,TKfin
'THERM. COND. Of HANIFOLD CANMATERIAL (g/NFR)sa,Tgcan
'THERN. COND. Of NANIF. BRAZEALLOY (D/NFR)8',Tgbraze
'THERM. COND. Of NEAT PIPE UALL MATL (8/NFR)nI,Tl(hp
'TOTAL NUNBEROF FINS FOR THE NANIFOLD NEIGHTna,XNf
'DENSITY OF NANIFOLD MATERIAL (Lb/cu-Ft)m',RHOcan
'DENSITY OF BRAZEMATERIAL (Lb/ou-Ft)m',RHObraze




OHANIFOLD AND RADIATOR NEAT LOAD (BTU/HR)lW,Qrad
aNOLECULARUEIGTH OF NANIFOLD UORKING FLUIDm',XNU
# F
qMNIFOLD PRESSUREDROP (PSID) I',DPmn
'NANIFOLD FILM TEMPERATUREDROP (deg-R) 8,,DTfi|m
rNAK INVENTORYNASS (Lbs) =',XNNMAN
'NET MASS Of HEAT PIPE NAN]FOLD (Lbs) J',XIMJllms
I !

















































eNIJ4B. OF 90 DEG, ELB(TdSOR EGUIV,u*,XN9
eAVERAGERADIUS FOR 90 DEGREEELBOUS (INCHES)I#,R9
*INSIDE DUCT DIAMETER (INCHES)ie,Dp
rTOTAL LENGTHOF DUCT SYSTEM (INCHES)u*,SUMLEN
*GAS VELOCITY IN DUCTS (FTISEC)sa,Vp|pe
*GAS TEMPERATURE(cleg-R)u',TGAS
'GAS PRESSURE(peIo)u',PGAS
'DUCT UALL THICKNESS (INCHES)ue,THIC20)
eDUCT UALL DENSITY (UB/CU-FT)u*,RHOPIP
aDUCT INSULATION THICIOiESS (INCHES)ue,THICIC!
'DUCT INSULATION DENSITY (LBICU'FT)x',RHOINS
'GAS MOLECULARI,EIGHTmW,)a4U
wDUCTSYSTEM PRESSUREDROP (PSID)s*,DPI_
eDUCT SYSTEM MASS (LBS)ut,DUCI4AS
RETURN
END
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'NUMB. OF 90 DEG. ELBOUSOR EGUIV.",XN9
'AVERAGE RADIUS FOR 90 DEGREEELBOWS(INCGES)=I,R9
IINSIDE PIPE DIAMETER (INCHES)=',Dp
'TOTAL LENGTHOF PIPE SYSTEM (IHCHES)se,SUMLEN
'NAJ( VELOCITY IN PIPES (FT/SEC)J'mVpipe
'NAK TENPERATURE(deg-R)se,Tnok
'NAK PRESSURE(potm)_w,Prmk
'PIPE UALL THICKNESS (|NCHES)8',TH|CIO)
'PIPE MALL DENSITY (LB/CU-FT)s',RHOP|P
'PIPE INSULATION THICKNESS (INCHES)=',THICK!
'PIPE INSULATION DENSITY (LB/CU'FT)se,RHOINS
'PIPE SYSTEM PRESSUREDROP (PSID)8',DPPIPE
#PIPE SYSTEM MASS (LBS)n',PIPMAS
'PIPE SYSTEM NId(NASS (LBS) ",PIPMAK
# P
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*HEAT S(UtCE/SIIIIC HEAT EXCHANGERDEFINITION*
'TUBE SIDE FLUID FLAG m',lHXfL9
'Nest Rate or Duty (BTU/Nr) m*,OOOT
'HOT SIDE InLet Temperature (R)-',THIN
'HOT SIDE OutLet Temperature (R)m',THOUT
'COLD SIDE InLet Temperature (R)m*,TCIH
'COLD SIDE OutLet Temperature (R)-',TCOUT
wSHELL SIDE FLUID FLora'ate (Lbs/Sec)m',UDOTS/3600.O
'SHELL MATERIAL Density (Lbs/Ft^3)=*,DENSSH
'INSIDE TUBE Diameter (lnches)m',DTUBE
'TUBE Wail Thickness (lnches)s',TTUSE
*TUBE -SIDE FLuid Ftowrete (Lbs/Sec)-*,UDOTT
*TUBE Umii Thermal Conductivity (BTU/Hr-Ft-R)=',AJCTUBE




'NUNBER OF TUBES IN BUNDLEm*,AHTUBES
'Tube Stcle ReynoLds Number m*,RETUDE
'Tube Stde Pressure Drop (PS]D) #*,DPTUDE
,Tdbe Side Hg (BTU/Hr-oq.Ft-R) =*,THC
,TUBE WALL TNIQCNESS (inches) m*,TTUBE
'DOTL2 (Inches) -*,OOTL2
'LENGTH Cinches) m*,ALSHEL
*INSULATION MASS (LbS) m*,AMINSUL
*HEAD MASS (LbS) =#,AHHEADS
'SHELL'NASS (LIDS) s',AMSHELL
'PLATE NASS (LbS) I',AMPLATES
'TUBE SHEETS NASS (LbS) "*,AMTSHT
'TUBE MASS (Ltll) m',N4TUDES
'STRUCTURE AND BRACIGETSMASS (I.bS) ",N4STRT
'MASS OF NOICIN H'X (LBS) -',)OINHEX









































Ilia[ PUHP DEFINITiOII f
I I
WNA[ INLET TEMPERATURE(cleg-R),,I,Tnmk
elMIC FLOUEATE (LBS/SEC)=' ,Unok
wP|PING SYSTEN PRESSUREDROP (PS[D)=',DPPIPE
eNAICSIDE HEAT EXCHANGERPRESSUREDROP (PSID)=I,DPHX
WlM[ HANIFOLD PRESSUREDROP (PSID)=e,DPtMM[F
allldC LOOP PRESSUREDROP (PSID) =e,DPLOOP
eNmKLOOP PUNP POldERREQUIRED (HYDRAULIC) (UATTS) =r
















WOUT file VACPRT(]_m: wXl4VAC)
URITE (6,*) e a
UR/TE (6,*) WNAK LOOP EXPNIISIOR CCHPEHSATORDEFIIIED a
URITE (6,*) e a
WRITE (6R*) 'VQLUI4E ACCUI4ULATORHak NASS (LIs) s, ,XNNvac



































































'MANIFOLD FLAT LENGTH (Ft) uI,CIIWl
'MANIFOLD HEIGHT (Ft) u,,Hmen
'AVERAGE MAN]FOLDCOND. SURF. SPACE(Gap)CFt) u,,Gep
'MANIFOLD INSULATIOR THICKNESS (Ft) =',THICIC|ns
'MANIFOLD INSULATION DENSITY (Lbslcu'Ft) =l,RHOtrs
WRITE (6,*) 'IAJMBER OF PRIMARY NEAT PIPES ATTACHEDTO COOL CG_ENS
/dEN UFACE -',XNp|pes
kMITE (6,*) 'NUMBER OF REDUNDENTHEAT"PIPES USED TO COOLCONDENSER
& UFACE -',XNexpipes
URITE (6,*) 'MANIFOLD UALL NATERIAL THICX)IESS (Ft) 8',THICI(mn
WRITE (6,*) 'MANIFOLD-NEAT PIPE BRAZEMATERIAL THICKNESS (Ft) =',
iTbreze
WRITE (6,*) 'HEAT PIPE UALL THICKNESS (Ft) u',Thtp|p
VRITE (6,*) 'MANIFOLD UALL MAT. THERMALCORD. (B/HFR) =',TKcan
WRITE (6,') 'BRAZE MAT. THERMALCOND. (B/HFR) s,,TKbreze
URITE (6, e) 'HEAT PIPE UALL MAT. THERMALCORD. (B/HFR) =e,Tl(hp
URITE (6,*) *MANIFOLD UALL MATERIAL DENSITY (Lb/cu-Ft) s,,RHOcen
URITE (6,') 'BRAZE MATERIAL DENSITY (LIo/cu-Ft) ea,RHObreze
URITE (6,*) IHEAT PIPE UALL MATERIAL DENSITY (Lb/cu-Ft) =',RHOp|p
URITE (6,') aHEAT PIPE UORKING FLUID NUHBERsl,lfLuid
M_ITE (6,*) e
WRITE (6,*) 'MANIFOLD OPERATING CONDITIONS!
URITE (6,') I
bINITE (6,*) 'INLET PRESSURE(psim) ur,Pin
WRITE (6,') 'INLET. TENPERATURE(deg-R) -',Tin
WRITE (6,*) ,NEAN CONDENSERULITY uo,Xin
WRITE (6,*) 'OUTLET TEMPERATURE(cleg-R) ua,Tout
WRITE (6,*) WNANIFOLDFLOUREATE(Lbs/Hr) ue,Ummn
WRITE (6,*) 'NANIFOLD DUTY (IWt) =w,gracl
WRITE (6,*) w
WRITE (6,*) *CONPUTEDRESULTS'
WRITE (6,') e e
WRITE (6,') eHANIFOLD PRESSUREDROP (PSID) me,DPumn
WRITE (6,*) 'NANIFOLD FILM TENPERATUREDROP (deg-R) s',DTf|tm
WRITE (6,*) 'FLOU OROSS-SECTIORALAREA (sq ft)-',Ar
WRITE (6,*) 'HASS FLUX (Lbl_h sq ft)-t,Gt
WRITE (6,*) 'VAPOR VELOCITY, ft/p',¥
WRITE (6,') 'NYI)RAULIC DIAMETER It,Dh
WRITE (6,') 'CONDENSERCONOENSATEFLOWREGINE PAJU/4ETER"r,Cgl:
IF (Cgt.LE.O.3) THEN
WRITE (6,*) 'CONDENSER IS OPERATING IN SHEAR FLOV REGINEw
ELSE













klltlTE(6,*) eCONDENSERIS NOT OPERATING IN SHEAR FLOWREG[NE'
EIIDIF
latlTE (6,*) e a
kMITE (6, °) aCONDENSATEFILN REYNOLDSIWNBER =e,Ret
IAtlTE (6,*) eSHEAR'CONTItOLLEDLIQ. FILN NEAT TRAIISFE. COEFF.=#,HL
IdtITE (6.*) eNAItTINELL! PARNEETERaeeXtt
lattTE (6,*) aVAPOR REYNOLDSIUiBER =',Rev





























































IENftg • FLAG TO SET EMVIRONNEMTDESIRED
• 1, EARTH ORBITt LEO TO GEOUSES GREATEROF DEBRIS
ON NETEORITE FLUX, MODEBRIS ABOVE 2000 Ks.
• 2, BEYONDEARTH ORBIT, 0.25 TO 2.00 AU
HoLt • ORBIT ALTITUDE (lot)
HINCL • ORBIT INCLINATION ANGLE (28.5 T080.O degress, ONLY)
Rsun • DISTANCE FROMU CALl)
Yrtrv:h • YEAR IN WHICHVEHICLE IS PLACED IN ORBIT
EaLpho = PRODUCTOF EARTH SHIELDING FACTORAND NETEONITE/DEBRIS
FLUX CONSTANT(GH^B/14^2-SEC)
Dote • NETEONITE FLUX CONSTANT
To|ok • EFFECTIVE SINK TENPERATURE(K)
GO TO (IO,20),IENFLG
COMPUTEDATA FOR EARTH ORBIT (LEO TO GEO)
10 IF (HINCL.LT.28.S.OR.HINCL.GT.80.O) THEN
iatITE (6,*) #INVALID ORBIT INCLINATION ANGLE bIAS INPUT'
MItITE (6, t) 'INPUT ORBIT INCLINATION ANGLE HAS (dog) •',HINCL























COMPUTEEARTH SHIELDING FACTOR, FOCUSING FACTORm
Rorb • 6,378.0 ÷ HoLt
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Reilrth • 6378.0 + 100.0





*** COMPUTEDEBRIS FLUX ***
IF (HeLt.GT.2000.O) THEN






















































































































































































SUILqOUTI HE HIULqHR([ENf L9, HaLt, HI NCL,Rsun,Yr Lnch,GAN,ARSF, Eem, RHO
/dim, Atarget, Tlie, Prob, Telllp,Them)
0_ THIS SUBItQUITINE PREDICTS THE N4GAIT OF AItMOfl REQUIRED
TO PROVIDE A SPECIFIED NON'PUNCTUREPRONABILITY IN THE
INTERPLANETARYENVIItoRNENT (EARTH-NARS) (NASA SP-8038, 1970) OR
IN EARTH ORBIT (LEO-SEO) USING I_SSLENS 1990 DEBRIS HGOEL ***
m ARMORTHICENESS IS COMPUTEDFInN THE EMPIRICAL RELATIONSHIP







m VARIABLES DEFINED ***
IEHfLo = FLAG TO SET ENVIRONMENTDESIRED
• 1, EARTH ORBIT, LEO'GEO
• 2, BEYOND EARTHORBIT, 0.25 TO 2.00 AU
HaLt • ORBIT ALTITUDE (rJi)
HIHCL = ORBIT INCLINATION ANGLE (Degrees)
bun • DISTANCE FRON U (AU)
YrLnch • YEAR IN WHICH VEHICLE IS PLACED IN ORBIT
GAN,ARSF • PENETRATION CONSTANTS- FUNCTIORS OF THE SPECIFIC NAT'L
RllOem • ARMORDENSITY (Lbs/cu-Ft)
Earn • YUGS 14(X)ULUSOF ARMOR(LIs/sq-ln)
Atarget • TARGET EXPOSEDAREA (Sq-Me)
Trap • RADIATOR TElg=EEATUflE(K)
Eatpha • NETEONITE FLUX CONSTANTFROMHRENVR
Time • EXPOSURETINE (Secs)








CALL HRENVIt(IENf LH,HaLt, HIHCL, Rsun,Yr tnch,Eatpha, Bet|,Oounx)

































































SUaROUT! RE HRTSNK(IENf Lg, Nat t, H! NCL,Rsun,Yr Lnch, Atld_a, Hap, HArKI, Ts
&ink)
m R(X/TINE TO ESTIMATE THE NAXINUM SINK TEMPERATURESEEN BY A
BODY IN ORBIT. EARTH REFLECTION AND EARTH RE-UDIATION IS
CONSIDERED FOR BODIES IN LEO TO SEO EARTHORBIT.
INPUTS DEFINITION
IENfLg • FLAG TO SET ENVIRONNENTDESIRED
• 1, LEO TO SEO
• 2, BEYGM) EARTH ORBIT
MeLt • ORBIT ALTITUDE (Km)
HIHCL • ORBIT INCLINATION ANGLE
Rsun • DISTANCE FROM U (AU)
YrLnch • YEAR IN UHICH VEHICLE IS PLACED IN ORBIT
ALpha • RADIATOR SURFACEABSORPTIVITY
Hop • PROJECTEDAREA (SQ-Feet)
HAred • TOTAL RADIATING AREA (Sg-Feet)
OUTPUT DEFINITION
Tsink • EFFECTIVE SINK TEMPERATURE(K)
ORBITAL CONSTANTS
SC • SOLAR CONSTANT
Er • EARTH REFLECTION CONSTANT
Ee • EARTH EMISSION CONSTANT
R m EARTH RADIUS (N'NILES)


























19'58 SUEROUT!ME Ftu| dprop(! f Luid,TO,X t iqden, Vapden,X Liclvisc,Vapvisc, PO,
1939 1Surften,X thv, Xk,Xm_, Tcf tuid)
1940 C
1941 C TMERNODYWU41CPROPERTIES USED FOR HEAT PIPE PERFORMANCESTINATES
1942 C






































1981 8100 tatiTE (%*) 'TENPEItATURE OF ',TO,'OUT OF RANGEFOR I,lftu|d
1982 gOTO 90OO
1983 C HATER
1_ 8020 IF (TO.LE.$.0) THEN
1985 60TO 8100
1986 ELSE
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XL icldeml. 0629-. 00O3167"Tk+7.2/,4E- 08"Tk**2.0
Vspden,,EXP (-36.8q+. 04211PTk- 1 .$O?E-O3*TI(**2.0)












SUBROUTINE FLUIOPItOP Comptting Options:/NO/NT/B/NC/MD/NF/H/NI/NrJNL/P/ml/NO2/NQ3/R/S/HT/V/HX/HZ1
Source fire Listing
2039 Tcf t ui cl-. 2389"( 1.0796-. O007057eTk+2.188E -07_Tke*2. O)
294O RETURN
2041 C LITHIUM











2053 Xt icldon-.5512-9.9291E -05"Tk+1.085E-O8*Tk_2.0
2054 Vapdon=EXP( -32.23.. 021336*Tk-4.5573E -06*Tk_2. O)
2055 Xt !qv| scs.O033036-7.5424E-OTeTk÷3.07_E- 12*Ti(_2.0
2056 Vapvi sc--2.229E-05+1.88_E-OTeTk-3.296E- 11"Tk**2.0





2062 Tcf tuicle. O00012eTO+. 10688
2063 RETURN
206& C POTASSIUM










2075 Xt tqdon-0.908358-2.2&45E-O&*Tk- 1.274_E-OSeTke*2.0
2076 VqxIOn-EXP(0.8135742-8241.151/Tk-426986.1/T1(**2.0)
2077 Xt iqvi 8c--4.3906E - 04÷2.0207/Tk-541.09/TIc_2.0+1644580. O/Tk**3.0
2078 Vapvi sc-3.8701E-05+1.9825E-OT_Tk-4.5283E- 11"Tk**2.0
2079 P08750.06*EXP(9.191863 - 9030.992/Tk-4_33033.8/Tk_2.0)
2080 Surf trawl41 .IdS-O.O7392'rrk




2085 Tcf |utd,,. 16931*( .9669-4.7004E-O4tTg+1.3778E-OTWT9_2.0"2.&884E- 11"
2086 &Tgee3.0)
2087 RETURN
2088 C NASA NERCURYAS USED BY THERIMCORE
2089 8080 IF (TO.LE.IO.O) THEN
2090 60TO 8100
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klhl _(102) - _SO0.O
Vhg )(103) = 1013000.0
_8 _104) - 1073000.0
_8 <105) - 1136000.0
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XL| qv| Sc•AO*AI*Tk÷A2*Tk**2. O+AS*TI(**3. O+A4*TI(**4. O+AS*Tk**5.0







Vq:)v tSC•AO+A1*T k+A2*T k**2. O+Ayrl'k"**3. O+k&*Tk**4. O+AS*Tk**5.0
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Tcf | u| dsAO+AI*Tk+A2*Tk**2. O+A3*Tke*3. O+A4*TkeV4.0+AS*Tk**5.0















XL tqden-1 .M7137- (1.165350E-O2*Tk)÷C3.96285E-OS*Tk**2.O)- (5.02087
&9E-OS*Tk**3.O)
Vapckm-16.0654613573- (O .34110173779"Tk)+( 2.92776&945TOE- 03*Tk**2.
&O) - ( 1.27231TI4826E- 05*Tk**3.0)+(2.76697543450E - 08"T1(*'4.0)- (2.003
&?6015640E" 1 l*Tk**5.0)" (2.316342911 IOE" l&*Tk**6.O)+(3..T_92347"_3E
&- l?*Tk**7.0)
X t iqvt sc-(8.1626#,6E-02)- (9.845264E-O4*Tk_(&.593305E-O6*TIc**2. O)-
&(9.472753E-O9*Tke*3.0)+(7.192006E- 12"Tk*'4. O)
Vnpvtsc,,- 1.961M1E-O4+(2.?B93/_-O6*Tk) - (1.026679E -08"TIc*'2.0 )+(I
&._32595E- 11*Tk*'3. O)
Tckamy-TI(*1.8
PckamysEXP( 13.89430" (/,618.37/(Tcl_my- 19)))
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Surften-g&.97_*(1- ((Tk/405.56) wl . 15191 ) )
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2363 SUBROUTINETsat(l f tutd,P9oPO, TO)
2364 C
2365 C CALCULATETEMPERATUREFROH PRESSURE
2366 C
2367 COlelON #1L4031 Romdon(10),Uhgp(159)






































2406 9115 TO.* 2152.69/((ALOG(PO)/2.30239)-8.625109)-273.2
2407 RETURN
2408 C POTASSIUM












































WRITE (6,*) "NASA NERCUItY PRESSURETOO HIGH "'" JOB ABORTED"
RETURN
9172 TI_80÷(1-1)'5-5












TOg( "X2+SQRT(X2**2-4*X3*(XI -ALOG(PO))) )/(2*)(3 )
RETURN
C LITH|UN









2447 gJOROUTIHEIMLtprop(|lmtL,TO,Mat Lden,TcuaL L)
2448 C
2449 C DENSITY AND THERMALCONDUCTIVITY OF HEAT PIPE td_d.L MATERIALSm
2450 C USED IN HEAT PIPE PERFOIU4ANCECALCULATIONSUBROUTINE
2651 C






















































2504 C 2S-O ALUN1,NUN





2510 TcmL Lid). OS_93+3.2975E-OS*TO
2511 RETUH
2512 C Cke3011-CkltBON
2513 9250 YaL Ldw_1.86
2514 Tcuo 1,1,_0.OSL_.
2515 RETURN
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THERMALPROPERTIES OF LITHIUM LIQUID
T - INPUT TEHPERATURE(deg-R)
RHO • DENSITY (Lbs/cu-Ft)
CP • SPECIFIC HEAT (BTU/LB'R)
VIS " DYNNIIC VISCOSITY (Lb/Ft-Sec)
TK • THERMALCONDUCTIVITY (BTU/Hr-Ft-Sec)
RIIO - 34.393537 - (0.003456*T) + (2.080291E-OT*(T**2.0))
CP I 1.356357 - (0.00068"T) ÷ (5.006625E-OT*(T**2.0)) - (1.805873E
&-lOe(Te*3.0)) ÷ (3.155294E-14*(T_"t4.0)) - (2.136471E-1P(T**5.O))
VlS I 0.001085 - (t.32(A97E-O6*T) ÷ (7.245662E-tOe(T_2.0)) - (1.7
&74380E-13*(T**3.0)) ÷ (1.632610E-17*(T**4.0))

























THEItlML PROPERTIES OF NaK LIQUID
T • INPUT TEI_ERATUItE (deg-R)
RHO • DENSITY (Lb/cu-Ft)
CP • SPECIFIC HEAT (BTU/Lb'R)
VIS • DYNAMIC VISCOSITY (Lb/Ft-Sec)
TK • THERNAL CONIX/CTIVITY (BTU/Nr-Ft-R)
RHO • 58.54299"(0.00820rT)
CP • 0.26478 " (O.O00089e(T)) + (4.093060E'OS*(T_2.0)) "
& (4.532164E" 12*(T_nJ.O))
VIS • 0.000822 " (I.142435E'O6*(T)) + (6.125737E'lO_(Tmt2.0)) "
& (1.130181E" 13*(T*_5.0))
TIC - 7.313351 * (O.013983t(T)) " (7.660423E-O6t(Te*2.0)) ÷
& (t. 189370E -09"(T**3.0))
RETURN
END







2567 SUBROUTINEHEXEPR(Mmt x, PlI| x, Tnltx,Gln, Cplix,Rhollix,MIJlix,Akll| x,
2568 &Pmtx)
2569 C PROPERTIES OF HELIUM-XEI4OR N|XTURES
257O C T IN clq-n




2575 X2-(mix-Aml )/(Am2-Aml )
2576 X1"1.0"X2
2577 Clalix,,4. ;r'r/kni,mix
2578 Rhomix,B14&.O*Pmi xtAmmi x/(1545.0*Tmix)






2585 10 If (Tmix.GT.1600.0) THEN
2586 GOTO20
2587 ELSE
2588 Am_he-8.867E - 06+1.1333E-98*Tm! x
2589 00T0 100
2590 ENDIF
2591 20 Mtlhcp,1.111&E - 05+9.930E-O9*Tmi x






2598 30 IF (Tm|x.GT.1800.O) THEN
2599 60TO 4O
2600 ELSE
2601 Akhe,,O. 0589_. 71_ -05*Tiix
2602 GOTO 200
2603 ENOIF
2604 40 AkheuO. 0625+6.583E -05*Tnfi x




























































































Oua_,2.828430SQRT ( 1. O+(/ml l/re2 ) )
Dtil?,,(1. O+SQRT(Akl/Ak2)*(/VI1/Ns2)vntO. 25 )t"*2.0
DumGs2.82845*SmT ( 1.0+ (k_./Aal ) )



























'Molecular Weight (NW) -',Mmix
'Specific Heet Ratio (GMmm) x'.Gll










WRITE (6,*) 'Theruet Conductivity (BTU/Hr-Ft-R) -,,AlolliX
WRITE (6,*) °Prandtt llulber (o) :',Pmix
END
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SUBROUTINE HRRADCQrad,Tred, Xntubes,Xnexpi p,Xt f Lst,DhpI pe, | f tuI d,
&]amt t,Theta,D2rod,Thtclm, Thickf,ThickeEla, IENf tg, Hat t, HINCL,RSUno
&Yr inch,ALpha, Hap, HArod, Tkf t n,Rhocoet t ng,Rhof | n, RHOom
&, Xtadi rob,CtXiFIG,_, PROB,GAN,ARSF,Eom, T |iae,Orejected,
&Thi ckf2,Thi©lm?.,Arodietor,Arodef fect,Uthick2,Xrmrt2,Ar t id2,
&Artmt L2,Thick2,X tevap2,Xtodt 2,X tq_ec2,Xttot2, Xaqp|pes,Xmf tut d,
&Xmfin,Xalcoet i ng ,Xamrlmr, Xammor | d, Xst ructure,
&Xnetredlmut2,Vxt2)
DINEIIS|ON Dv(99),Spmce(99), T(99),OrocI(99)
DIHENS|QN Qc(99),Qact (99), Eff (99)
O01eOOll/RAD3/ Rocadefl(10),t_gp(159)
IF COIIFIG .. 1.0, RADIATOR IS A FLAT PLATE, ELSE IS A CONEOR CYL.

























Dracl( ! )gDZred+Z. O*XLspec*S I N(Ang Le2/ST.29578)*((X i v)/X I nc)
1060 Spece( ! )_3.141593al)rod( ! )/XntUbu-Dv( | )
XtfrflmlZ.O*Spece(!)/2.0
1070 Dettu-Xtspec/Xlnc




























































1110 HnetnX tspeceCOS(Ang te2/57.29578)
1120 01-02red+(2. O*X tspeceS !N(Ang Le2/57.295715))
1130 D2.0radC I)
1140 IF (I.EO.1) THEN
H2,,Hnet
ELSE
H2,,Hnet - (Det tsxeCOS(Ang Le2/ST.29578)e(Xt v- 1.0))
EIIOIF
1170 H1-H2- (Det texeCOS(kng Le2/57.29578))
1180 CALL Vlev(O1,O2,O3,H1,H2,Aa,Vf)
VfmVf










Clstart 8 (grad/XntUbes )eO .2931
CALL HRHTPP(|lmtt, ! f tuid,Xlevep, Xted| ,XtconcI,Ptptd,Wet t ,Tetrtk,Qs




Ahf in,,E_l. 7212E-O9*(T( I )_3.0)t(1.0+(TmJbree2.0))*(1.0+TsuI_)
Xmln(((Ahftn/(TkftneThtckf))**O.5)e(Xt frfin))/12.0
Finl-(EXP(Xml )-EXP(-Xml ))/(EXP(Xul )+EXP( -Xatl ))
Fin2-(1.0-(1.58"(1. O-EXP(-O.Z*X,,1))*(1.0-TaUbr)))
Eft( | )-(1. O/Xml )*F inl*Ftn2
1460 Xaf tuid-(F tutdchmrge11000.O)42.2046
1470 Xmpipes-( (Tots LH- FLutdcharge)llO00.0)'2.2046
1490 Oc( I )-X | spec/Xinc*(1. O+Vfct)*(Ov(! )+Eff (!)*Spece([ ) )*FJ*4.77E - 13
l*(T(I)'_4.0-Tstnk**4.O)
1500 Qact(1)uqc(l)
gtotmQtot+Qact ( ! )
CONTINUE
Vfctbar-Vfber/Aatot

























2776 HEAT PIPE RADIATORNASS ALGORITHN
2777 Xt rsdtetor_Xtspec
2778 Dr7 " 0.0
2779 Spece7 - 0.0
2780 DO 1780 lnl,SO, l
2781 Dv7 : Dr7 + Dr(I)
2782 spece7 - Spece7 + spece(!)
2783 1780 CONTINUE
2784 OvTgOvT/Xinc
2785 Spece7,_mceT/X i nc
2786 1820 Arldt etor:3.141593*(Drad(1)/2.0*Orlgl(Ixincr )/2.0)*SORT(((XLspec*
2787 1COS(Thete/ST.29578))**2.0)÷(((Orad(ixtncr)/Z.O)-(Ora¢l(l)/2.0))**2.
2788 20))
2789 1870 Xmptpss-Xapt Fee* ( XntUbes+Xnexpt p)
2790 1880 XadI mSpeceT*Th I ckf*X t radt etoreRhof i n*(Xntd)ss+Xnexptp)
2791 1890 Xaf tuici-Xaf tuicP(Xntuhss+Xnexpip)
2?92 1900 Acoat ing:3.141593/2. O*(DvT÷Th i ck÷Thtcloe/2. O)*Th t clmtSpeceT*Th t cloe
2?93 1910 Xmcoet i ng_4coat i ng*X t radJ etortRhocsst i n_(Xntubss+Xnexpt p)
2794 1930 AtUbe_OvTeX Lracli 8tor
2?95 1%0 J jmi FIX(Xnexpi p*Xl3ullt )
2796 1930 ICkkk- ! F I X(Xntubss )÷J j
2797 1960 PT_mm( PcIssi, Jj, ICkkk)
2798 1970 Prol_l .O-P7
2799 Trap : T(49)
2800 Aterget • AtUbe/10.764961
2801 1980 CALL _(IENftg,Hett,HINCL,Rsun,Yrtnch,GNi,ARSF,Eem, RHOam,At
2802 klrget, Tim,Prob, Tip,Them)
2803 UltiTE (6,*) 'Them (inches) :',Them
2804 Thi ckarmThara/12.0
2805 2050 XmamorsTh i cluBrlrOvT*X t radiator*P.hoera*(XntUbes+Xrmxptp)*3.141593/
2806 & 2.0
2807 2555 FORMAT (6F12.&)
2808 Thickf_,12.0*Thickf
2809 Thiclm2_12.0eThicim
2810 Orsj ect edeOrsd/3& 13.0
2811 C URITE (*,*) ' '
28t2 C HRITE (*,*) 'TOTAL HEAT AVERAGE Redimtor Emissivity'
2813 C URITE (*,*) WREJECTED EVAP(NtATOR" FIN Coating '
2814 C latlTE (*,*) ' (IG/t) TENP (R) Thick (In) Thick (In) _
2815 C UItlTE (*,2555) Qrejected, Trsd,Thickf2,Thiclm2
2816 X ttot=X tspec+((X tadi+Xtevap)/C2.S&e12.0))
2817 Dv7-OvT*12.0*2.S4
2818 Thtckam?.-Th i ckam2*12 .O
2819 Aracief fectm(1. OtVfctber )*Arsclt at or
2820 C URITE (*,*) ' '
2821 C URITE (*,*) ' ACtUaL Effective'
2822 C URITE (*,*) w(one-side) Rldtetor'
2823 C MItITE (*,*) 'Aree(scl-Ft.) Aree(Ki-Ft)'
2824 C URITE (*,2555) Arsdietor,Arsdeffect
2825 Dhpi pe-OvT/2.54
2826 Thick28Thick*12.0
2827 C URITE (*,*) ' '
2828 C UR]TE (*,*) 'HEAT PIPE DESIGN DETAILS " DIMS in IMCHESt
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¢ lat[TE (0,) e Pipe |D 511ck Thick dMrter|es Art ID
C 1 Art Va|l Pipe wILL w






Vx L2.13.2141"((0.6072+0.1514*Arsdietor )**0.5) - 10.296525
Xot ructurse0.0
)(netradmasst2=Xmp| pes+Xnf tui d+Xmf tn*2.0*Xmcoat |ng+Xachaas+Xaemor_
lXmmPmor|d_Xst I_¢tuce
C WRITE (*,*) eEvap Length Adi Length Cord Length Tote| Length;
C WRITE (*,2555) Xtevep2,XLad|2,Xtspec2,Xttot2
C WRITE (0.) # ,
ktxt2813.21&2*((O.(d)72+O. 1S1&*Arsdietor)*eO.5)" 10.296525
C WRITE (*,*) *UDIATOR MASSBREAKDOWN" MaSS in Lbs.'
C kqtITE (e,*) 'Neat Pipes FLuids FINS Era|am. Cont. t
C IdtlTE (*,2555) Xalp|pes,XnfLu|d,Xmftn,XEoatlng
C WRITE (*,*) *O.D.AJtl40R I.D.ARNOR Structure TOTAL RADIATOR '
C WRITE (*,2555) Xmmor,XammorJd,Xetructure,Xnetradmsst2
C WRITE (*,*) 'AREA(wN) =,,Arsd|etorllO.76&961,q4ass(K9) =',Xnetre
C ldmsst2/2.20/dS, ' LENGTH(CM) 8' ,MxL2*12.0*2.S&
C WRITE (*,*) *ETA u,,282.§/Arad|etor:' NASS/AREA(t/sq-Ft.) 8*,(Xne
C &t radmsst2)/Arsdi ator
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CHECKARTERY SPACING JUID VAPOR SPACE
Ci rcumf-3.141593e(2.0*Wprad-Artod)
IF ((XrmrteArtod).GT.C|rcumf) THEN
WRITE (*,*) w ARTERIES TOO CLOSELYSPACED .... *
EIiDIF
Vq=oraree-3.141593" (Vapr_V_2. O-Xrmrt*Ar rod**2. O/&. O)
IF (Vapormree.LE.O.O) THEN
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SUBROUTINE HRHTPP Compiling OpttoM:INOINT/BINCIW)INFIHINIIN[/NL/P/NQIlNQ2/NO3/R/S/HTPJ/NX/NZ1
Source file Listing
2911 3880 TOm,Textevap-Dtevall-Dtevick
2912 CALL Flu| clprop( I f tu| d, TO, XLiqden,Vapckm, XLtqv| sc, Vapv| sc, PO,Surfte












2925 3990 Xg,d). 06o0436trx thveXa_ (XO/SORT(XnueDtevop1)-Xl/SWtT (Xm_)tevaP 2))
Z_6O JsJ_l
2927 /,010 IF (J.GT.200) THEN




2932 &020 IF (X8.GT.Xg) THEN




2937 &030 DtevtpmDtevapl-D tevap2
2938 &050 Tbev_Textevq_-Dteva I i-Dte_i ck-Dtevap
2939 4060 TO-They
2940 CALL Flutciprop( I f tutd,TO,X t iqcien, Vapckm,X t |qvisc,Vspvi sc, PO,Surfte
2941 ln,Xthv,Xk,X_, Tcf tutd)
2942 &080 Pbev-PO*P9
2943 &lO0 Evepcapforce_2. O*Sur f t en*COS(Vetang te/57.29578)/Vceprsd
2944 4120 Esonfc,4).&74*Efferee*XLhveSoRT(Vq xlen*Pbev)
2945 &130 IF (O0.LT.Esonic) THEN
2946 6OTO 4180
2947 ELSE
2948 41&O 6OTO 5710
2949 ENDIF
2950 4180 Axvepvo 1-4_0/(VqxleneE f fereo*X thv)
2951 4190 EaxreymVepcieneAxvapve l * Hydi m/Vepvi sc
2952 4200 Ff=16.0/Eexrlp/n
2953 4220 C7"3.141595**2.0/8.0
2954 4230 C&"C7"00_2 -O/(E f forea**2. O*X thv_2- O*Vqxlen)






2961 4250 IF (4.OeC4ePbev.LE.Pbev_2-O) THEN
2962 GOTO 4279
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SUIIRQUTINE HRHTPP COllpJ|lng Opt|ons:/NOINTIBINC/ND/NF/H/NIINK/NL/PINQIlNG2/IKL3/RISINT/U/NXINZ1
Source file Listing
2963 ELSE
29_ 426O 60TO 5750
29(15 ENDIF
2966 &270 DiNer| scous,,Pbev-SoRT( Pbeve*2. O-Pbs_2. O*CTeXte*F f/El fdi auPVapden*
2967 1Axvapvet**2.0)
2968 4280 Dpve| nert i o | ,,(Pbev-SORT( Pbev**2.0-4. O*CA*Pbev) )/2.0
2969 4290 XO-iq)ev-Dpvet net t i e L-Dpvevt scous





2975 4400 Dpt eert-Xt Jqvi sce(X re/2. O)*(ClO/Xrmrt)/(Artpem*X t tclckm*Xthve3.1415
2976 193*Art td*'2.0/4.0)
2977 4420 Xt ongthf Louu3.141593e(Pt ptd-Vthtck)/(2. O*Xnart )
2978 4430 Dpt eui ckmXt tqvt sc*Xt engthf Lou*(OO/(2.0*Xn*rt))/(VperlrX t tqckn*XLhv
2979 l*XLe*Vthick)
2980 4450 PO,,(Pbev- (Dpve| net t i e tcOpvevi scous) )/P9
2981 4460 PRvuPO*P9
2982 4470 CALL Teet(/ftuld, Pg,PO,TO)
2983 4480 ToovsTO
2984 CALL Ftuidprop(l f tuld, TO,X t |qckm,Vapckm,X t iqv| K,Vapv| Ic, PO,Surfte
2985 ln,Xthv,Xk,XP-,Tcf tuld)
2986 4520 AxvapvetnQO/(VWdon*E f ferwuX Lhv)
2987 4530 Vet sound-S_T (Xk*8.3144E*07*(Teev*275.2)/Xm*)
2988 4540 Emu_mpvet/Vetsouncl
2989 4550 IF (EImKh.LT.I.0) THEN
2990 60TO 4570
2991 ELSE
2992 456O 60TO 5830
2993 ENDIF
2994 4570 EmnK_,,Emuch





3000 4600 Adbcapforce,,2. O'Surf ten*COS (Uet ang t e/57.29578 )/VcaprEI
3001 4629 Axvupve t,410/(Vnpdon*Ef ferse*X tby)
3002 4630 Aax reymVqxkm*Axvupve t*llydi m/YaW| sc
3003 4640 Ff816.0/Aureyn




















3023 6730 epvavt scoup2. O*FfeX t alE f fdi ieVqxJen*Axvapve t **2.0
3024 4740 GOTO6790
3025 6750 Sonicf tag-O.O
3026 4760 CALL XJmch(Eamsch,PT, Ff,Xta,Effdim,Xk,Xd,Dptev|scous,Sontcftag)






3033 4800 DptlmrtmXt iqvl 8c*X Lme(oO/Xnart)l (ArtperlWtX t tqden*Xthve3.141593*Ar
3034 It id**2.0/4.0)
3035 4820 PO-( Peav-DpVlvi scous)/P9
3036 4830 Pacv-PO*P9
3037 4840 k:mch,,XaB
3038 IdlSO CALL TSatClftuld,Pg,PO,TO)
3039 CALL FtutclprqX If|uid,TO,Xticlden,Vlq .x_n.,XL iqviac,Vlq_vtac,PO,Surfte
3040 ln,X thv,Xk,Xaiw,Tcf [uid)





3046 4900 Axvapve t m_OI(Vqxien*E f farea*X thv)
3047 4910 Ve tsound-S_qT (Xk*8.31_E+OT*(Teav+273.2)/X_)
3048 4920 Acmch-Axvap_ t/re Lsound
3049 4930 GOTO 50O0
3050 4950 Pl_rnPeav
3051 4970 kmmchlEisch
3052 5000 CORTI HUE
3053 5020 Cmdcq_force-2.0*Surftm*COS(Wetm_gte/57.295_)/W.q_rod
3054 5060 k_vq_vet-OO/(Vspden*[ff,re**Xthv)
3055 5070 Csxrey_Vapckm*AXVlqWe Le HycIi m/Vspv J8¢
3056 5080 Ffn16.0/Caxreyn
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SUBROUTINE HRHTPP CompiLing Opt|orm:/MOIHTIIlNC/NDINFIHIM|IMKIML/PIMQIlHQ21NG3/R/SIMT/U/NXIMZ1
Source file Listing
3067 5110 FfsO. 0791/Caxrsyn**O. 25
3068 5120 GOTO 51&0
3069 5130 FfmO. 046/Cmxrsyn**O. 2
3070 5140 COMTiHUE
3071 5150 Opvcvt m-2. O*f f* (X Lc/2. O)/E f fdii*Vapden*Axvmwe t**2.0
3072 5160 Opvc tnert t mt - -0.5*VqodeneAxvmpve Lee2.0
3073 5180 Optcart,,Xtiqvisc*(Xtc12.0)*(QO/Xnart)/(ArtperarXtiqden*XLhV*3.1415
307& 193eArL ide*2.0/&.O)
3073 5200 XLongthf to_3.141593*(Pipid-Vthi ©k)/(2.0*Xnmrt)
3076 5210 Dptcwick.Xtiqvisc*Xtengthftow*(OO/(2.0*Xnart))l(i4peru*Xtiqden*Xthv
3077 l*Xtc*Vthick)
3078 5230 PO:(Pacv- (Dpvctner t i e t+Dpvcvi scous ))/P9
3079 5240 PfcvsPOeP9





3O85 5270 ;OTO 603O
3086 5290 CALL Tut(lfLuid,P9,PO,TO)
3087 $300 Trey-TO
3088 ZotnFLOAT( i )
3089 5320 Dtcond, Otevmpt(X t e/X Lc)*(Zot/50.O)
3090 534,0 TOsTfcv-Otcond
3091 CALL Ftutdprop( I f tu|d, TO,X t iclden,Vapdon,X t iqvisc,Vq_visc, PO,Surfte
3092 ln,XLhv,Xk.Xnu. Tcf tu|d)
3093 5360 CALL Wmtlprop(lilmtl,TO,WmLLdim,Tcwatt)
3094 5370 Tcu| ck,,,Tcmt t
309S 5390 Tcf i t tedw| ck-TcN| ck*( 1. O-Vvoid*( 1.0-Tcf tu| d/Tc_ick))
3096 5400 Dtcwi ckuQO*ALOG(P| pid/(2. O*Voprad))/(2.0"3.141593*Tcf i t Leek| ck*X Lc
3097 1 )*(Zot/50.O)
3098 5420 TOeTf cv-Dtcond-Dtcw| ck
3099 5/130 CALL WlltLprap(llmtt.TO.YeLtdln,Tclmtt)
3100 5440 Dtcut LuOO*ALOG(Ptpod/P| p+d)/(Tcm I L'2.0"3.141593*Xtc)e(Zot/50.O)
3101 5460 Textcon_Tfcv-Dtcond-Dtc_ick-Dtcmt t .
3102 5465 Condeymerdp-Opvcvi a_ous*Owci nert i e L+DpLcert_Opt cwick





3108 5500 XeOpvcvt scous-Opvc t net t i mt





3114 5530 Xt eftovercsCondcmpforce-X-Dpt cart -DpLcvick
3115 55Ld) IF (XLm.EO.O.O) THEM
3116 5550 XteftoversmO.O



















































5600 X Left overap,X t eft overc_Adlxepforce- Condc4q)force-Dpt art sceum-Dpt urt
5605 Evmpcq)forcedp,Opvev| scow+Dpwi nert i e L_DpLesr t_Opt w| ck
















(*.e) 'TO0 NUCH EVAPORATIONDELTA'T I
(*.*) eSONIC LIMIT EXCEEDEDAT BEGINNING OF EVAPORATOR'
('o e) eSGRT iS NEGATIVE iN EVAP VISC DELTA'P EQNe
(*e) eEVAP VAPOR DELTA'P IS TOO HIGHa
(*.*) eSONIC LIMIT Exr'_EDEOAT E-A INTERFACEe
(eee) aSONIC LIMIT EXCEEDED IN ADIABATIC SECTIONe
(*,*)aTOO NUCH CONDENSERVAPOR DELTA-P'
(*a*) °NOT ENOUGHCAPILLARY FORCE IN COMDENSER'
(t,*) wNOT ENOUGHCAPILLARY FORCE IN ADIABATIC SECTION'
(**) eNOT ENOUGHCAPILLARY FORCE IN THE EVAPOUTOR'
6060 XtpsXte+XLa+XLc
6070 Pipevo tuum_3.141593*(Pilxd**2. O-Ptptd**Z.O)/4.0*Xtp*2.0*3.141593"P
lipod"*2.0/4.0*2.0*Vat t
6080 Pt pomNs,,P i pore Lt,meOl,le I tden
6090 tdickvotLme-3.141593*(Pipi de*2.0- (2. O*Voprod)**2.0)/4.0tXtl)+Xnort*r3
1.141593"(Ar tocl**2.0-Art icr**2.O)/4. O*X Lp
6100 yi ckamss-Vi ckvotuw*( 1.0-Vvoi d)*Vet tden
6110 Arteryvo| um,Xnart*3.141593*(Artod_2. O-Art id**2.0)/4.0*XLp
6120 Arterymss-Arteryvotum*(1.0-Vvotd)*Vat tden
6130 Ftuidcharge-(Vt ckvo tuue*Vvoid+Xnarte3.141593"Ar t i(P'2.0/4. O)*ltoaud
len(l fluid)













3166 7220 X3,Nk.(PFf_X tmrEf fdi i
3167 7260 X2,,(1.0-XaT_2.0)/(Xk"XmT_2.0)+(Xk÷I.0)/(2.0*Xk)*ALOG((Xk+I-O)*X_
3168 17_2.01(2.0wC1.0+(Xk- 1.0)/2.0" Xai7_2.0)))
3169 7300 X1=X2-)(3












3182 7350 Sonlcf Lag,,1.0
3183 7360 RETURN
3184 7400 X4_O. 1
3185 7610 Xadb,XT+XS*X7
3186 7420 X-(1.0-Xa6_2.0)/(XkeXaa"_. O)+(Xk+l.0)/(2. O*Xk)eALOG((Xk+I-O) *xJW
3187 lt*2.0/(2.0*(1.0+(Xk-l.0)/2.0*Xaa_2.0)))













320t 748O OOTO 7420
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3215 FUNCTION Pnev(U, J,K)
3216 C
3217 C FUNCTION TO CALCULATENEAT PIPE FAILURE PROBABILITY
3218 c
3219 C mm VARAIBLES DEFINITION m
3220 C U • 1.0 - Prob (0.1, 0.01, 0.001)
3221 C d " INTEGER NUNBEROF REDONDENTHEAT PiPES
3222 C K ,, INTEGER NUHBEROF TOTAL HEAT PIPES (REQUIRED+REDUNDENT)
3223 INTEGER H





3229 DO 9512 N'J+I,K,1
3230 A,,XLnfoc(IO-X tnfac(l(- H)-X tnfoc(H)+N*ALOG(Potd)+(I(-H)"ALOG(1 -Potd)
3231 IF (A.GT.-50.O) THEN
3232 A@(A)
3233 F=F÷A





3239 9513 Duclime_ (Dudl_gucipo td)/2
32A0 IF (AlS(F/Ducll:nev).LT.O.O05) THEN
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3269 9700 FUNCTION XLnfec(N)
32710 C REALt8 F,Z,Xiz2,XLnfac
3271 C FUNCTION TO CALCULATETHE LOG OF FACTORIALS OF kMOLE NUMBERS






























3302 IF (N.GT.5) THEN
3303 ZuFLOAT(N+I )
3304, Xi z2,,1 ./Z/Z
3305 F-(Z-.5)*ALOG(Z)-Z÷.5*ALOG(Ze3.141593)+l./(12*Z)*(1.-XtZ2f30*(1 .-2






















SUBROUTiNETNEAN(T| n,DTmn,DTf Jtin, That)
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CONICAL RADIATOR ID VIEW FACTOR- Cone ID to Spece via
Large EndOnty
VARIABLES DEFINITION m.m
01 • DIAMETER OF EXIT DISC
D2 • LARGE DIAMETER OF CONICAL ELEMENT
D3 • SMALL DIAMETER OF CONICAL ELEMENT
N1 • DISTANCE FROMTOP OF CONETO SMALLDIAMETER PLANE
112 -, DISTANCE FROMTOP OF CONETO LARGEDIAMETER PLANE
Ae • AREA OF ID OF CiMiICAL ELEMENTSURFACE





































































evn.t_ TUBE-SIDE FLUID PROPERTYIES
CPT = TUBE-SIDE FLUID Specific Heat (DTU/Lb-R)
RHOT - TUSE-S]DE FLUID Density (Lbs/Ft^3)
N(TT • TUBE-SIDE FLUID Therlmt Cond (BTU/Hr-Ft-R)









10 M)OTS - 3_)O.OetJDOTS
VISCST = VISCST/6.72E-4
tAtITE (6,*) 'TBARR,RHOT,CPT,VlSCT,AKTT',TBARR,RHOT,CPT,VISCT,AKTT
MtiTE (6,*) 'NNS,PHOT,TBARR,GN4M,CPSF,RHOSF,VISCST,Ak'TST,PRHIX •
&', N4WS,PHOT,TBARR,CAlelA, C:PSFeRNOSF,VI SCST,Ak'TST,PRH1X
NRITE (6, t) 'M)OTS,VISCST •',kI)OTS,VISCST





A2 • ALOG((THIN-TCOUT)/(TNOUT-TCIN)) °
AI.MTO • ALIA,?.
ENDIF
15 PR = PR
WRITE (6,*) 'A1, ALMTD, PR =l A1, ALMTD, PR
GOTO 100
35 UEST • UNEld













DOTL • ABIG + RIG " (AQ/3.0)
ALSHEL • (ANPLATES+I.O)*DOTL
AVAL • 0.867
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SUBROUTINE HRSHEL( I KXfLs,UEST,THIN,THOUT,PHOT.TCIN,TCQUT,UDOTS,N4U
IUI, TI HS,DEN! HS,DEHSSH,DTUHE, PR, TTUHE,NIPLATES,UDOTT. AKTUEE,Q
&DOT,DPSHELL,ANTIJBES,DPTIJBE,DOTL2,ALSHEL,ANSHELL,N4PLATES,
/dUITUBES,ANI NSUL,N4HUDS, N4STHT,NIETIMSS ,XHNHEX,HSHELL,AFRI C.UNEV,
&ItETUBE,THC,AMTSHT)
UItITE (6,*) w
WRITE (6,*) WDATA INPUT LIST FltON HESHEL#
iatlTE (6,*) alHXfLD,UEST,THIN,THOUT,PHOT,TCIH,TC_JT,UDOTS'Nt_'
&T|HI, DENINS, DENSSH,DTUBE,PR, TTUHE,ANPLATES,UDOTT.NCTUBE,QDOT •' ,
&IHXf LH,UEST,THIH,THCXJT,PHOT, TC! N. TCOUT,UDOTS,AWJS.Ti NS,DENIHS.
&DENSSH.DTUHE.Pit. TTUBE,ANPLATES,UDOTT,AKTUBE,DDOT
C
C SHELL AND TUBE NEAT EXCHANGERDESlrdt SUMROUTINE
C ROUTINE ASSUHES THAT LIQUID IS Oli TUBE SIDE
C GAS IS ON SHELL SIDE. BELLES COItRELATIOR IS USED FOR
C GAS SIDE HEAT TRANSFER - LYONS IS USED FOR TUBE SIDE
C LIQUID HETAL HEAT TRANSFER. NCELLIOT,NCGEE AND LEPPERT
C IS USED FOR OTHER FLUIDS (LIQUIDS AND GASES)
C
C ***** OVERALL PARNiETEItS *****
C
C IHXfLf = 1, THEN TUBE SIDE FLUID lS LITHIUN
C IHXfLs • 2, THEN TUBE SIDE FLUID IS NeK-78
C AU4TO • Heat Exchanger Log Neon Temperature Difference
C GDOT• Heat Hate or Duty (BTU/Hr)
C UEST • INITIAL VALUE OF Uoverett (BTU/Hr-Ft-H)
C (SO for GAS-GAS)
C THIN • HOT SIDE InLet Temperature (t)
C TIIOUT • HOT SIDE OutLet Temperature (R)
C TCIN • COLD SIDE InLet Tmupermture (R)
C COUT • COLD SIDE OutLet Toq)ereture (R)
C
C m SHELL SIDE DATA *****
C
C t_OTS • SHELL SIDE FLUID Ftowrote (Lbe/Sec)
C DENSSH • SHELL IMTERIAL Density (LI_/FtA3)
C
C ***** SHELL-SIDE FLUID PROPERTIES *"_**
C
C CPSF • SHELL-SIDE FLUID Specific Heat (BTU/Lb-R)
C RHOSF • SHELL-SIDE FLUID Density (Lbs/FtA3)
C N(TST • SHELL*SIDE FLUID Therlmt Cord (BTU/Hr-Ft*R)
C VISCST • SHELL-SIDE FLUID Viscosity (Cp)
C
C m TUBE SIDE DATA m
C
C DTUBE • Outside TUBE Diameter - (Inches)
C TTUBE = TUBE UoLL Thickness (Inches) •
C WDOTT- TUOE -SIDE FLuid FLourmte (Lbs/Ssc)






























































150 RC • 1.0
GOTO300
200 RC • 0.6812508 ÷ (2._-03*(ItEXT)) " (7.739MgE-O6*(REXT**2.)







AFX • 1.397542 - (0.96108*(AREP)) + (O.064751*(AREF_2.0)) + (0.0
lo63O5*(AREP**3.0))
AFRIC • IO.O**AFX
AJX • "0.359018 " (0.25%08*(AREH)) " (O.OQ_385*(AREH**2.0)) ÷ (0
1.012556*(NtEH**3.0))
AJFAC • IO.O_AJX

















330 THC • (12.0*AI(TT/DTUBE!)*(7.0*(O.025*(RETUBEePRTUBE)_'O-8))
GOTO /J,O
3/,0 IF (RETUBE-2000.O) 350,350,400 __
350 TFRI C_)&. O/RETUBE
THC = &.3_*(12.0eARTT/DTUBEi)
GOTO450






440 IF (RETUSE-20O0.0) 442,442,445
_o
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k&S AK • 0.0001
AI(D • AK/DTUBEi
FRIC1 • ALOG10((AI_/3.7)+(5.74/(RETUSE**0-9))) *e2-O
TFRIC • 0.2S/FRIC1
650 COHD2 " 12.0*NCTUOE/TTUBE
UNEW• 1.0/((I.0rruc)÷(1.0/IISHELL)_(1.0/CO_2))
DPTUSE • (2.0*GTUBE) + ((TFRICO(ALSHEL/DTUBEI))eQTUBE)
C03 - UllEIPALKrDe(9.8696G&)*DTUSE
CO - CQ2/CQ3
Cm - (2.0*((AQ/3.0)ee3.0))'(ACi*8Cl/3-O) + CQ





DOTL2 • ABI6 ÷ ll&lG " (AQ/3.0)
ERROR• ABSC(DOTL'DOTL2)/DOTL)
IF (ERROR - 0.001) 600,600,35
600 1141NPR • PHOTeDOTL/(2.0elO 000.0)







650 MIINSUL • (3.1_1593eDOTLe(DOTL÷ALSSEL)eTINSe(DENINS/1728-0)) ÷ (3.
&161593*(D(YrL2**2.0)eTII_Se(DEIIlNS/1728.0))
WRITE (6,*) _TNIN (Inches) m*_TNIN
ANHEN)S • 3.141593*(DOTLme2.0)*TMINe(DENSS#/1T)8-O)
NLSHELL • 3.1_1593eDOTL*(DOTL+ALSHEL)_rNINe(DEN$SH/1T_8.0)

























_NUI48EROF TUBES IN BUNDLEm_,ANTUBES
'TUbe Side ReynoLds Number •,,RETUEE
_TUbe Conductance •',COND2
'TUbe Side pressure Drop (PSID) •,,DPTUBE
_Tube S|de H9 (BTU/Hr-sq.Ft-R) •',THC
_TUBE DIA (inches) u',DTUBE
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'TUBE UALL THICKNESS (Inches) 8',TTUBE
WDOTL2 (inches) s',DOTL2
'LENGTH (inches) 8',ALSNEL
'INSULATION NASS (LI_) 8',AHINSUL
'HEAD HASS (Lbs) =',MHEADS
'SHELL NASS (LIDS) 8'eANSHELL
'PLATEN ASS (LbS) n',N(PLATES
'TUE SHEETS HASS (LbS) =I,NiTSHT
'TUEE IMSS (LbS) •',AHTUgES
WSTRUCTUREAND BRACI(][TSNASS (LbS) •',AHSTRT





























































SUGHQUTINE HPlMII( i ftutd, I f tg2,Cman, l/m,Gap, Pi tch,Ocan,Ohp, Rc,
&ltb, Tf, TICfin, TKclm, TICbrsze, TIOIP,XIIf, Xllpi pes, XNexp| Pes, XMN,Pmn, Tmn
&, RHOcan,RHObreze, THI Cgmn,timn, Drad, )OMJIms ,DPmn, DTf i tm, XMNIMJI)
SUBROUTINETO DETERMINE THE NkSS AND PERFORIMHCEOF A IMNIFOU)
WHICH USES LIGUID OR GAS TO TRANSFERNEAT TO THE HEAT PIPES OF
A HEAT PIPE RADIATOR. THE NANIFOLD CONFIGURATIONCONSISTS OF
A SIHGLE ROWOF TUBE CAllS (BRAZED TO HEAT PIPES) (FINS OPTIONAL)
INPUT VARIABLES REQUIRED
lflg2 • FLAG TO SET MANIFOLD UOR[ING FLUID
1 • Ne-Xe MIXTURE
2 m HOIC
lima• • NANIFOLD HEIGHT (Feet)
Gap • MANIFOLD MIDTH (Feet)
Pitch • DISTANCE BETt_.N CAN (HEAT PIPES) CEHTERLINES (Feet)
XNpim • NUNDIEROF HEAT PIPES IN IL4DIATOR
XIIF.XpIpes • IU4BER OF REOUBOENTHEAT PIPES IN RADIATOR
Dclm• GUTSIDE DIAMETEROF NAIIIFDL.DBRAZE CANS (Feet)
Dhp " INSIDE DIANEYEROF HEAT PiPE (Feet)
Rc • MAMIFGLDBRAZE CAN INSIDE RADIUS (Feet)
Rb • BRAZE JOINT INSIDE RADIUS (Feet)
Tf 8 FIN THICKNESS (Feet)
TKfin - THERMALCONDUCTIVITY OF FIN MATERIAL (BTU/Hr-Ft-R)
TKcln • THERMALCONDUCTIVITY OF NANIFOLD CAN HATERIAL (B/HFR)
TKbrlze • THERNAL CONDUCTIVITY OF HAliIFOLD BRAZEALLOY (u)
Tghp • THEIU4/U. CONDUCTIVITY OF HEAT PIPE HALL MATERIAL (")
Xllf • TOTAL llUHBER OF FINS FOR TilE NANIFOLD HEIGHT
RHOcln • DENSITY OF MANIFOLD MATERIAL(Lb/cu'Ft)
RHObrlze • DENSITY OF BRAZE NATERIAL (Lb/cu-Ft)
THIClUmn • NANIFOLD NATERIAL THICIQIESS (Feet)
Piton • MAMIFOLDINLET PRESSURE (PSIA)
Tmn m NANIFOLD INLET TEMPERATURE(clegoR)
Mmn • NANIFOLD FLONRATE(LBS/HR)
Gin • NANIFQLD AND RADIATOR HEAT LOAD (BTU/HR)
)g41,f• NOLECUUUtkEIGTH OF NAMIFOLDblJRICINGFLUID
OUTPUT VAilIANLES
)OMNmu " NANIFOLD NAGH (I.i_)
OPUi_ • NAJUFOLDPRESSUREDROP (PSIA)
DTfltia • HAHIFOLD FILM TENPERATUREDROP (cieg-R)
Green • 3413.0eQred
PI - 3.14159265
AO • (PleDcan*(1.O'(Xllf_Tf)) *Ill•n) ÷ (2-OeXNf*llene((P|tch*GIp)"
&((Pl/6.O)*(Dcane_2.O))))
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Source file Listing
UR[TE (6,*) ,__Msm"_'*smm ,







3663 GOTO (10,20), I fro?.
3664 10 CALL HF.XEPR(XMU,Pmn,TIm.I,GN4NA, CP,RI(O,NeJ,TK,Pm|x)
3,665 GOTO 3O
3666 20 CALL XIMIOqt(Tmn,RHO,CP,NiU,TK)
3667 30 N4J - 3600.O*NIJ
3668 Nnin - ((Gap-Dcan)*lion) - (GapeXIIfeTf)
3669 Gmmx- 3600.O*14m_Amin
3670 ItEYnlmn• GlnmCIDcan/NiU
3671 C UNITE (6,*) aNlin, GImX, REYnwl I,,Nnin, Gl_x,REYmn
3672 Fiso : 10.O**((1.714012)-(1.349954*(ALOGlO(SEYmn)))÷(O.21627|*
3673 &((ALOGIO(REYmn))**2.0))* (0.012421"( (ALOGIO(REYmn))mrs. 0)))
3674 XJ = 10.O**((O.321848)-(0.640808*(ALOG10(RETmn)))+(O.O81596Q((
3675 &ALOGIO(REYmon))*'2.0))- (0. O04631*((ALOGIO(REYmmn))evr3.0)) )
3676 C URITE (6,,*) eFtSo, XJ •W,Ftlm,XJ
3677 Pr • _tr_CP/TK
3678 Hcmn• XJ*CP*Gimx/(Pr_0.6067)
3679 Gc • 4.169_E+M
3680 XNt • XNpipes+XHexpipu
3681 C tAtITE (6,*) ePr, Ncmn. Gc, XNt •',Pr,Hclmn, Gc,XNt
3682 C HANIFOLD PRESSUREDROP
3683 Vmx • GmX/(3_d)O.O*NHO)
3684 Qmx - NHO*(Vmx**2.0)/(2.0*32.174*144.0)
3685 DPmmn• (4.0*Fiso_Xlit*((Gmu_"*2.0)l(288.0*6c*RHO))) * (0.9_Qmx)
3686 C HEAT P|PE EVAPORATORHEAT TRANSFERCOEFF (VERY VERY ROUGH)
3687 Oftux • Qnmr_(P|tDcmf_Ht)
3688 TO - (Tmn/1.8) - 273.2
3689 C t4tITE (6.*) 'Vmx, GIMXw DPmn,Oftwc, TO ml.VlmX.Giasx,DPmn,oftwc,
3690 C &TO
3691 CALL FLuidprop(| f tuid, TO,XL iclcien, Vqxlon,X t tcrvi sc, vapvtsc, PO,surf
3692 &ton,x Lhv,Xk,)(m,f tuld,Tcf tuld)
3693 C MtITE (6,*) 'THERHAL COHD Of HEAT PiPE FLUID 1S (**) m',TcfLu|d
3694 HeYop • (TcfLuid/O.OO4136S6)l(O.OlO*Dhp)
3695 C FINISH UP FIN CALCULATION




3700 XM • SQRT((2.0*Hamn)/(TKfirf_Tf))
3701 XesXe/12.0
3702 Efln • (1.01(XX*Xe))*TNtH()O_Xe)
3703 Ecorr • 1.2*Efin - 0.2
3704 IF (Ecorr.LE.O.1) THEN
370S Ecorr • Efin









































43 Ha - Hcmn*(1.0-(1.0*Ecorr)*(Afo/Ao))
ENI)IF










DTfi Llll • DI*(D2+D3+D4+D5+D6)
C WRITE (6,*) 'D1,D2,D3,D4,D5,D6-',01,D2.D3,D4,DS,D6
C WRITE (6,*) 'OTfitm •',DTf|tm
C NASS ESTINATE
C CAN MASS
Vclm • (PI*IDcon*Hmwl*(Ro-Rc)) * ((PI/4.0)*(Ocan*"t2.0)*(Ro-Rc))
lOIclm • XNt*Vclm*RHOclm
C _ITE (6,*) 'Vcmn,l_n •,,Vcmn,XNcan
C NAN! FOLD HALL NASS
Vlmn - (((2.0*liln).C2.0*rdlp))*Cmil*THlCrJmn) - (XNt*CPI/4.O)*CDca
&n**2.0)*THZCrJmn)
]Ohmt t • i*RHOcan




C WRITE (6,*) eVbrlze,)O4brlze .,,Vbrlze;)Otrlze
C TOTAL MANIFOLD NA$S
XMANmS • XNcar#XMwatL÷]O(brmze
VOLrmk • (Cmn*llmn*Gap) - (]OIt*O.78S398*COcan**2.0)*llmn)
• VOLnak*ItllO
C WRITE (6,*) ,Clmn, NmmI,Gap,Xlit,Oclm m,,Cln, llmm,Gip,)OIt,Ocan
C WRITE (6,*) ,)OUUJms,VOLmk,]OIIHAN •,,XlMNiw.,VOUvmk,)OliNNI
RETURN
Ell)
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SUBROUTINE HRP!PE(Xllg, Rg,Dp,SUNLEN,Vp( pe, Truik, Prink,
&THI CKP,RliOPI P, THI CKI, RHOiNS,DPPIPE,PIPNAIC, Pi PtULS)
Nit[ PIPING SYSTEMDESIGN AND NASS ESTIIMTION ROUTINE
-:-:--:-;:-:-- VARIABLE DEFIED -----::::-:-
XII9 • IU48ER Of 90 DEGREEELBOUSOR EQUIVALENT IN PIPE SYSTEN
R9 • AVERAGERADIUS FOR 90 DEGREE ELBOWS(INCHES)
Dp • INSIDE PIPE DIN4ETER (INCHES)
SUNLEN • TOTAL LENGTH OF PiPE SYSTEM (INCHES)
Vpipe s NN( VELOCITY IN PIPES (FT/SEC)
Tnak " Nak TENPERATURE(dog-R)
Pnek- Nmk PRESSURE(isle)
TNIOCP • PIPE WALL THICKNESS (IMCHES)
RHOPIP 8 PIPE idWU.LDENSITY (Lli/cu-FT)
THICKI • PIPE INSULATION THICKNESS (INCHES)
RHOINS • PIPE INSULATION DENSITY (LB/cu-FT)
DPPIPE • PIPE SYSTEM PRESSL_ DROP (PSID)
PIPIMS • PIPE SYSTEM IMSS (LBS)
PIPtHN( ,, NASS OF NaK IN PIPE SYSTEM (LBS)
IF (TNICKP.EG.O.O). THIOCP • (PnekeDp)/1SOOO.O
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SU6ROUTINE PUNP{Trvlk, Idnak,DPPI PE,DPHX,DPflANI F, DPLOOP,Phyd, X)4PUHP)
PUNP NAbS ESTINATE
::_::::_: VARIABLES DEFINED ;_;:::::::
Trwl( • NN( INLET TEMPERATURE(deg-R)
Wrvik • NAg FLOtAtATE (LBS/SEC)
DPPIPE • PIPING SYSTED PRESUE DROP (PSID)
DPHX • NAg SIDE HEAT EXCHANGERPRESSUREDROP (PSID)
DPIMNIF • NAICNANI FOLD PRESSUREDROP
Phyd • HYDRAULIC POWERREQUIRED FROMPUNP (WATTS)
)04PUMP• E-N PUMPIMSS (LBS)




)mPta4P • 37.0 + 0.323*Phyd
IAtITE (6,*) i i
k_ITE (6,*) ePUNPPOKIERREQUIRED (WATTS) (HYDRAULIC) •',Phyd







































SUBROUTINE VACIMS( Tlrwk,m4NP! P, _41ilMN, _INIIEX, _IIVAC, IOIVAC)
VOLUMEACCUMULATORMASS ESTIMATE
VOLUNEACCUMULATORIMIC VOLUI_ IS ESTIMATED TO BE 1.20 TINES THE
CHANGEIN LOOP NAK VOLLI_ BETI,_N 560 R AND TNE OPERATING TBNP.
_===== VARIABLES DEFINED ;_
Tnmk- lild( TIg4PEUTUE (dug-R)
XNNPIP • NAg MASS IN P|P|NG SYSTEM (Lbs)
XI4NNAN• NAK NASS IN RAD|ATOMNAN/FOLD (LIDs)
1OIHEX • NNC NASS IN HEAT REJECTION HEAT EXCIMNGER(Lbs)
mlIVAC = NAK VOLUNEIN VOLUNEACCtHJLATOR (CU"IM)
XNVAC • VOLUNEACCUI#JLATOItNAn (bET) (LBS)
All • 560.0
CALL XNAKPR(All wRHOItEF,CP,VISeTI()













NRITE (6,*) aVOLUIqEACCUlt#LATORNak MASS (LbS) =',lOIVaC
URITE (6, e) aVOLUNEACCUNJLATORMASS (I.bS) •e ,XNVAC
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTXHE HEDUCT(XN9,Rg,Dp,SUNLEN,Vpt pc, TGAS,PGAS,THI CI_, RHOPIP,
&THICKI, RHO!NS,)O4N,DPDUCT,DUCNAS)
HE-XE DUCT MASSAND PflESUE DROP FOR DIRECT CYCLE BItAYTON
:::_:_::::_ VARIABLES DEFINED _::_:::_:::_:::
XN9 - NUMBEROF 90 DEGREEELBOUSOR EOU]VALENT IN PIPE SYSTEH
R9 • AVERAGERADIUS FOR 90 DEGREEELBOUS (INCHES)
Dp • INSIDE DUCT DIMIETER (INCHES)
SUNLEN • TOTAL LENGTH OF DUCT SYSTEM (INCHES)
Vpipe • GAS VELOCITY IN DUCTS (FT/HEC)
TGAS • GAS TENPERATURE(deg-R)
PGAS • GAS PRESSURE (plill)
THICKP • DUCT I/ALL THICK]MESS(INCHES)
RHOPIP • DUCT WALL DENSITY (LB/CU'FT)
THICK[ • DUCT INSULATION THICKNESS (INCHES)
RHOINS • DUCT INSULATION DENSITY (LB/cu-FT)
XMU • GAS NQLECULARUEIGHT
DPDUCTu DUCT SYSTEM PRESSUREDROP (PSID)
DUCIMS • DUCT SYSTEM MASS (LBS)
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SUBROUTINE HRDUCT CompiLing OpttonS:iNOiNTiBINC/HDiNF/H/NI/KiNL/PINOI/NQ2iNQ]IRISINTiVINXiNZ1
Source file Listing
392& DuoqA$ : }OIPIPES+_PIltS+mlEL+_IELin
3925 ItETUlW
3926 END

























































SUBRGUT! NE COIEMN(I f Lu|d, Cowl, 14me. Gop, TNI CICins,RHO|m, Tout.
&Tbreze, TKcan, TICbreze, Tl_,XNpipes,XNexp| pee, Pin, T in,Xin,RHOpip,
&RHGcon,RllObreze, TN1ClOmn, Thtpi p, tdmon.Qrecl, XFMNms, Dlqmn,DTFsup,
&Ar,Gt,V,Dh,Cgt,ReL.NL.Xtt,Rev,
&DTFCOn,DTFSUb,DTf ! Lm)
C WRITE (6. °) 'FROM CGMNAN" Iftuid,Cmen,llmn, Gep,TNlCgins,RHOJn8 ='
C &, I f Luid,Clmn, Nmn,Gap, THi CIClrm, RHOin8
C URITE (6,*) ,Tou%Tbreze,TICclm,TKbreze.Tl_p m,,Tout,Tbreze,TKcon,
C &TK1_eze, TIChp
C tatITE (6,*) ,XNp|pes,XNexptpes.P|n,Tin,Xin :l,XNpipes,XNexpipee,
C &Ptn,Ttn,Xtn
C tAtiTE (6,*) ,RHOpip,RHOcen,RNObreze.THICRmn,Thtpip 8e,RHOp|p, RItOc
C &on, RIN3brsze, TH1Cleon. Thtp| p


































CCIO_ ICNFL/ DL. DV, VF, VG, NF. HG, HFG, SF, SG,
& SFG, CL, Cv, TKL, TKV. PrL, Pry. VL. W
SUBROUTINE TO DETERI4INE THE HASS AND PERFORHANCEOF A CONDENSING
MANIFOLD FOR POTASSIUM WHICH TRANSFERSHEAT TO THE HEAT PIPES OF
A HEAT PIPE RADIATOR. THE HARIFOLD CONFIGURATIONCONSISTS OF
A SQUAREPASSAGEWITH HEATPIPES BRAZEDTO ITS GO.
VARIABLES
lfLuid n FLAG TO IDENTIFY HEAT PIPE WORICINGFLUID
Cleon • NANIFOLD CIRCIJ4FERENCEOR LENGTH (FEET)
lion • MANIFOLDHEIGHT (FEET)
Gap • MANIFOLDWIDTH (Feet)
XNp|pee = NUNBEROF PRIHARY HEAT PIPES IN RADIATOR
XNexpipes • NUNBEROF _ENT NEAT PIPES IN RADIATOR
Tbreze • BRAZE JOINT THICKNESS (Feet)
TKcim • THERMALCOI4)UCYlVITY OF NABIFOI.D CAN HATERIAL (B/HFR)
Tl(l)reze • THERMALCONDUCTIVITY OF NANIFOLD BRAZE ALLOY (")
Tl(hp • THERNAL CORDUCTIV[TY OF NEAT PIPE WALL NATERIAL (")
RHOcan • DENSITY OF NABIFOLD HATERIAL (Lb/cu-Ft)
RHObreze = DENSITY OF BRAZEMATERIAL (Lb/cu*Ft)
THICI(m_ • NAN]FOLD NATERIAL THICKNESS (Feet)
ThtpJp • HEAT PIPE iMLL THIDQiESS (FEET)
Ptn• NABIFOLD INLET PRESSURE(PSIA)
Tin = NANIFOLD INLET TEI4PERATUNE(cieg-R)
Xin • MANIFOLD INLET OUALITY (LIQUID FRACTION)
• HANIFOLD FLOUItATE (LSS/HR)
Omen • NANIFOLD AND RADIATOR NEAT LOAD (BTU/ILq)
• NOLECULARWEIGTH OF NABIFOLD UORKIHG FLUID
GUTPUT VARIABLES
XMANtmS• MANIFOLD NASS (Lbs)
DPman - MANIFOLD PRESSUREDROP (PSIA)
































































CALL IOqtP(Xin,Pin,Tin, DL,DV,ItF,ItG, HFG,SF,SG,SFG,VF,VG)
CALL ICTRitCXln,Pin,Tin,Cl,Cv, TKt,TICv,Prt,Prv, Vt,W)
URITE (6,*) eXIn, Pin,Tin,DL,DVeitF,HG, HFG,SF,SG,SFG,VF,V6 e',Xtn,
/,PinwTIn,OL,DV, HFwH6wHF6,SF,SG,SFGeVF,VG





C NOTE THAT CONDENSERNAS TWO SIDES - 1/2 THE HEAT PIPES ARE











C URITE (6,*) WAx,Dh,Ac,DX,Umn,X,CH,CU,ETA,GfttJO(,JHP •e,Ax,Dh,Ac,DX
C &,Umn,X,CH, CU,ETA,Qf LUK,JHP
C
C CCI4PtJTEHATURATIGN 1'BliP: EOUATIOIt IS F(itt POTASSIUH ONLY
C
TSar • (-7633.6)/(ALOGlO(P|n)-5.279)'
C latlTE (6,*) 'Teat FRON 3650 (It) •;,Teat
IF (Tin.GT.Tut) THEN
Gel,sup • UmneCv*(Tin - Tut)
Ocondn • MnmtitFG
OsUb: = Qmn - Ockmup - Ocondn




IF (JItSUP.EQ.O) JItSUP • I
IF (JItCON.EQ.O) JItCON • 1
IF (JItSUB.EQ.O) JNU • 1





20 IF (Tin.EO.Tut) THEIr
aclesup = 0.0






















































Glubc • tdlln*Ct*(Tllt - Tout)
Qconcln • Gmn - Clsubc
C UItITE (6,*) ,Cldesup,Ocondn,Glubc FROR3674=l,Clclesup,Gcondn,Qsubc
JNSUP • 0
JNCON • (Ck::ond_Qnmn)*JlIP
JHSUM • JHP - JHCQN
XF (JilCON.EQ.O) JNCON• 1
IF (JNSUE.EG.O) JliSL_ • 1













IF (JNSUB.EO.O) JNSUM_ 1





70 CALL CVAP(tdIIn, CH, CU, DX, ETA, Hc, DPnetl,Ar,Gt,V,Dh,Rev, Ht)
C UIt[TE (6,*) 'INFO FRCI4AFTER CVAP CALL IN CONMAN'
C NR[TE (6,*) 'Wmon,CH,CU,DX,ETA, Nc,DPnetI,ArtGt,V,Dh,Rev, H| =,,Vmen
C &, CH,CW,DX,ETA, Hc,DPnet 1 ,Ar,Gt.V,Dh, Rev, HL
Haman • Nc
Ten • Tin
TO- (Tmen/I.8) - 273.2
CALL Ftut dprop( i f tuid, TO,XL iqden,Vapden,X t iClVi K,Vepvtsc, PO,Surf
&ten,XLhv,Xk,Xaedrf |ut d, Tcf Luid)
Hevap • (Tcftuid/O.O0413656)/(O.O083)
Ha• Hcmn









C WRITE (6,*) SQftU_, Usup, DTFSUp =e,QfL_,UsUp,DTFSUp























































CALL COND(WImrl, X, CH, CU, DX, ETA, Hc, DPnet2,Ar,Gt,V,Dh,Cgt,ReL,
& HL,Xtt,Rev)






TO • (Titan/1.8) - 273.2
CALL Ftul dprop(l f tuid, TO,X Liqden,Vspden,Xt i qvi sc,Vq:visc, PO,Surf












URITE (6,*) eOfLu_c_ Utah, DTFCOn •,,OfLux,Ucon,DTFcan
WRITE (6,*) eHevep, Hm,D1,D2,D3,D4,DS,D6,DTFcon •',Hevap, Ha,D1,D2,
&D3,D4,DS,D6,DTFcon
90 CALL CLIq(Idmn, CH, CW, DX, ETA, Hoe DPnet3,Ar,GteV,Dh,Rev, Ht)
URITE (6,*) elNFO FROR AFTER CLIG CALL IN CORIIANI
WRITE (6,*) INmn,CII,Ct/,DX,ETA,Hc,DPnet3,Ar,6teV,Dh,Rev, H| •l,
/Mlmn,CH,CW,DX,ETA, Hc,DPnet3,Ar, Gt ,V,Dh, Rev, H|
Hcil_ • Hc
Tamn m Tin
TO • (Tmr_l.8) - 273.2
CALL Ftulclprop(I f tuid, TO, Xt tqden,Vq .x.kn.,Xt ¿qvisc,Vapvt sc, PO,Surf
&ten,Xthv,Xk,Xmf tuld, Tcf tuid)
Ilevap • (TcfLuid/O.OOd;13656)/(O.O(03)
lie• Hcsmn









URITE (6,*) wafttac, Usub, OTFsub e,,aftwc,Usub,DTFsub
URITE (6,*) ,Hevsp, HI,D1,D2,D3,Dd;,DS,D6,DTFImb ,,*,Hevmp,Hm,DI,D2,
&D3,Dd;,DS,D6,DTFImb












































OTfi tm - ((ANCON/AHP)_DTFcon)
&÷((ANSHJO/AHP)IDTFsUb)
OPImn • DPnotl'o'DPnet2'ogPnet3
C kltITE (6,*) WDTfttm, Dl_on=', DTfitm, Dl_en
C MASS ESTIMATE
C NARIFOLD NETAL MASS
Vmmn8 (((2.0elimmn)+(2.0tGap))eC_mneTNICKmmn)
)Oluitt - Vmn*JtHOcm
C NN41FOLD TO HEAT PIPE BRAZENASS
Mncmze • 2.0*lkll_Camn*Tbreze
)OJbrmze =VbrazatRHObrmze
C TOTAL FLAT HEAT PiPE EVAPORATORNASS
Vheetptp • &.O*llmn*Cmmn*Thtptp
]Olhtpip - lllOpilu_Vheatp|p





C LIQUID INVEHTORY IH NANIFOLD
Vttq • FLOAT(JHSUD/JHP)*iI_GapDCain
]Oitiqtn • DL*VLiq
C TOTAL NASS OF RADIATOR NANIFOLD
• MII_LL÷XMIIr_tptI_IO¢i_IOILiqin
C URITE (6,*) eVtns,XIIins,Vtiq,)OlLtqtn,XIMl/ms 8a,Virm,XMtns,VLiq,





REAL VARIABLE (USIJP) assigned • value, never used,
REAL VARIABLE (UCON) assigned • vaLue, never used,
REAL VARIABLE (USUB) eutgned • vaLue, never used,
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SLJtOUTINE CLIQ (Idmn, HN,la4mDX,ETA,Hs,DPnet3,Ar,Gt,V,Dh,
& Itet,Ht)
C_ CALCULATESHUT TRANSFER& PRESSUREDROP FOIl PURE VAPOR
C** A TklO*PHASEFLUID (GAS-LIOUlD) ** N)JUSTB_ FON LIQUID _'TALS
¢0144ON/CNFL/ DL, Dr, VF, VG, NF, NG, HFG, SF, SG,
& SF6, CL, CV, TKL, TKV, Prl,, Pry, Vt, W
C bMITE (6,*) WDATAFROMCLIO'
C tlRITE (6,*) aREVI,EV CONTENTSOF CCHNONw
C WRITE (6,*) eDL,DV,VF,VG,HF,HG,HFG,SF,SG,SFG,CL,Cv, TKL,TKv,Prl',Prv




C_ FLOWCItOSS-SECTIONAL AREA (K I It)
Ar • NN * kq
Dh • (4.0*Ar)/((2.0eHN)÷(2.0'_I4))
Ca"* Gt - NA$$ FLLO( (tbai/h IKI It)
Cwt N - FLOM RATE PER TUME, (tlm_)
St - tim• / Ar
C VRITE (6,*) '6c,Ar,Dh,Gt •',Gc,Ar,Dh,Gt
C** LIOUID VELOCITY, ft/s
V • Gt/( DL * 3600.0 )
C** CONDENSATEFIIJ'I REYNOLDSNtJ4BER
Re|, • tdmnIDh/(Ar_/I.)
Ctt Hi' - SHEAR-CONTROLLEDLIQUID FlU( HEAT TRANSFERCOEFFICIENT




C** ! • InLet, • • exit
C DPa-GteeZ.OIGce(((1.0-Y)/Ol,e+Y/l)Ve) - ((1.0-Y)/OLI+Y/DVi))
C_ CALCULATE FRICTION FACTORS
FFL • FF(Dh, ETA, Ret)
C*e LIQUID PRESSUREDROP (pslm)
OPt - FFL*(OX/Dh)*Gt*e2.0ee(1.0/(2.0*DL*Gc))
C WRITE (6,*) #V,ReL,HL,Hs,DPL,FFI, =I,V,ReL,NL,Hs,DPL,FFI,
DPl, • DPt/(lk&.O*3600.Oee2.0)
C,m DPf FRICTION PRESSUREDROP (palm)
DPf • DPL
DPnet3 • DRf
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C_* CALCULATESHEAT TRANSFER& PRESSUREDROP FOR
Ca* A TMO-PIIASE FLUID (GAS-LIGUID) t.m ADJUSTED FOR LIQUID METALS
CCIMION /CNFL/ OL, DV, VF, VG, HF, HG, HFG, SF0 SG,
& SF6, CL, Cv, TKL, TKv, PrL, Pry, Vt, W
C URITE (6, e) e lNFO FROMCCM)'
C kMITE (6, e) eREVIEV CONTENTSOF COI4H(Me
C WilTE (6, t) eDL,DV,VF,VG,HF,HG, HFG,SF,SG,SFG,CL,Cv, TKL,TKv,PrL,Prv
C &,View •' ,DL,DV,VF,VG, HF,HG,HFG,SF,SG,SFG,Ct,CV, TKt, TKv, Pr [,Prv,Vt
C &,W
C*_ HEAT TIUUISFER
C*t FLOW CROSS-SECTIONALAREA (IKI ft)
Ar m_*_
C WRITE (6°*) eAr •e,Ar
Dh • (4.OtAr)/((2.0eHN)÷(2.0*VH))
C iaIITE (6. °) eoh •e,Oh
C** Gt - NAS$ FLUX (tbl/h K I ft)
C** N - FLOU RATE PER TUBE(LIQUID PLUS VAPOR), tbm/h
Gt • W I Ar
C MRITE (6e*) 'Gt •'eGt
Cn VAPOR VELOCITY, ft/s
C_ Y - LOCAL VAPOR I_iGHT FRACTION FACTOR
V m Y*Gt/( DV * 3600.0 )
C iatlTE (6m*) 'V "'oV
C** Cgt - TUBESIDE FLOblREG]NE PARNETER
C*"* IF COt < 0.3, SHEAR-CONTROLLEDLIQUID FILM HEAT TRANSFERCOEFFICIENT
Cgt " (Dht(Gct(36OC.O**2.0))al)V°(DL'DV)*((l"Y)/Y))en_O.S/Gt
C WRITE (6,*) eCgt m',COt
C_* CONDENSATEFILM REYIIQLDSNUHBER
Ret -Wmn*(1.0-Y)Vq)hl(Ar_L)
C WRITE (6e*) 'ReL m',Ret
C** VISCOSITY CORRECTIONFACTOR, (BULl[ VISCOSITY/'dALL VISCOSITY)**0.14
C1** ASSUMEDEQUAL TO 1
C** VCF - 1.0
Ce* Nt " SHEAR'CONTROLLEDLIQUID FILM SEAT TUMSFER COEFFICIENT
Ce° HL m O.022*(ReL)_.bO.8 * (Pr)**O.4 t (TKL/Dh) . VCF
HL • (7.0 + O.O2St(Ret * Prt)**O.8 )* (TKL/Dh)
C MItlTE (6,*) 'Ht ",HL
C** Xtt - MARTINELLI PAJUMETER, FORMFOR BOTH TURBULENTPHASES
Xtt | ((1.O-Y)/Y)**O.9 * (DV/DL)**O,S * (VL/W)smO.1
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C URITE (6,*) eXtt ml,Xtt
C_ Csh - CORRELAT]ONFUNCTION FOR SHEAR-CONTROLLEDFLOU HT & OP
CSh m 2.75 •(1.0 • 2.0/Xtte°O.S) • (1.0 " DV/l)L)etl.5
C tNi]TE (6,*) aCsh -',Csh
C** Ftp - SHEAR-CONTROLLEDFLOWTUO PHASE HEAT TRANSFER FACTOR
Ftp m (1.0 • Csh/Xtt • 1.0/Xttet2.0)etO.S
C WRITE (6, •) eFtp-',Ftp
Cee He - SHEAR-CONTROLLEDLIQUID FILM HEAT TRANSFERCOEFFICIENT
ItS m Ftp*HL
C VRZTE (6,*) aHS-',He
C_ PRESSUREDROP
C_ MOMENTUMPItESSURE DROP (pete)
Cat I • inlet, • • exit
C Dlqu- Gt_2.0/Gc•(((1.0-Y)/DLe*Y/DVe) - ((1.0-Y)/DLt*Y/DVi))
C'_VAPOR REYNOLDSNUNBER
Rev-Umn•Y*Dh/(Ar*VV)
C IdUTE (6,*) 'Rev =',Rev
C_ CALCULATEFRICTION FACTORS
FFL • FF(Dh, ETA, Re|)
FFv • FF(Dh, ETA, Rev)
C" LIQUID PRESSUREDROP (psla)
DPt - FFt•(DX/Dh)•Gt_2.0*(1.0"Y)_2.0*(1.0/(2.0eDL•Gc))
DPL • DPL/(l&4.iY*3600.O**2.0)






kMITE (6, •) aFFLaFFV,DPL,DPV =',FFL,FFV,DPL,DPV
FLF TUO PHASE FRICTION LOSS FACTORS
DPf FRICTION PRESSUREDROP (psle)
IF (ReL.GT.2000.O) THEN
FLF • (1.0 • CSh/Xtt + 1.0/Xtte*2.0)**O.S
DPf • FLFg"*2.0 • DPL
ELSE
FLF • (1.0 + CSh*Xtt + Xttee2.0)tmO.$
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SUUOUTINE CV_D (Imon, m,la(,DX,ETA, Ns, DPnetl,Ar,Gt,V,Dh,
& ReV.HL)
GC • 32.1739
C_ CALCULATESVAPOR HEAT TRANSFERI PRESSUREDROPFOR
COlg4ON/CNFL/ DL, DV, V1F, VG, NF, HG, NFG, SF, SG,
& SFG, eL. Cv, TKL, TKv. Prt, Pry, Vt, W
C kqtlTE (6,*) tDATA FROMCVAP'
C WRITE (6,*) *REVIEW CONTENTSOF COHMOllr
C WRITE (6,*) ,DL,DV,VF,V6,HF,HG,NFG,SF,SG,SFG.CL,Cv,TKL,TKv,Prt,Prv
C L#VL,W 8, ,DL,DV,VF,VG, HF, HG,HFG,SF,SG, SFG,CL,Cv,TI(L.TKv,Pr t.Prv,V|
C &,W
Ca* HEAT TRANSFER
C** FLOWCItOSS-SECTIONAL AREA (kl ft)
Ar mNM*_
Dh • (4._Ar)/((2.0*HM)+(:)._))
C_ Gt - IMSS FLUX (LIm/h SOl ft)
C** N - FLOV RATE PER'TUBE (U:I/h)
Gt •_/Ar
C** VAPOR VELOCITY, ft/I
V • Gtl( DV * 3600.0 )
C mITE (6.*) aAr,Dh,Gt.V-,,Ar,Dh,Gt,V
C°* VAPOR REYNOLDSNUMBER
Itev • blmentt)hl(Ar_)
C** HL - SHEAR-CaiTROLLED VAPOR FilJI HEAT TRANSFERCOEFFICIENT
HL • O.022*(Rev)**O.8 * (Prv)**O.6 * (TKv/Oh)
Ftp - 1.0
NS • FtpeHt
C biRITE (6,*) wgev, Ht,Ftp, Hs •e,Rev, HL,FtP, HS
C** PRESSUREDROP
C** NONENTUNPRESSUREDROP (pele)
i • inLet, • • lUCit
C DP,, • Gt_2.0/Gc*(((1.0-Y)/DLe_Y/DVe) - ((1.0-Y)/DLi+Y/DVi))
C** CALCULATE FRICTION FACTORS
FFv • FF(Dh, ETA, Rev)
Cvr* VAPOR PRESSUREDROP (pale)
DPv • FFVe(DX/i)h)tGt_2.Oe(1.0/(2.0*gV*GC))
DPv 8 DPv/(l&J,.O*3600oO**2.0)
C WRITE (6,*) 'FFV,DPv •*,FFv,DPv















FUNCTION FF(Dh, ETA, RE)
FF, FRICTION FACTOR
ETA, UFAC[ ROUGHNESS, ft
FF • 0.25/(ALOGIO(ETA/(3.Tq)h) + 5.74/11[*'0.9))*'2.0
IF (RE.LE.2000.O) FF • 64.0/RE
IF (RE.GT.2000.O .AND. RE.LT.&O00.O)

























































SUBROUTINEICPRP(X,P,T, DL, DV, NF, HG, NFGo IF, SG, SFG, VF, VG)
C tat|TE (6, e) eFRCN ICPRPo XoP,T •w X, P, T
Ca* REFERENCE: NAVAL RESEARCHLAJIQUTOItY (NItL REPORT6233)
Cee • NISN'TBI4PEJUkTUIn PROPERTIES OfF POTASSIUNu
DATA 301/, R, TR / 39.0983, 1.966, 4_0.0 /
C** SATURATION PRESSURE (psie), pege 14, equation 2
IF(X.EQ.1) Pv, 10.0"*(6.12758 - 8128.77/T - O.53299*ALOGlO(T))
C** LIQUID DENSITY (tbm/cu ft), page 18, equation 9
DL • 52.768 - 7.4975E-3*(T-TR) - O.5255E-6*(T-TR)**2.0
& 4. O.0498E-ge(T-TE)_.O
C** LIQUID SPECIFIC VOLUME (CU ft/tbm)
VF • 1.0/DL
Ce* CONSTANTS& DERIVATIVES Of VIRIAL EGUATIOR, pnge 29, equation 29
| - -T'10.0"*('3.8787 + &890.7/T)
DE - |/T'C1.0 " IdS90.7*ALOG(IO)/T) "
C " 10.0"*(0.5873 + 6385.7/T)
DC • -6385.7"AL06(10) * C/T**2.0
D • -1.0"10_(1.4595 ÷ 71M3.8/T)
DO • "71S63.8*ALOG(10) * D/T**2.0
Cat SOLVE FOR VOLUNE VAPOR STATE BY VIRIAL EGUATIOR, 0.7302:GAS CONSTANT
Vl • 0.7302*T/PV
DO 10 1-1,100
FUNC • Pv°VI/(O.730_T) - (1.0 + S/V1 ÷ ¢/Vle*2 + D/Vlee3)
SLOPE • Pv/(O.7302*T) ÷ (B/V1**2 + 2.0"C/V1"3 ÷ 3.0"9/I/1"4)
1/2 • Vl " FUNC/SLOPE
IF (AILS(FUNC) .LT. 1.0E'6) 60 TO 20
Vl •V2
10 CONTINUE
20 V6 - V2
C*t ENTHALPY OF VAPORIZATION (Btu/tbm)
NFG • (R/O.730?.)_P_e(8128.77*ALOG(10.O)/T - 0.53299)*(VG/)O_-VF)
Cee REFERENCEENTHALPY (Otu/Ll_), pege 23, equation 10
N60 - 998.95 ÷ 0.127"T + 2_36.0*EXP(-39375.O/T)
DE • T/V6*((DB-B/T)+I.0/V6*(OC/2.0-C/T)*I.0/VG**2.0*(DO/3.0-D/T))
ENTHALPY VAPOR STATE (Btu/tba), pege 32, equation 26
IIG • NGO " (R*T/)O4W)tDE
C_ ENTHALPY LIQUID STATE (Btu/Ll:m)o Fege 33
NF • NG " NFG






















Cat REFERENCEENTROPY STATE (gtu/Llam It), I_ 23, equmtion 11
S60 - 0.18075 + 0.127V'ALOG(T) 4* O.7617vTXP('31126.0/T)
DS • T/VG*((DB+B/T) + 1.0/(2.0wV6)O(DC+C/T) +
& 1.0/(3.0oVqT"t2.0)eCIX)_/T)) - ALOG(Pv_y'G/(O.7302_r))
C_ ENTROPYVAPOR STATE (Btu/Llom R), page 32, ecpmtion 27
fig - SGO " (R/)OI/)*(ALOG(PV) ÷ DS)
C*e ENTROPY LIQUID STATE (gtu/tim R), page 33
SF • SG - SFG
Ctt VAPOR SPECIFIC VOLUME (cu ftlLbm)
VG - VG/X_




REAL VJUtlAiiLE (P), a clkJiN 8rgtment, ts never used, Line 4391.




































SUBROUTINE KTRN(X,P,T, Ct, CV. TKL, TICv. Prt, PrY, VL, W)
C** • TRANSPORTPROPERTIES OF POTAU|UIP
C** LIQUID NEAT CAPACITY (BtU/t tin)
Ct " 0.22713 " 64.WAIE'6*T + 23.178E'9*1t_.0
Cat LIQUID VISCOSITY (tbWft'h)
VI. • EXP(1353.9/T " 1.9206)
Lee LIGUID THERI4ALI_NDUCTIVITY (Btu/h-ft-R)
11(t - 32.2036 - 7.6789E-3*T
C** LIQUID PIL4NOTLNUNBER
Pr| - CL*VL/TKL
C_ VAPOR CknN:l't'Y (lltu/tlm)
CALL KPRP(X,P,(T-O.01), DL, DV,, MF, NI, HFG, IF. SG, SFG, VF, VG)
CJU.L I(PRP(X,P,(T_O.01), DL, DV, NF, N2, HFG, IF, I_4, SFG, VF, Vll)
CV " (N2"N1)IO.02
Ca* VAPOR VISCOSITY (tlm/ft'h)
W = 1.0282E'2 + 2.56&gE-5*T " 3,125E'9eTe*2.0
£ ee VAPOR THERMALCON)UCTIVITY (ltU/h-ft'R)
TlCv • 1.871ME-3 + 4.352_'6*T " 5.219BE'lOOT'S2.0
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16. JV._,,_"
NASA LeRC is currently developing a FORTRAN based computer model of a complete
nuclear electric propulsion (NEP) vehicle that can be used for piloted and cargo
missions to the Moon or Mars. Proposed designs feature either a Brayton or a
K-Rankine power conversion cycle to drive a turbine coupled with rotary alternator_
Both ion and MPD thrusters will be considered in the model. In support of the NEP
model, Rocketdyne is developing power conversion, heat rejection, and power
management and distribution (PMAD) subroutines. The subroutines will be incorpor-
ated into the NEP vehicle model which will be written by NASA LeRC. The purpose
this report is to document the heat pipe cooled heat rejection subsystem model and
its supporting subroutines.
The heat pipe cooled heat rejection subsystem model is designed to provide estimatq
of the mass and performance of the equipment used to reject heat from Brayton and
Rankine cycle power conversion systems. The subroutine models the ductwork and
heat pipe cooled manifold for a gas cooled Brayton; the heat sink heat exchanger,
liquid loop piping, expansion compensator, pump and manifold for a liquid loop
cooled Brayton; and a shear flow condenser for a K-Rankine system. In each
case, the final heat rejection is made by way of a heat pipe radiator. The
radiator is sized to reject the amount of heat necessary.
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